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PREFACE

This final report was prepared by AiResearch Manufacturing Company of
California, a division of The Garrett Corporation, for the Air Force Flight
Dynamiks Laboratory, Wright Patterson Air Force Base, under Contract F33615-76-
C-3043, Integrated Hinge (Rotary) Electromechanical Actuation Devalopment. The
technical effort was performed from February 16, 1976 to September 6, 1978 by
the AiResearch Mechanicai Power Systems Product Line, with Mr. Neal Wood as
principal Investigator. Mr. Daniel K. Bird (FGL), the Air Force technical moni-
tor for the program, provided direction, technical support, and many hours of
discussion on actuation principles and methods o- presentation.

Although many individuals have made significant contributions to the
organization and content of this report, the efforts of several key people
merit special recognition. E.F. Echolds and K.C. Wong were responsible for
the development of the e!ectric powered servo motor; J. Ashmore, J. Cleek, and
J. Yasuda were responsible for the electronic design and breadboard controller
fabrication; and D. Bailey and J. White provided specialized technical su:)port
in the development of the computerized system simulation program and dynamic
analysis of the system.

The following discussion, provided by Mr. Bird, briefly summarizes the
relation of the work reported in this document to associated efforts, many of
which wore sponsored by the USAF Flight Dynamics Laboratory.

Two relatively new technologies are emerging for bircraft flight control
systems: (1) fly-by-wire, a proven approach to signal transmission, and (2)
power-by-wire, an approach to control surface actuation using electrical power.

Electromechanical actuation is peculiarly able to incorporate these two advanced
techniques to provide the flexibility and efficiency inherent in both fly-by-
and power-by-wire. Electromechanical actuation carries the concept of the
electromechanical direct drive control valve, made possible by fly-by-wire, one

step further. The direct drive control valve eliminates one stage of hydraulic
signal amplification. Electromechanical actuation eliminates both stages. If
viewed from the power distribution side, electromechanical actuation carries
the concept of the integrated actuator packages (IAPts) one step further. The
lAP concept changes the conventional hydraulic power distribution system to an

electrical system, but then converts electrical power to hydraulic power at the
actuators. Electromechanical actuation uses electrical power directly and
avoids the electrical-tj-hydraulic power conversion penalty. Electromechanical
actuation carries the inherent capability to convert a digital command to an
analog force output within the actuation unit. If proved credible for primary
flight control actuation, the eiectromechanical actuation concept has gone a
long way towards removing the need to add hydraulic systems to future aircraft.
This effort is dedicated to validating the credibility of electromechanical
actuation for primary flight control with a unique, one-of-a-kind e!ectromech-
anical actuation unit.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS AND SYMBOLS

Term Dfinition

Actuator A subassembly of the electromechanical actuation unit that
contains the motor and gearing.

Back iron The magnetic conducting path located at the outer periphery
of the stator used to transmit magnetic flux between poles.

Commutation Control of the motor stator electromagnetic flux field to
establish the polarity of applied voltage and magnitude of
applied current to achieve the desired direction, velocity,
and torque of the motor rotor. !I

Controller The electronics portion of the electromechanical actuation
unit that interfaces input power, command signal, and
actuator position for servo control. I

Duty cycle The ratio of average-to-peak values, usually expressed in
terms of power or current.

Efficiency A ratio of power output to power input, Po/PI.

Electrical time The stator winding inductance divided by the stator wind-
constant ing resistance. Expressed as T, sec, It is numerically

equal to 63.2 percent of the time required for the current
to increase to the final value based on the step input
change in applied voltage and the rotor locked.

EM Electromechanical (actuator unit).

Feedback The assembly which provides the servo circuits with
information for closing the servo loop; the information
could be position, torque output, rate output, or combin-
ations, for example.

Fly-by-wire Transmission of command signals from the aircraft flight
control system to the EM actuation unit using electrical
inputs, which could be either digital or analog In form.

Generator mode The specific operation of the motor and controller, wherein
the motor is driven by the torque applied to the output,
and the motor responds to producing current and a voltage.

Mechanical time The no-load velocity times the rotor Inertia divided by
constant the stall torque. Expressed as T, sec; It is numerically

equal to the time required for the speed to increase to
63.2 percent of the final value based upon a given step
input voltage change.

Sxv
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DEFINITION OF TERMS AND SYMBOLS (Continued)

Term Definition

Motor mode The specific operutlon of the motor by applying controlled
voltage and current to cause the motor rotor to r6tate In'
the direction desired.

No-load A condition at the (motor or actuator) ou+put, wherein
there are no aiding or opposing static or acceleration
forces.

Power-by-wire The technique of utilizing electric energy as the primary

power source for flight control actuation.

Power switches The component that Is commanded to control high voltage
and potentially high currents to the electric motor,
providing power demand control of the motor output.

Plugging mode The operation of the motor and controller under the

following special conditions. (1) The motor is rotating
In one direction and (2) the controller Is providing volt-
age and current In an attempt to cause the motor to reverse
direction. This condition Is usually experienced for only
short time periods during rapid acceleration/deceleration.
(This Is sometimes called reverse plugging.)

PWM Pulse width modulation (PWM) is a metho0 of controlling the
applied motor current by adjusting the duty cycle of applied
motor voltage.

Rotor The mechanical rotating part of the motor, which can be
either a permanent magnet or electromagnet design.

Servo circuits The electronic circuits that interface the EM actuation unit
with the aircraft flight control system, including the com-
mand input for control surface positlon, and provide the
logic and command signals for the operation of the power
switches.

Stall torque Maximum output torque, lbf-in.

Stator The stationary, outer part of the motor, which can be
either electromagnetic or permanent magnet design.

Stiffness, dynamic The resistance of the actuator system (actuator, motor,
and controller) to applied loads at the output of the
actuator. Dynamic stiffness is usually expressed as a
function of the frequency of the applied load in units
of lbf-in./radian.

xvi
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WMFFINITION OF TERMAS ANP SYMROLS (Continued)

Term Definition

Unit Unit (electromechanical actuation) consisting of the
electronic controller, actuator, and a feedback device.

PM Permanent magnet.

A Amplitude, radians.

B Flux density, gauss.

f Frequency, Hz.

G Gear ratio (input speed/output speed).

I Inartla, Ibf-Ino-sec.

L Reactance, henries.

P Power, watts.

0 Electrical power dissipated as heat in the motor, watts.

S Slope of torque, speed relationship, rad/sec/in.-Ibf.

T Torque, lhf-in.

e Velocity, rad/sec.

9 Acceleration, rad/sec.

T Time constant, sec.

I I xvii
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1. SUMMARY

This final report presents the results of the design, development, and
analysis of laboratory demonstration hardware for an electromechanical primary
flight control surface actuation unit. Advances In the state-of-the-art make
electromechanical actuation feasible. Significant developments In the technolo-
gles of magnet materials for motors, motor construction techniques, high-current
capacity transistor switches for motor control, and digital microprocessors for
servo and redundancy management have resulted In the development of an electro-
mechanical actuation unit that is competitive with current hydraulic units.

1. I1 ELECTROMECHANICAL ACTUATOR FEATURES

The electromechnical actuation unit developed provides dual redundancy in
the electronic control, motor drive, and mechanical elements. Therefore, the
unit provides fail-safe operation with reduced performance after any one com-
ponent failure. Major actuation unit features are:

(a) Closed-loop position servo circuits were Implemented using both analog
and digital techniques to demonstrate versatility to Interface with
various aircraft flight control systems. Microprocessor servo controls
offer programmable current and voltage control of the motor. Optical,
digital encoders were used to monitor control surface position and used
in the servo feedback loop. Transistorized electric power switch cir-
cults were designed and fabricated for motor torque-rate and commuta-
tion control.

(b) Permanent-magnet, 270-vdc motors using brushless commutation and rare-
earth cobalt magnets In the rotor assembly to achieve high acceleration
and torque in minimum space and weight. Samarium cobalt and other
high-energy, rare-earth-magnet materials are being used to reduce servo
motor size and weight while maintaining high performance output. As
a result, dc electric motors are competitive with hydraulic motors for
primary flight control systems. The selection of 270-vdc power was made
based upon rectification of a standard 115/200-v, 400-Hz aircraft power
source (study program ground rule).

(c) A rotary hingel ne actuator which implements dual redundant drive
channels using a velocity summing po-anetary differential and planetary
gear stages to the rotary output. The rotary actuator gear ratio
matches the torque and speed requirements of the control surface to
the motor output. Improved materials and manufacturing processes
make use of high-strength alloys to achieve smaller gears with
superior backlash characteristics.

I l!
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1.2 HARDWARE DEFINITION

The hardware developed was initially based upon a dual-channel electro-
mechanicai drive to a final hingeline geared output to a simulated control
surface. In this arrangement (shown in Figure 1), complete separation of the
two drive channels is maintained up to the output stages of gearing in the
actuator. The arrangement shown Is not the only arrangement which has merit.
For example, redundancy could be implemented using force summing of two drives
onto a single panel, or by using separate, nonredundant actuation systems oper-
ating onto split control surfaces. The selection of the particular optimum
redundancy concept is a function of the total vehicle reliability philosophy,
including determination of the criticality of the control surface, alternate
control possibilities, and accepted reliability of the hardware elements.

Thus, the hardware arrangement developed for test is not the only configu- I
ration, but is representative for demonstrating actuation system considerations
that may be useful to future development and aircraft actuation design programs.

270 VDC POWER !
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1.3 HARDWARE FABRICATION

The actuation unit was designed to be in a flight configuration to illus-
trate h;iigeline structural Interface capability, thermal management considera-
tions, and servo feedback mounting and design considerations. The fabricated
actuator and purchased position transducers are shown in Figure 2. The posi-
tion transducer is an optical encoder purchased from Renco Corporation. The
motors were fabricated at AiResearch using permanent magnets in the rotor pur-
chased from Varian. The gearing and housing were fabricated entirely by
AiResearch.

AI

"f'"'NJ'u4 .:-', I NTO ,

ýý, -M r i
VI! T L!_ 1: lOA•

783(,6-2,t

SPEC IF ICAT IONS: j
37,500 IN.-LB STALL TOFQUE
80-DEG/SEC NO-LOAD RATE
4,-HP OUTPUT

3.75 X 106 LB-IN./RAD SPRING RATE F.27214
34.8 LB WE IGH1

Figure 2. Dual Electr-omechanical Rotary Hingel ine
Actuator and Position Transducers

Thie controller hardware was fabricated as an engineering breadboard, with
two separate, rack-mounted, servo circuits and power switch assemblies. The
purpose was to provide maximum flexibility to incorporate design Improvements
and simulate functional interfaces without packaging and other special con-
straints. The microprocessor was purchased from Wave Mate, and the power switch

3
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assembly was fabricated using Motorola MJE 10005 transistors. Although the
Initial hardware fabricated was based directly (without change) an the pro-
ilminary design prepared during the feasibility study, certain changes In the
controller area were necessary as the development progressed. The evolution
of the development effort Is lIsted In Table I, which shows that the confIg-
urations and general design approach for the power switch, motor, and gearing
assemblies remained unchanged from the Initial preliminary design definition
through to the final configuratlon used for demonstration testing. This Is
not true for the servo controller circuits.

The Initial hardware fabricated for the servo was a dual-channel micro-
processor. Concurrently, the power switch assembly was being fabricated and
developed using transistor bridges to Interface with the motors. As thedevelopment program progressed, it became evident that the effort required for

parallel developments of the high-power switching devices and the microproces-
sor were excessive. For example, because of difficulties in electrical and func-
tional Interfaces between the servo and power switch circuits, development
problems In the servo area Impacted development in the power switch assembly.

TABLE I

EVOLUTION OF SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

Initial Original Final
Design Hardware First Secoc.d Config-

Component Approach Configuration Modification Modification uration

Servo Microprocessor 2-channai 2-channel One analog 1-channel

control microprocessor analog channel and analog
one micropro-
cessor channel

Power Transistorized 2-channel None None Same
switch pulsewidth transistorized

modulated pulsewidth
bridge modulated

bridge

Feedback Digital, posi- 2-channel, Single None Single
tion feedback digital, channel channel

optical, abso-
lute position
encoder

Motor 270-vdc, 270-vdc, None None Same
permanent- permanent-
magnet rotor magnet rotor

with brushless with brushless
commutation commutation

Gearing Planetary with Planetary with None None Same
summing summing
differential differential

4
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An alternate program approach was planned In which the development of the
switch assemblies would continue and simple analog servo circuits would be used
to drive the total unit. This materially reduced the design, checkout, and
Interface resolution effort for the power switch assembly. Once the system was
operating with the analog servo circuits, attention was again directed toward
design modifl!cation and completion of the microprocessor servo configuration.
One microprocessor servo circuit was Integrated Into the breadboard controller,
replacing one of the analog servo circuits. Therefore, the actuation system
was operated successfully with one analog servo circuit driving one of the
channels, and one microprocessor servo circuit driving the second channel. The
early system evaluation tests were run with tho analog/microprocessor servo
circuit configuration.

Based upon the results of the system simulation and performance prediction
analysis, It was decided to modify the equipment to improve the performance
demonstration capability. To accomplish the required hardware changes In
reasonable time, a single servo circuit was designed and fabricated using analog
techniques. The majority of the system test data presented In this report, and
the correlation to test data with the system simulation analysis, Is based upon
the use of the single analog servo circuit in the controller operating both
power switch driver circuits.

1.4 TEST RESULTS

Test data were collected at the component and the unit operating levels.
The significant results of the tests are summerized as follow~s.

o Motor--The torque/sp3ed relationship and the torque per amp were
as predicted. The motor assembly showed a minimum of 18 percentthermal duty cycle capability.

* Gearbox--The efficiency of the gearing was 1 to 5 percent below
the analytical prediction. The static stiffness was approximately
12 percent below the predicted value.

0 Controller--Both microorocessor and analog servo circuits used in
testing the two channel unit. Transistorized power switches proven
capable of controlling peak currents up to 18 amp at 270 vdc.

* Actuation Unit--Output rate, frequency response, and step response
meet performance goals and are predicted using computer simulation
techniques.

The specific test results are summarized in Table 2.

5
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TABLE 2

TEST RESULTS

Actuation
Test Goal Test Result Comment

Step No-load speed, 80 deg/sec Rate demonstrated on square,
response 80 deg/sec triangle, and sinusoidal wave

Input.

Frequency Bandwidth of 8 Hz nominal Under no-load conditions, an

response 4 to 12 Hz, amplitude of +1 deg shows
8 Hz nominal less than 3 dB amplitude

degradation. Phase lag
approximately 90 deg.

Thermal Duty cycle, 18 percent Steady-state temperature,
management 20 percent continuous of 234*F occurred at 3 amp

with control surface locked.
Motor can operate at short
term temperature up to 450*F.

Position 0.5 percent of <0.5 percent Full stroke was demonstrated.
resolution full stroke of +20 deg

stroke
Controller/ Operate mode Controller Capability of physical and
actuator operated as functional interfaces

system tests predicted demonstrated.

Reliability Simulate One-channel Manually demonstrated; pro-
management failure of operation visions for closed-loop
demonstration one channel allows reduced shutdown were not Imple-

rate control mented in tne controller.
with full
torque output

Static 3.75 x 106 3.25 x 106 Calculated dynamic stiffness
stiffness In.-lb/rad in.-lb/rad of 2.6 x 106 In.-ib/rad at

8 Hz.

Regenerat:on Demonstration 14 amp at Demonstrated during reverse
270 vdc plugging operation.

I
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2. INTRODUCTION

In this report, a 3-year program for design, development, and test of a
demonstration electromechanical fl ight control actuation unit is described.
The program was centered upon the new and continually evolving electrical, elec-
tromechanical, and electronic technologies now available to satisfy aircraft
primary flight control actuation requirements. Each of these technologies con-
tributes In a collective, synergistic manner to the credibility of electro-
mechanical actuation for primary flight control, and includes the following:

* High-voltage dc power sources

0 Dc servo motor design using high-performance, rare-earth-cobalt
permanent magnets in the rotor assembly and brushless commutation to
achieve fast response, minimum electrical losses as heat, long life,
and flexibility In commutation sequencing and logic

* Programmable digital microprocessor servo control that can be adapted
to various motor types and torque-speed requirements, and can accommo-
date primary flight control requirement variations for t'pecific real-
time aircraft operating characteristis

* Commercially available solid-state electric power switches that can
switch currents of up to 600 amp at voltages ranging up to 300 v, arid
which allow exploitation of electronic commutation

0 Geared, rotary, high-efficiencyo hingeline control surface actuator
configurations that may include drive redundancy provide structural
weight savings through more uniform load distribution between air-
craft structural elements

Synthesis and optimization of these technologies for specific flight control
applications indicate that electromechanical actuation offers an alternative
to hydraulic systems. The potential advantages of electromechanical actuation
compared with hydraulic actuation are:

* Low Maintenance--No periodic maintenance scheduled for electro-
mechanical systems. Hydraulic actuation systems require periodic
line maintenance for replacement of filters, repair of leaks, and
refill of fluid levels.

* Competitive Weight--Electromechanical systems (including power source
and distribution) show a slight weight advantage. Hydraulic actuation
systems are heavy. Interconnecting tubing, fittings, bulky housings,
and fluids comprise a large percentaige of "fixed" weight.

7..
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* Low Cost--Installation and operating costs reduced for electromech-
anical systems. Increased parts count for hydraul Ic tubing and
fittings not only increases the cost of fabrication, but requires a
"spares inventory for maintenance support.

0 Reduced Hazards--Electromechanical actuation Is safe. Some hydraulic
fluids are corrosive and flammable, and require special handling and
adjacent structure materials.

* ,Simple Installation--Compared with hydraul Ic systems, wIrinq can be
installed in the airframe In less time, thereby reducing initial
assembly costs.

2.1 OBJECTIVES

The objective of the program is to demonstrate the feasibility of electro-
mechanical techniques applied to a primary flight control surface actuation unit
as a competitive alternate to hydraulic actuation. The electromechanical actua-
tion unit Incorporates the concepts of both fly-by-wire and power-by-wire, which
are defined as follows:

Fly-by-Wire--Command signals are transmitted to the control surface actuators
using only electrical techniques, as opposed to mechanical
transmission.

Power-by-Wire--Flight control surface actuators are powered by electrical
power, as opposed to hydraulic power.

One particular objective of the program is performance of tests and demon-
strations to determine the actuation unit parameters, including frequency response,
duty cycle, static and dynamic stiffness, and thermal characteristics, which caI
then be used to develk-p a performance prediction computer program. This programn
is used to evaluate unit performance capability over a wide range of typical
operating conditions.

2.2 SCOPE I
The actuation unit (based upon the preliminary design of Appendix A) was

designed to Illustrate realistic interface requirements with the aircraft, includ-
Ing structural attachments, thermal provisions, and dual-redundant control surface
actuation. The electronic controller and transistor power switches are designed
as laboratory brassboard items to maximize demonstration of capabil ity and flexi-
bility in actuating a simulated control surface. The operational flexibility may
be In excess of the flexibility requirements of any one particular flight control
application. The priorities of this development program did not allow an elec-
tronic packaging effort, which would be required to satisfy a particular appl ication.

The scope of the program Included the following:

* Development and test of brassboard hardware

* Power output to the control surface is 3 hp minimum

8
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. Actuator configuration of hingel ine design, with a 4-1n.-maxlmum

hingel Ine depth

The major design goals for the actuation unit design are listed below.

Stall hinge moment 37,575 In.-Ib

No-load rate 80 deg/sec

Bandwidth 8 Hz at +1 deg amplitude

Stroke at output +30 deg minimum

Power source 115/200 vac, 400 Hz, 3-phase power

2.3 PROGRAM REVIEW

In 1975 AIResearch was awarded a contract by the United States Air Force
to study the feasibility of and conduct a preliminary design for a selected can-
didate electromechanical actuation unit for aircraft primary flight controls
(Reference 1). In this one-year study program, the electric power, communica-
tion signals, and structural Interfaces with the aircraft were defined (see
Figure 3) and the technical tradeoffs to be considered in synthesizing an
actuation unit for any one particular application were identified.

I
AI ARCRAFT AUTOMATICI
FL IGHT CONTROL
SYSTEM I

CONTROL
ICONTROL SIGNAL SF

INTERFACES
ELECTRIC POWER FL-- IE /

AIRCRAFT ELECTRIC (POWER-BY-WIRE) MECHANICAL I
POWER SOURCE ACTUATION STRUCTURL

UNIT I NTERFACES

Figure 3. Functional and Interface Block Diagram for
Electromechanical Actuation Unit
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Based upon the results of the feasibility study, a second contract was
awarded to AiResearch to develop the demonstration hardware, which is the sub-
ject of this report. The schedule for this development program Is presented in
Figure 4. The major milestones are as follows.

Activity Months After Contract Go-Ahead

Design complete 8

Procurement complete 11-1/2

Assembly complete 15

Test complete 30-1/2

Submittal of final report 34-1/2

10
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3. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

The electromechanicpl actuation demonstration hardware is described in
this section. The hardware baseline problem statement is presented, including
the rationale for hardware coofiguration and operating modes, Each of the
actuation assemblies is described In detail; appropriate design analyses and
supporting data for the hardware components are presented in appendixes.

3.1 ELECTROMECHANICAL ACTUATION UNIT DEFINITION

3.1.i Baseline Problem Stptement

A problem statement for actuation unit performance was generated for
purposes of conducting the design of the actuator and controller. Appendix B
(AiResearch Report No. 76-12942) presents a complete performance specification,
which was used as a guide during the design of the demonstration unit. These
performance characteristics were taken directly from the electromechanical
feasibility study and preliminary design documented in Report AFFDL-TR-76-42
(Reference 1). Principal features of the problem statement are listed in
Table 3.

TABLE 3

PROGRAM GROUND RULES AND PERFORMANCE OBJECT!VES

Vehicle Application Interfaces

Structurally integrated, rotary hingeline ac.tuator•

3 hp available at control surface, maximum

11
5/200-vac, 3-phase power supply

Redundancy, fail-safe (two-channel)

Actuation Goals

Stall hinge moment 37,575 in.-Ibf

No-load rate 80 deg/sec

Bandwidth 4 to 12 Hz (8-Hz nom.) at +1 deg amplitude

LoAd inertia 46.6 lb-in.-sec
2

Duty cycie Continuous operation at a minimum of 20 percent peak
current (torque output)

Stroke +30 deg for demonstration

12
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3.1.2 System Synthe$sj_

The practical and efficient combination of power-by-wire ann fly-by-wire
technolcgies is the principal criterion for synthesis of the actution system to
meet the problem statement. The screening of various candidate concepts and the
selection of the preferred approach was accomplished in the feasibility study
(Reference 1). Appendix C presents the screening logic diagrams ussd to limit
the scope of the study and that lead to the selection of an approach for prelim-
inary design.

The functions to be performed by the electromechanical actuation unit
include the following:

(a) Respond to command signal inputs from the aircraft flight control
system (fly-by-wire technology)

(b) Operating from the aircraft electrical bus, provide electric current
and voltage control to an electromechanical drive unit (power-by-wire)

(c) Match and apply the rate and torque output of the drive unit to the
aircraft control surface

(d) Provide any necessary control 5urface parameter (such as position
feedback) to stabilize and simplify the control surface response to
command input signals

One method of implementing these simplified operational functions is shown in
Figure 5. The three basic subsections of the electromechanical actuation
unit are (1) controfler, (2) actuator, and (3) feedback.

PI LOT
CONTROL

AFCS AIRCRAFT

ACTUATION UNIT

CONTRNOLLER1 [rtACTJOR

SCONTROL
AICATSERVO POWER ISUFC

INEDEACAC_

Figure 5. Electromechanical Actuation Unit for Primary
Flight Control (Shown without Redundancy)
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The controller has a signal processing section that serves as the servo
control and Is the Interface with the aircraft fl ight control system. Input
signals (fly-by-wire) can be either digital or analog in form, and could be
electrical or optical In nature, for example. The baseline approach Is to use
a digital microprocessor, although analog servo circuits were also developed
and tested In the demonstration program. The controller power switch responds
to any logic and sequencing commands from the servo control, and is designed
to handle high current and voltage levels (power-by-wire), as may be commanded
to match control surface torque and rate demands. The power switch provides
electric current at a voltage to the electric motor to produce mechanical torque.
Transistors were selected as the switching devices because of fast switching
time, current carrying capability, small size, and ease of actuation on and off
(i.e., commutation) (References 2, 3).

Current appliled to the motor produces torque. Evaluation and comparison
of an ac induction motor and a permanent-magnet-rotor. brushless dc motor (for
the same problem statement) showed the two motors to be closely matched; however,
the dc motor showed the following advantages (Appendix D):

* Faster acceleration (reduced rotor inertia for the same rotor
diameter)

"* Higher overall average torque output based upon the same maximum
operating temperatures (increased duty cycle because of better
heat rejection characteristics)

"* Lower weight (reduced length to provide same power output)

Th'* seiected dc motor was fabricated using a six-pole, rare-earth-cobalt magnet
rotor configuration with brushless commutation of the three stator winding
circuits using variable reluctance transducers for rotor position sensing.

The motor output torque and rate are matched to the control surface static
and dynamic load requirements using a gear ratio. Planetary gearing was selec-
ted on the basis of weight, packaging volume, and high efficiency. The gear
ratio -tan be selected based upon any one set or sets of requirements, including
control surface maximum rate, stall torque, acceleration, and/or a running load
at a specified rate (Reference 4).

The control surface motion (location) is then sensed and this feedback
information is suppliled to the servo circuit in the controller. The servo may
be configured In various ways, depending upon the requirements of -the vehicle
and the specific control surface. The selected method for this demonstration
program Is closure of the servo loop using control surface position Information
from a digital encoder.I

The final design for this demonstration hardware was based upon a dual-
redundant, fail-safe performance concept. Figure 6 shows the system model,
emphasizing the two separate electrical and mechanical drives to the control
surface. (As described in para. 1.2, redundancy can also be accomplished using
split control surfaces). The summing differential could be either a force or
a velocity, summing device. A velocity summing differential was selected because

14
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It provides full torque at one-half rate after a failure in one drive channel.
This approach requires that a parking brake be added to each Input shaft of the
differential to lock a failed drive channel. Although a force summing approach
would not require this additional element, the decision for reliability manage-
ment of a particular control surface must be made only after an in-depth evalu-
ation of failure probability, criticality, probable failure mode, and the
desirable mode of operation after a failure (Reference 5).

Ie
!OIU 9"" 14WACI

M PUT UMSPU

oeILWT O •aNo o 1i"Po"Neg HasRO€NILI

PO NOTOL DC ROT

MAKmITAmY GIARID OII-UT I

Figure 6. System Model

Based upon the baseline problem. statement, the screening and selection
of candidate component concepts, and the synthesis of components into a unit,
the preferred electromechanical actuation unit configuration was selected (see
Table 4). The special arrangement of the motor and gearing to achieve velocity
summing of the motor Inputs is shown in Figure 7. This actuator configura-
tion was designed, fabricated, and tested during this development program.

TABLE 4

DESlGN• SUMMARY, ELECTROMECHANICAL ACTUATICN UNIT

Function Approach Rationaie

Power source 115/200 vac, 400 Hz, Weight, simplicity
rectified to 270 vdc

Motor Brushless dc, permanent- Thermal design. response, efficiency,
magnet rotor growth potential

Control Digital microprocessor. Flexibility, monitoringo cost,

transistor switches growth potential

Actuator Geared planetary Stiffness, weight, redundancy

Redundancy Dual-channel with Home safe capability with reduced
mechanical velocity rate
summing

15
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AIRCRAFT
2M V DC STRUCTURAL

t BRAKE •BtUSHLESS , INTERFACE
• 1 ASSEMBLY MOTOR/

SPLANETARY ELECTRIC
,PLANETARY OUTPUT MOTOR

DIFFERENTIAL STAGE ELECTROMAGNETIC
ACTUATOR BRAKE ASSEMBLY

OUTPUT
FEATURES DIAMETER: .. 4 ON. FITTINGS

tENOMl: .... 75LT IN.WEIGHT:.... . 34.8 gL

POWER INPUT: 270 V DC. 34 A. TOTAL
BOTH MOTORS

OUTPUT RATZ: -0 DI-/•-IC
TORQUE:- 27.100 131-IN. MAX.
Fa10. REsPONsE: . .. . 4 s., o,6 -A

Figure 7. Primary Flight Control Hingeline Actuator

3.1.3 Modes of Operation

The design of the demonstration unit is based upon operation of both
operating channels to achieve full performance. The two electromechanical
drive channels operate together as a direct drive servoactuation unit. The
operating modes are:

. Off

Activate

• Operate

I Shutdown

Each mode is described below. Also described are failure monitoring and fail-
safe operating provisions. I

The off mode is characterized by removal of all electrical power and con-
trol signals from the system. The motor parking brakes will be spring-loaded .
into the on, or locked, condition. With power removed and the brakes locked,
the control surface will be locked in its last position.

To activate the system, the main power supply Is switched on. This also
energizes the low-voltage power supply for the microprocessor, and activates
the parking brakes off. Since all components are solid state, the unit does
not require a warmup period.

16
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For the operate mode, the servosystem Input command Is control surface
position. This can be Input manually or by use of a function generator. tburing
operation, the two-channel unit may draw a maximum current of approximately 35
amp at 270 vdc for the total electrical Input to both motors, controllers, and
other elIec tr IcalI comnponen ts . Th Is max Imum :-urren t cond It Ion w Ill occur onlIy
when operating at fullI rated stall, or for short periods of time when provid-
Ing maximum acceleration torque. Since the system Is a power demand type, It
requires power only In proportion to the torque and rate experienced at the
control surface, as shown In the test data of Section 6.

Shutdown can be Initiated at any time. Removal of the main power to both

controller channels causes the simultaneous shutdown of the controilers and
lockIn ts astposition.

Inteevent of a power failure of the electrical bus supplying power to i
one of the drive channels, the brake In that drive channel will be spring-loaded
to the locked, or on, condition. Spring-loading the brake to the on condition
ensures the continued operation of the control surface at fullI torque and reduced I
rate.

3.2 ACTUATOR

The actuator consists of two motors operating Into a velocity summIng
differential , the output of which drives a planetary geared output with struc-
tural attachments, all of which serves as a rotary hinge for the control surface.
The gearing assembly serves as the structural mounting for the two redundant
motors and as the structural Interface between the control surface and mating
aircraft structure (Reference 5). The main components of the actuator are
(1) motor arid (2) gearing. These are described in the foliowing paragraphs.

3.2.1 Motor

The motor In an electromechanical actuation unit functions to convert

electrical current and voltage to mechanical torque. The discussion of motors
for, the actuation unit is presented as follows:

Potential motor configurations and characteristics

Motor fabrication

3.2.1.1 Potential Motor Configurations and Characteristics

A simplified representation of a 2-pole electric motor Is shown In Figure
8. The magnetic fields may be formed using permanent magnets or electromagnets.
The Interac lon of the magnetic fields produces torque In accordance with the
expression (Reference 6):

T =KPLr FRFS SInS (1)
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,.,, b AX IS OF STATOR
-:: MAGNETI C FIELD

AXIS OF ROTOR
MAGNETIC FIELD

TORQUE INDUCED
ON ROTOR

Figure 8. Simplified Motor Model

where T = torque

K = constant of proportionality

P = number of poles

FS = maximum stator MMF

FR = maximum rotor MMF

L rotor lengths

r = rotor radius

8 =angle between stator MMF and rotor MMF

For given values of FS and FR, the torque is maximum when the term sin6 is
equal to 1 (i.e., when 6 = 90 deg). The interacting magnetic fields may be
developed using combinations of permanent magnets and electromagnets. Repre-
sentative variations of wound and permanent-magnet motor types are shown In
Figure 9.

The wound stator and rotor brush type machine is typical of state-ot-the-
art variable-speed commercial motors. The variable voltage applied to the rotor
controls the output torque and rate. Electrical power dissipated as 12 R losses
occurs in both the stator and rotor. The heating which occurs in the rotor Is
particularly difficult to transfer to the outer frame of the motor. Therefore,
thermal management to limit temperature rise would be a major design limitation
if this type of motor were used in a flight control application.

18
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WOUND STATOR AND
ROTOR, BRUSH TYPE INDUCTION MOTOR

EV-I-:I VAUAL
VOLTAGVOLTAGE

PM BRUSH TYPE BRUSHLESS DC

VARIABLE ImVOLTAGLE
III

CC- VAI~tI VOLTAGEVOTG

Figure 9. Machine Configuration

The M brush-type motor is configured to replace the stator electromagnetic
field with a fixed permanent magnet. All electrical losses occur in the wound
rotor. Brushes are required for commutation of et l-tric power to the proper
rotor winding to control direction of -otation and torque. In both these latter
configurations using wound rotors, the motor life may be limited by brush wear.

The induction motor and the brushless dc motor eliminate the practical

limitations of brush life. The Induction motor has been compared to a brushless
dc motor, as described in Appendix D. The comparison is based on the criteria
that fast response, low weight, and low electrical losses are important to a
high-performance servo application. The comparison of Induction and brushless
dc motors (based upon the same problem statement) shows that the dc motor offers
approximately a 16 percent Improvement In acceleration capability, a 17 percent
weight savings, and twice the operating duty cycle.

Electrical losses for the induction motor occur in both the stator and the
rotor; therefore, both element, must be designed from a thermal viewpoint. Cool-
ing of the induction motor Is complicated because the available modes of heat
transfer from the rotor to the stator and motor casing are limited. The brush-
less dc motor exhibits twice the duty cycle capability of the Induction motor

(References 1,7,8) because nearly all losses that occur are located In the stator
windings. Electrical power dissipation as heat can be more readily transferred
to the outer periphery of the dc motor. Here, the heat can be transferred from
the motor by forced or natural convection, radiation, and conduction to the
structure.
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A power servo must be evaluated using a combination of criteria such
as peak power, slew rate, stall torque, acceleration, ano duty cycle. The power
servo will usually be designed using acceleration, power, and duty cycle as the
principal requirements. High acceleration Is achieved by a machine that exhibits
a iow rotor inertia and a high output torque. Therefore, a useful figure o'
merit for comparison of power servo motors Is the value of (torque) 2 divided by
inertia, I.e., T 2 (Reference 9). The ratio can be maximized using the brush-

less dc motor configuration and high-performance, rare-earth coball permanent
magnets in the rotor.

The (torque) 2-to-inertia ratio using the improved magnet materials is
increased compared to wound rotor designs. The magnetic flux available per unit
magnetic cross-section Is continually increasing as technological advances occur.
Magnet materials are compared in Figure 10 (References10, 11, and 12). Until 1973,
only AInico and Ferrite materials were readily available on a commercial basis.
In 1974, the first samarium-cobalt (Sm-Co) material was available with a BH
product of 15 X 106 GaO. Sm-Co material with a SH product rating of 23 X 106
was available in 1977, and in 1978, small commercial quantities of material
with a product rating of 30 X 106 were available.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION FROM 12,00
THE RAYTHEON COMPANY
MICROWAVE AND POWER TUBE DIV. 11,000

ALNI CO V
EXPECTED -(H)m S.3 * toe 10,000
DEVELOPMENT

(11H), 30 x 100I
' IMPROVED

. .... 2.•3• x@ 10 8000 4

-- • (G H ) m is x • 1-- / 7 0 0 0 ,

LALNICO 8 . ,
|aBHm ,E 5. 10s,,ý: I•

-• ' '/-- : 4000 .

"A I 3I.- H ,ET 000 _A

J
20000

/FERRITE w(IIHI, 3.5 1o64/

DEMAGNETIZING FIELD, H (OERSTEDS)

Figure 10. Comparison of Magnet Materials
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Equation I shows that the motor torque is a direct function of the rotor
magnetic vector. The newer Sm-Co magnet materials provide Increased rotor
magnetic flux, and therefore provide Increased torque output with the same rotor
geometry and Inertia. Conversely, if rotor magnetic flux Is held constant, the
new magnetic materials allow the rotor to be made smaller, thus reducing the
rotor inertia. For both cases, the acceleration capability of the motor is
improved because the ratio of (torque) 2 -to-inertia Is Increased (References
13, 14, 15, and 16).

The motor selected for fabrication is a reversible, brushless, dc, rare-
earth-cobalt permanent-magnet design comprising a permanent-magnet rotor and
wound stator. This approach was selected because it offers the following
advantages for power servo applications.

* Improved thermal management

(a) Minimum rotor heating
H

(b) Increased conductor area in the stator, lower copper
losses, higher overall efficiency

(c) Wider stator teeth - lower iron loss, higher air gap flux

* Brushless commutation for long life, flexible phasing of commutation

• Improved motor geometry, improved winding size and distribution

3.2.1.2 Selected Motor Desiqn

The motor assembly contains a separately excited dc brake and shaft posi-
tion sensor. This direct-drive servomotor design provides exceptional perfor-
mance, low-weight, and high efficiency. The location of the motor assemblies
on the hingeline actuator and the motor parts are shown In Figures 11 and 12.1
The motor outline is shown in Drawing 515018, and the motor assembly is pre-
sented in Drawing P515018.

3.2.1.2.1 Motor Assembly Components

3.2.1.2.1.1 Rotor

The assembled permanent-magnet rotor, consisting of high-energy-density,
samarium cobalt magnets, allows high-speed operation with low inertia. The mag-
nets In the rotor are arranged In a tangential orientation as shown in Figure
13. The six-pole rotor configuration Is relatively simple to fabricate and
the tangential arrangement results In less magnet material required compared
to the radial orientation (also shown In Figure 13). Motors with 2 or 4 poles
would be simpler to construct using the radial design.

The tangential magnet orientation allows a minimum rotor diameter consis-
tent with an acceptable magnet length-to-width ratio. This geometry permits
optimum utilization of the samarium cobalt material by condensing the flux from
two magnets into the pole piece, which directs the flux into the air gap between
the stator and the rotor. Rotor Inertia of the motor is 9.94 X 10-4 in.-lb-sec 2 .
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R EDUNDANT

Figure 11. Hingeline Actuator Motors

FINNEDROTOR POSITION

CASINGSENSOR ASSEMBLY
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MAGNET ROTOR
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ASSEMBLY

Figure 12. Rare-Earth Permanent Magnet Motor Parts
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RETAINING SLEEVE

TYPICAL ,t
FLUXii

PAl H/ ,

TANGENTIAL ORIENTATION OF ROTOR MAGNETS

RETAINING SLEEVE

MAGNET

\TYPICAL
I FLUX PATH

RADIAL ORIENTATION OF ROTOR MAGNETS

Figure 13. Techniques of Permanent Magnet Rotor Construction
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3.2.1.2.1.2 Stator

The stator windings are designed with a large copper cross-section to pro-
vide low electrical losses (12R), high current, and high torque capabilities.
Improved thermal control of the motor Is a result of winding locations In the
stator. Heating that occurs In the windings can be more easily transferred to
the finned motor housing.

The stator is wound using 6 turns per coil of 4 strands of No. 24 wire
arranged in a 3-phase "Y" configuration. The winding and stator characteristics
are presented In para. 3.2.1.2.2.

3.2.1.2.1.3 Rotor Position Sensor

The motor assembly includes a rotor shaft position sensor. Commnutation
(putting current in the proper direction through the stator windings) Is accom-
plished by using variable reluctance pickups. Six "C" core sensors are aligned
on opposite sides of a windowed shutter 60 deg apart. The shutter Is connected
directly to the rotating shaft of the motor, with the angular position of the
slots established relative to the rotor poles. An oscillator drives the primary
side of the coils. As the shutter rotates, the voltage induced on the opposite

coil varies according to the presence or absence of the shutter material In the1* sensor gap. This rotor position logic Is Input to the controller switching
network. The sensor schematic Is shown In Figure 14.

3.2.1.2.1.4 Parking Brake

A parking brake Is Included as a part of the motor. Its only design
purpose within the present configuration is to lock a failed drive channel.
Without this lock, the operating motor could back-drive the failed motor
through the high-efficiency differential gearing.

The parking brake Is a two-surface disc brake actuated by an electro-
magnatic coil. When the brake coil is not excited, the 50-lb brake spring clamps
the brake disc between the two nonrotating brake surfaces. When the brake coil
Is energized, the brake armature pulls in against the spring, thus leaving a
clearance air gap for the brake disc. The rotor assembly then Is free to rotate.
The brake coil requires approximately 1000 amp-turns to pull in. The excitation
current this represents results In coil losses. This results In heating on a
continuous excitation bas~s. Therefore, after pull-in, the coil current should
be modulated by the controller to approximately 25 percent of Its pull-in value,
the holding ampere turns required being significantly lower than the pull-in
value because there Is no gap In the brake magnetic circuit after pull-in.

3.2.1.2.2 Steady-State Motor Performance.

The predictid torque speed curvc for the motor operating at 265 vdc Is
shown in Figure 15. The motor has ipuak power output corresponding to a
maximum speed and current limit of lip (approximately 6 kw). Table 5 shows
the motor characteristics.
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28 70 140 9.36

24 60 120 9.28

0 20 to50 100- 9.20 0

0-16 ~40 -0 80 - w9.12
2 c

=112 - 30 U. 60 - 9.04

TORQUE. IN.-OZIx 101

Figure 15. Motor Torque/Speed Curve

TABLE 5A

MOTOR CHARACTER IST I CS

Rated voltage 265 vdc

No-load speed 9200 rpm

Torque per amp 35 ozf-in./amp

Stator resistance (68*F) 0.74 ohm (line to line)

Rot'- Inertia 9.95 x 10-4 lbf-in.-sec2

",;n.e constants 0.002 sec, electrical

0.015 sec, mechanical

Back EMF 28.7 v/100 rpm

Brat,-. oltage 270 vdc I
Brake torque 75 lbf-in. (minimum)

Weight 9.65 lb
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3.2.1.3 Fabrication

The motor was fabricated using a magnet material rated at 18 x 106 G-0e.
Currently, magnet material rated at 23 x 106 G-Oe is commercially available,
and 30 x 106 G-Oe may be available in the forseeable future. Using the new
materials would result in performance improvements. The motor assembly Is
shown in Drawing No. 515018. The motor performed according to design, as
shown by test results Included in Section 6.

As the units were fabricated, two areas were identified that required minor
rework. First, the stator slot width was too small to allow easy winding of the
stator. The stamped stator laminations also were found to be rough, with the
potential for damage to the wire Insulation. Rework consisted of machining the
slot openings to provide additional space for Inserting the windings and to
smooth the surface prior to winding.

Secondly, the Installation of the rotor position sensors was found to be
critical. The following three areas were of principal concern:

(a) The "C" cores must be oriented so that the gap length of both the
primary and secondary are arranged parallel with the rotor axis.

(b) The gap distance between the primary and secondary must be uniform
for each sensor pair, and as small as is practical.

(c) The physicai length of the "C" cores must be considered when determin-
ing the shutter slot length so that output signals truly represent
rotor pole position.

The solutions to these development concerns are given In Figure 16 and
para. 3.3.1.3.2.2. Because only two motors were fabricated for this demonstra-

I; tion program, no manufacturing tooling was available. Tooling would be necessary
L In the assembly of these sensors for a production program.

3.2.2 Gearing

The actuator gearbox design was based upon program ground rules represen-
tative of future aircraft actuation system requirements. The following list
of parameters form the basis of the gearbox design:

* Rotary hingeline design

0 4 in. depth

0 37,571 "n.-!b maximum hinge moment torque

0 80 deg/sec no-load rate

Figure 17 ittustrates the conceptual design and shows potential structural
advantages of the electromechanical hingeline design over conventional hydrau-
lic subsystems. From this basis, actuator concepts were evaluated in terns of
weight, volume, stiffness, and life. Appendix A, electromechanical actuation
development design data package, presents drawings, sketches, trade studies,
and analyses of the actuator gearbox design concepts.
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MILLED SLOT IN
SHUTTER ASSEMBLY -005

CORE

ROTOR AX Is

Figi~re 16. Rotor Position Sensor Geometry

9EFFICIENT STRUCTURAL
LOAD TRANSFER

'ROTARY HINGE LINE *"INGE LINE AND REAR
ACTUATO SPAR LOCATIONS ~

UNCONSTRAINED

Figure 17. Rotary Hi-icline Actuation Unit Conceptual Design
and Potf-niial Structural Advantages
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An outline drawing of the gearbox Is shown In Drawing 2022192. Dual
redundant motors operate Into the velocity summing differential, followed.by

* the two stages of simple planetary reduction. The output of the second stage
operates into the compound planetary gearset, which consists of two Identical
load sharing slices. The gear ratios for each stage are listed In Table 6.

Considering cost, manufacturing, and simplicity, the planet gears In the
differential and the two planetary stages are Identical. The associated sun
gears also are Identical, as are the ring gears for these assemblies. The
differential uses three planet gears In each half, and the first stage plane-
tary gear set uses three planets. Because of the higher loads reflected to the
second-stage planet gearset, four planet gears are used. The compound planet
output stages use six planet gears In each slice to achieve life and torque
capability.

The gearbox portion of the actuator, attached to the test stand Interfac-
ing structure, Is emphasized In Figure 18. Figure 19 shows an exploded view of
the manufactured parts comprising the reduction gearing of the hIngellne actu-
ator assembly.

3.2.2.1 Stress Considerations

The stress analyses for the output ring gear back iron, mounting lugs, and
the input shaft torsional shear stresses were based on the folloging conditions:

Life--10 5 cycles

Load-Linearly increasing with position from null

Travel--+30 deg

Fatigue Life--Load equivalent = 6 1 iN (LOAD) 6

The conservative calculation of ring gear beck iron stress (46,782 psi)
could be Increased easily to approximately 65#000 psi and not affect the actu-
ator fatigue life. The mounting lug webb thickness is 0.16 in. to maintain a
positive margin of sefety at ultimate load. The Input shaft shear stress level
is quite adequate, with a 0.060-in. wall thickness.

3.2.2.2 Inertia

Acceleration of the system for a given motor torque Is a function of the
load torque, and the Inertlas of the control surface, gearing, and the motor
rotor. The effective load inertia, JL, reflected to the motor Is JL + (GR) 2 0
where GR is the overall gear ratio. The inertia of the actuator gearing is
found to have a minor impact upon effective motor inertia. The effEct of the
distributed inertia was evaluated for three cases: (1) both motors operating,
(2) the right-hand motor operating with the left-hand motor fixed, and (3) the
left-hand motor operating with the right-hand motor fixed. Detailed calcula-
tions of these three cases are presented In Appendix A. The analysis shows
the gearing and load inertias result in approximately 16 to 34 percent Increase
in the effective motor rotor inertia, depending on the drive train or combina-
tion of drive trains operating.
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TABLE 6

ACTUATOR GEAR RATIOS

Stage Gear Ratio

Two Motors Either Motor
Gear Stage Operating Operating

Differential 2.187:1 4.375:1

Final stage 4.375:1 4.375:1

Second stage 4.375:1 4.375:1

Compound output 14.47:1 14.47:1

Total (all stages) 605.72:1 1211.44:1

ii

ADAPTER FITTING

,..•iTEST STAND
ADAPTER FITTING

i':" i
PLANETARY GEARED i
ROTARY OUTPUT

Figure 18. Hingeline Actuator Gearing
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RING GEAR

OUTPUT STAGES

THRUST
BEARINGS

COMPOUND
PLANETARY
"OUTPUT STAGE
PLANET GEARS

SUMMING
DIFFERENTIAL

PLANETARY "4 - F27018GEARING

Figure 19. Hingeline Actuator Gearing Details

3.2.2.3 Gear Ratio Selection

The actuator gear ratio selection involved several gear train analyses
to achieve optimum efficiency and weight. An analysis of the system from a
performance standpoint indicates that the desired total gear ratio with two
motors operating is 637:1 (see Appendix A). The gear ratio recommended irn
Appendix A, however, was 627:1 based upon the availability of existing tooling.
This adjustment was judged satisfactory because the Jifference between the
b37:1 and 627:1 ratios is only 1.5 percent, which is well within the design
tolerance for other factors in gear ratio selection, such as efficiency, motor
torque, and load torque (Reference 4). At the time of actual manufacture of
the gears, the availability of tooling dictated a change in the gear ratio to
605:1. This results in an actuator no-load speed decrease of 5 percent and
torque increase of 5 percent, which are well within the design allowances of
the motor (see Reference 4).
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3.2.2.4 Materials

The environmentally sealed gearbox is a high-efficiency design rated at
83 percent. The output gear material is the new alloy HP-9-4-30, which pro-
vides ease of fabrication, high fatigue strength,.and stability after heat
treatment. All other gears are conventionalcarburizing grade AISI 9310. The
gearbox assembly is shown In Drawing No. 2022194. The assembly was .abricated
according to print, without major rework. Demonstration test results presented
in Section 6 show that the predicted performance correlated well with test data.

3.2.2.5 Potential for Improvement.

The current gearbox was developed to prove a concept and not to produce
an optimal configuration for 4ny specific application. It is self-evident that
additional development and future production configurations will provide the justi-
fication for improved performance (from 83 percent to approximately 85 percent
efficiency) and weight reduciion (approximately 10 percent) while simultaneously
reducing costs.

3.2.2.5.1 Fabrication

The current design contains three internal gears produced by the shaping
process. A configuration change to permit broaching Is indicated, provided lead
time/schedule conflicts are not present. The output planet configuration con-
tains 12 output planets. These are conventionally constructed by the hob-
bing process, which requires clearance between gears for hob runout. Three
setups are required. Gear-to-gear indexing is required for assembly and extreme
indexing accuracy is required to secure load sharing. However, manufacturing
limitations with the method employed restrict the tooth-to-tooth positioning A
accuracy to +2.5 minutes of arc. When the tolerances are adverse, it is not
uncommon to induce loads during assembly which approach in magnitude the exter-
nally applied operational loads. This disadvantage may be overcome by a multi-
piece planet construction subsequently joined by such means as brazing, welding,
hot isostatic process, etc. Indexing accuracy would be accomplished by suitable A
jigs or fixtures repeatably capable of holding accuracies in the vicinity of
+5 seconds of prc.

Future designs suitable for quantity production will consider the use of
such processes as powder metallurgy, investment casting, and forgings. Imple-

mentation of these Techniques may offer substantial cost and weight savings.

3.2.2.5.2 Weight

Pending a formal analysis of processes and materials, implementation of
quantity production technique5 could potentially reduce the weight of the gearbox
by 7 percent. It is further anticipated that the use of nonintegral diametral
pitch tooling (the readily available 20 pitch is employed in the test specimen)
plus performance of an in-depth finite element analysis should produce at least

V an additional 5 percent reduction In weight.
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3.2.2.5.3 Efficiency

An afficiency gain of 1.8 percent may result from thie use of nonintegral
diametral pitch tooling. Other gains could occur from bali-bearing utiliza-
tion throughout; however, the return would be Insignificant compared to the
adverse Impact upon cost, size, and weight.,

3.2.2.5.4 Other Hincieline Applications

Rudder and other hingeline applications that require the hirigeline axis
to be substantially vertical rather than horizontal will require means to ensure
lubrication of dynamic components. An unsophisticated gear pump, pilot pump, or
even screw pump ýshould be quite adequate. It mnay also be necessary to provide
an end face (carbon) seal to retain lubricant in the lower-most end of the
actuator.

33 CONTROLLER

The controller for the electromechanical actuation unit consists of the
servo and power switch assembl ies, which**are the two. major functional elements
(as shown in Figure 5). The design of the controller and 'lhotor in the actua-
tor are highly Interdependent, as highlighted in Appendix C, which compares
various electromechani1cal drive approaches.

For the reasons presented in Appendix C, the selected motor-controller
confiouration Is a pulse-width-modulated, transistorized power bridge contrclled
by a microprocessor servo circuit and a brushless dc, permanent-maginet motor.

In Section 1 and par-a. 3.1, the development of the baseline servo circuits
6 using a microprocessor- is described. In Appendix E, the design approach, cir-

cuit details, and development history of this appru-i-n are presented. Analog
servc circuits also were developed for the controller. The analog servo design

offered greater developmen~tal flexib)IlIty (compare d to the microprocessor) for '
ths engineering development since modification~s in thib servo ch-aracter'stics

could be made by single component substitutions, rather than reproqranvning
and software changes.

Therefore, the controller discussion presented in -this section Inclu~des
the development of the two separate analog~ servo controller approaches.
Because of the motor/controller interface, specific dlscuý,l.o'ns of the dc 2
brushiess motor are also included.. where required.

3.3.1 Discussion of Approaches.

The selected design approach for control of the brushless dc motor is
presented below.

3.3.1.1 Motor Rotor Rotation

The brushlIess dc permanent magnet machine consists of a rotating magnet
assembly and a wound stator. -in order to rotate the rotor, a rotating mnagnetic
field in the stator must be produced that Is synchronous w~th the rotor. This
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rotating magnetic field is produced by switching currents in the stator winding
in sequence to produce the necessary magnetic flux changes in the stator (see
para. 3.2.? and Figure 8). The production of a stator electromagnetic field
is discussed below.

The simple two-pole configuration in Figure 20 shows that when switches
A and B are closed, current flows left to right. When C and 0 a.-, closed, cur-
rent flows from right to left. If the switch pair closures are now synchronized
to rotor position (Figure 21), it is possible to make the stator flux follow
that of the rotor to produce motion and torque.

By this example, two important requirements of the control electronics are
established: (1) the requirement to switch current Into the stator whidings at
the rotor frequency, and (2) the require•rnt to control the power switch firing
as a function of instantaneous rotor position.

I Motor
A C

V"-

MOTOR

ligure 20, Example of Motor Control
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SPEED CONTROL
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r STATOR FIELD

Figre 1.Synchronized CommutationCotl

3.3.1.2 SedControl

To control motor speed,lt is necessary to control the voltage and current
transferred in-to the motor windings. For instance, a simple method of control
could be a rheostat in the main power line to adjust the motor current (see
Figure 21). in order to control current tir tne most efficient mannier, a p~ulse
width modulation (1201) scheme is utilized. Figure 22 illustrates this concept.

It can be seen that as the pulse width (voltage) Is increased, the average

value of current is also incre~ased for th6 same motor speed.

The motor increases ispeed by increasing the appliled voltage to the stator
windings. Increased winding voltage results in increised cur;rent, which In .
turn results in increased torque, whirh iccelerater, t~he rotor to a new speed.
Since the rotor position sensor Is a'so synchronized with the rolor.. the exci-
tation of the stator Is always syiichronized aria-the mrachine runs in a si.'ilar
mnanner to a mnotor with a ii'echanlcal commutator (References 17 18).

The typlcel permanent-magnet motor speed torque rla~tionshiip is shown in
Figure 23.

Figure 23 shows that speou and current are typically and approximately
:inear with toraue. The torque9 speed reiat~onship' sso !s def.rKod for one
specif ic voltage applied to the mnotor. Thrrefore, ai variety of opcrat).-ig con-
ditions is available for operd-,ion of the servo actuator using PhP4 control.A
Figure 24 shicks the possible operation of th~i motor in a typ~ical duty cycie.

FIrrst, for example, tria rotor may be required to hold against a nonmoving
load co;-respondlng to TI (oi- point A). The current 11 to produce tha torlue
T1 to balance ttie load is a direct function of the appliod voltage VI, 1.o.,
there Is no bacx bmf. Assuming that the holding torque Incretases to T2, thms
motor ciarrent mus+ also lncreas-9. This Is accomplished by Increasing the average

appliled PWM- voltage to V2 thus Increasing the current to 12. At this point, the

motor is still stationary and there Is no back emf to be considered.
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Figure 22. Voltage Control Using Fixed Frequency Pulse Wdth Modulation
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Figure 24. Possible Operation of the Motor in a Typical Duty Cycle

if the control surface must move with a velocity corresponding to point C,
and torque equal to T2 , the applied voltage must be increased from V2 to V3 to
compensate for the back emf of the motor as Its speed increases. The current
flow through the motor for both points B and C are the same, corresponding to
the same ouput torque, (neglecting the acceleration torque requirements of the
rotor).

If the speed of the control surface must increase and the torque reduces
to correspond to point D, the applied voltage to the motor must be increased to
voltage level V4 .

The back emf is increased and the current flow is reduced, corresponding to
the reduced torque output,

Finally, at point E the notor Is operating at no-load and maximum speed,
as defined by the maximum available voltage. The current Is nearly zero because
no useful torque Is being produced by the motor--only torque to overcome losses
(Reference 19).

3.3.1.3 Control Schemee

The functions of the control scheme Include (1) current switching, (2)
rotor position sensing, and (3) modulation technique. These are discussed below.
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3.3.1.3.1 Current Switching

Current switching can be achieved by solid-state devices. The choices in
high-power devices are limited to transistors or silicon controlled rectifiers
(SCR's). The tradeoffs Involved In the selection of these devices are listed
in Table 7.

TARLE 7

POWER SWITCH TRADEOFFS

Silicon Controlled Rectifier

Requires commutation to turn off

High forward conduction loss

Junction temperature derates to 1250C

Slow switching speeds

Can work at high voltage and currents

Cheaper than transistors

Transistors

Limited in voltage (approximately 500 v)

Second breakdown characteristic requires careful consideration

Suitable for switching up to 100 amp (single devices)

More expensive than SCR's

Simple switch control circuit

Fast switching speed

3.3.1.3.1.1 Silicon Controlled Rectifier (SCR)

The SCR has been the traditional choice for power inverters, but has some
inherent characteristics which result in added complexity to the circuitry. The
main problem involves turning off the device. The anode-to-cathode voltage must
be reversed. If It is necessary to modulate a waveform at periods other than
the zerr. crossing (Figure 25), some additional circuitry is required to reverse-
bias the 5CR. The additional circuitry is called the convautation circuit.
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Figure 25. Switching Waveform

It is possible to self-commutate the SCR's when driving a permanent magnet
machine by utilizing the back emf waveform to commutate the power switches.
However, when the machine is at standstill and no back emf is available, forced
commutation of the SCR's is required.

Hiqh freauency operation of SCRIs is limited by their turnoff times. A
nood quality 100 amp Inverter SCR would have a turnoff time ranging from 15 to
30 Isec. This compares with 1 to 5 Isec for transistors of similar current
ratings.

Other areas in which the SCR is limited are the junction temperatures,
which are normally derated to 125*C, and higher forward conduction loss.

Advantages of the SCR's include the ability to work at high operating volt-

ages (1200 to 150U v) and their inexpensive cost.

3.3.1.3.1.2 Transistors

Transistors overcome one of the SCR disadvantages in that they do not
require special commutation circuitry to turn them off when conducting current.
They also have a considerably faster turnoff time (1 to 5 sec), which enables
them to be utilized in higher frequency switching applications.

Since the power transistors are used in a switched mode, the power losses
are divided into two categories: (1) forward conduction losses and (2) switch-
ing losses. The forward conductio0i losses are losses associated with the tran-
sistor when it Is turned on and saturated (VCE SAT). The switching losses are
those losses associated with +he transistor when it is changing state from off
to on. During the period when c,'rrent Is rising and voltage Is folling, the
instantaneous product of voltage and current Is the transient power that must
he dissipated by the device, as shown in Figure 26.
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POWER DISSIPATED
'IN JUNCTkN

V

Figure 26. Transistor Operating During Switching

Since this high transient power pulse occurs In approximately 5 psec, the
Inherent design of the silicon wafer must be such that it absorbs this power
transient.

This transient behavior is an inherent weakness in available transistors.
A great deal of testing and analysits of vendor parts is required before reliable
high power switching Is achieved.

There are circuit techniques to change the phase relationship between the
transient voltages and currents tp control or eliminate the transient power
pulses. These techniques require the use of inductors and capacitors to form
tumor, and turnoff snubber networks.
3.3.1.3.2 Rotor Position Sensina

The alternate schemes for rotor position sensing that were evaluated
include (1) hall effect probes, (2) photo transistors, and (3) electromagnetic.

3.3.1.3.2.1 Hall Effect Probes

The hall effect probe involves a hall crystal being placed In a magneticfield, excited with a dc pot6nTlal In one plane. This dc potential Is propor-
tional to the magnetic field, and is produced in the plane at 90 deg to the
excited plane. Typical output characteristics are +50 mv superimposed on a dclevel of 5 v (Figure 27).
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5V

Figure 27. Typic~il Output Charact'eristics

The problems with the appl icat ion of these devices Is reliable operbtlon
at high temperature. The very low output signal and fringing effects produce
a ramping edge to the waveforms.

3.3.1.3.2.2 Photo Transistors

Photo transistors are used with a light source and shutter mechanism. When
the shutter Is open, light Impinges on a photo diode, which In turn conducts and
switches a transistor. These devices have low gain and will not operate In the

high ambient temperatures that could be generated within the motor frame.

3.3.1.3.2.3 Electromagnetic Sensor

The electromagnetic sensor consists of a magnetic circuit that can be
Interrupted by a shutter manufactured with a~ ferromagnetic material. The mag-
net Is excited with a high-frequency magentizing current. Through transformer
action, an output alternating voltage Is obtained. As the shutter rotates, the
reluctance of the magnetic circuit is changed, and hence the output transformed
voltage Is modulated. This modulated voltage ~elope Is demodulated and dc
pulses formed that are represen~tative of rotor position.

This type of sensor Is most suited to the appl ication because It can
reliably operate In the motor temperature environment. However, there are some

on the shutter, which causes ramping of the modulated envelope. (See para.

3.2.1.3). Figure 28 shows the typical outputs from the sensor windings fnr
three-phase operati1on. Since the modulated envelope takes approximately 0.5
msec to rise to Its full value, any logic circuitry tnat senses level changes
may switch at random points on the leading and trailing edges of the waveform.
This foci'results In mismatch of the drive pulses so that each pulse Is not.
exactly 120 dog In duration. The effect of nonsymmetrical waveforms on the
machine Is the Introduction of harmonics, resulting In lower efficiency and
greater losses.
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Figure 28. Rotor Position Sensor Output Waveforms

3.3.1.3.3 Modulation Scheme

A variety of modulation schemes is available to control motor winding

current. These schemes include (1) fixed-frequency, variable duty cycle andI (2) variable-frequency, variable duty cycle.
3.3.1.3.3.1 Fixed Frequency

The fixed-frequency, variable duty cycle method controls current by con-

1-rollinq the pulse width as a function of current demand.

In Figur-e 29, speed error command Is compared to a fixed-frequency triangle
wave. When speed error exceeds the trianqie oscillator input, the comparator
switches to form the pulse train that drives the load.

This pulse train now has a duty cycle which has a linear relationship with
speed error.

Load current is measured by a shunt and compared to a predetermined current
limit in the current limit amplifier. When the current limit is exceeded, the
PWM pulse train is interrupted to modulate the current at a lower duty cycle.
This circuitry is explained in detail in para. 3.3.3.

3.3.1.3.3.2 Variable Frequency

The variable-frequency, variable duty cycle circuit utilizes a hysteresis

switch to control current, as shown in Figure 30.
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SPEED ERROR_.,,.

"LOAD

8.9K-A

Figtre 30. Hysteresis Switch Schematic

When there is a speed error present, the power switch is on and current
flows in the load until the upper current limit is reached. The hysteresis
switch +hen turns off the power switch and the current starts to decay in the
load. When the current reaches the lower point on the hysteresis switch, the

power switch is again turned on, as shown in Figure 31.

tl 8-297M

Plqure V1. Current Control With Hysteresis Switch

Since at low speeds the applied voltage is high and the back emf is low,

the rate of current rise is high, which produces a high-frequency modulation.
At high speeds, the back emf approaches the magnitude of the applied voltage
and thus the rate of rise of current is lower, resulting in a lower modulation
frequency. This method of control was not selected due to the nonlinear gain
character i st ics.
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3.3.1.4 Voltage vs Current Source Drive

The permar ent magnet machine has certain characterristics that require
consideration when matching the drive circuit with the machine. The most pre-
dominant characteristic Is that a roti.tinq machine produces a back emf that
opposes the applied vol+aqe to the machine termlnals. Hence, the voltage
avallahle to force current throigh the windings Is the applied voltage minu-;
the back emf. This relationship becomes particularly important when the
attempt is made to get high load torque at high speed.

The most suitable driver configuration for the application is the current
sourced driver circuit shown in Figure 32.

CURRENT SOURCE CHOPPER I
DR I VER

CURRENToi
COMPARATOR -

Fiqure 32. Tyrical Current Source

The current source is formed by the chopper transistor and choke
(inductor). Current Is fed back from the current sensor and the transistor
modulated to set the current at the required value.

The relationship between the machine back emf and motor current is shown
in Figure 33. The current waveform has a square wave shape, and the current
wave shape is flat lopped. This is w result of the current source ability to
furce the requirod current into the machine winding regardless of the back emf.
This characteristic is most desirable because the average current magnitude is
proportional to output torque.

The disadvantages of Inis particular approach are (I) It requires a choke
for the current source chopper, which could result in a weight penalty (partic-
ularly in an aircarfl system), and (2) power can only flow one way (i.e., from
the source to the load).

51:
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APPLIED VOLTAGE

BACK EMF

CURRENT

Figure 33. Back Emf and Current Relationship

The voltage sourced drive circuit, as shown In Figure 30, Is not suitable
for driving the low Impedance machine because the stiff voltage source will
cause very large currents to flow In the machine windings when the back emf is
low compared to the line voltage. Therefore, a variation of the voltage sourced
drive circuit that controls the winding current Is utilized.

An essential variation of the voltage sourced driver, as shown in Figure
34, is a modulated driver operated from a voltage source. In this approach,
when any pair of switches in the driver are energized, the positive switch is
energized for the complete coil conduction period, and the negative switch is

At BA

~FLFLFL A- 6- C

Figure 34. Voltage Sourced Drive Circuit
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modulated to set an average current in the machine winding. ThIs cornTigurafion
has the advantage that It can return power to the source and also may be oper-
ated in plug and regenerate modes without any additional power devices. The
chopper action of the negative switches sets the current by contrc-i of the
pulse width ot a PWM current regulator. A typical example of 1he waveforms 's
presented in Figure 35.

3.3.2 Controller Operational Description

The controller provides proper drive signals to the dc brushless motors for
position control of the actuator output. The controller comprises the command
signal conditioning, forward loop gain, feedback transducer sigial conditioning,
and two channels of drive electronics. During the normal mode of operation,
both channels are designed to be activated and both motors are operating. If
one drive cnannel fails, Its motor will be braked, allowing servo operation on'
the motor to continue under reduced performance. Each drive channel receives
its input from a ccmnon PIM, as shown in Figure 36. Power for the actuator is
derived frcmn a rectified 270-vdc source. Figure 37 shows the typical operation
of a single-channel controller.

3.3.2.1 Forward and Feedback Loops

Each drive channel shares the same forward loop gain, dynamics, and feed-
back path. Controller position command signal Input conditioning is provided
by a differential amplifier, allowing position command signals to be sent
single-ended or differentially. Forward loop gain and dynamic compensatiorn
are provided by an analog amplifier. An output clamp on the forward loop
gain and compensation amplifier prevent amplifier saturation.

Control surface position feedback is provided by an optical position
encoder (see para. 3.4). The output of the position encoder is in a 12-bit
digital format representing 360-deg revolution of the encoder shaft. A 4.48-to-
1 gear is used between the output position and the position encoder, allowing
for 270-deg encoder shaft movement for a 60-deg movenent of the output. This
provides greater bit/degree position resolution. Output from the position
encoder is in a gray code format. This gray code format must be changed to
binary coded format before the coded position information can b.•e utilized. A
gray code to binary logic converter performs this function. The binary coded
output from the gray-to-binary logic converter is applied to a 12-bit, digital-
to-analog (W/A) converter, The D/A converter changes the digitally coded
position information to an analog voltage. A Inwv-pass filter with 7DA = 1.5 msec
is used on the output of the D/A to smooth out the discrete level transitions
as encoder position varies. The filter dynamics do not play a signficant roll
In the loop dynamics. The D/A filter output is then fed into an analog lead-
lag feedback compensation amplifier, where T1 = 0.02 and ' 2  0.0'.. The sign'al
from this lead-lag compensation amplIfier is then introduced into the forward
loop, thus closing the feedback loop.

5'
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Figure 35. Waveforms for Voltage Sourced, Modulated Drive Circuit
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3.5.2.2 Pulse-Width ModulaTor and •ýquen._ce Logic

Dc output from the forward loop gain and compensation amplifier commands
motor speed. The pulse-width inoduletor, sequence logic, and control logic
translate the forward'loop &mplifier dc output to the 3-phase excitation
required by the motor.

Rotor rotation results fron the torque developed by the stator rotating
field vector acting upon the permanent-magnet field vector of the rotor (see
Figure 8). To produce the rotating stator field vector, the sta'or coils
must be excited In the proper sequential order and polarity. The sequence
and cont,-ol logic performs this function, and requires some input to determine
where the rotor position is before proper stator coil excitation can be
commanded. Potor rosltion information is produced by three position sensors
built into tho mo+or. Potor speed Is dependent upon the stator magnetic field
vector ro+ation speed because the rotor Is rnovirq at the same rotational
velocity as the s t ator field vector.i

Stator field rotational velocity is dependent upon the 3-phase frequency
input, which is dependent upon rotor speed through the rotor position sensors.
The process of motor speed control is as follows:

(a) Frequency and sequencing of stator coil excitation is dependent upon
rotor position information.

(We) otor position information is dependent upon torque induced in the
rotor by the frequency and average 3-phase voltage applied tj the
stator coils.

(c) Since the frequency of coil excitation is derived from rotor posilion
(as noted in (a) above), the speed of the rotor is only dependent upon
the average 3-phase excitation voltage applied to the stator coils.

A pulse-width modulator (PWM) is used to control the average voltage to
the motor. The PW.¶ chops the input voltage at 3 kHz, which is substantially
higher than the 480-Hz, 3-phase motor frequency. By controlling the duty cycle
of 3 kHz PWM operating at the higher freauency, the average voltage the motor
sees is control!ei, as shown in Fiqure 38.

The PIOA consists of three voltage level detectors, logic qates, and a
triangle wave generat or operating at 3 kHz. The clockwise/counter clockwise
(CW/rrw) direction is sensed by a polarity sensor that indicates whether the
forward loop amplifier is commanding clockwise motor rotation (positive output)
or counter-clockwise rotation (negative output). The direction sensor output,
which is in a discrete form, is used by the sequence and control logic for
proper sequencing of driver switches and is also used for selecting the PWM
comparator to be used.
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The need for a pulse-width-modulated signal with a duty cycle proportional
to the output magnitude of the forward loop amplifier to achieve motor speed
control is accomplished by comparing the voltage level of the forward loop
amplifier to a 3-kHz triangle wave. The comparator output Is switched, depend-
ing on which voltage level is higher. Two pulse,-width comparators are needed
for positive or negative (clockwise or counter-clockwise) output commands from
the furward loop amplifier. The direction sensor selects which PWf comparator
output is to be used by controlling two IAND gates. The IAND gate outputs
are "OR'd" together to produce a PW.I control signal for clockwise or counter-
clockwise motor rotation.

3.3.2.3 Pulse-Width Modulation Logic and Rotor Position Sensors

The pulse-width modulator logic uses a modulated pulse train from the PWM
comparators to control the output of the sequence and control logic. The PWM
comparator controls the sequence and control logic outputs to achieve the pulse
width modulation of actuator input vnltage. The rotor position sensors, as
discussed above, are variable reluctance transformers, the primary of which is
excited with a 50-kHz sine wave. Between the primary and the secondary (within
the motor), a slotted squirrel cage functions as the transformer core. Output
from the transformer secondary is rectified and filtered to provide a dc output.
As the slotted squirrel cage rotates past the tronsformer, the average ac output
from the secondary changes in magnitude due to the cNange in reluctance of the
transformer core. This change In ac output magnitude causes the dc voltage

• " level of the filter to change. Filter output is then fed Into a level detecter.

The discrete output of the level detecter changes state when the filter dc
voltage level changes, thus changing the sequence logic output. The position
sensors and squirrel cage are located within the motor such that proper level
changes are provided at the Instant the stator coil excitation sequence should
be changed.

i~i 3.3.2.4 Power Drivers and Current Limits

Six high-voltage transistoas and six flyback diodes are provided In the
power driver stage. The transistors buffer the control signals from the PWM
and Inhibit logic to control the excitation of the stator coils. The flyback
diodes provide current paths for the dissipation of stator coil inductive
benergy.

During the first few milliseconds of motor excitation, large currents flow
because the back amf of the motor has not built up. If no limit on this start-

up current existed, destruction of the driver transistors and excessive motor
heating would result. A drive mode current limit Is used to shut off the power
transistors before motor currents teach destructively high values. In operation,
a low valued (1-ohm) sense resistor is used to change the current to a voltage
output, and a low-pass filter on the output of the sense resistor is Lsed to
filter out unwanted noise. The output of the sense resistor filter is thenr
applied to a comparator, which compares sensed resistor voltage, and indicates
current to a setpoint voltage. When the resistor voltage exceeds the set point,
the comparator changes state and provides an Inhibit signal. The inhibit sig-
nal shuts off the drivers and allows the motor current to decay through the
flyback diodes. Aftor a selected time period, the drivers are then enabled.
In this way, startup current is limited.
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Another current limit is needed to prevent power driver destruction when
the motor Is operated in the plug reverse condition. The plug reverse condition
corresponds to the situation when the drivers command the motor to operAte In
the opposite direction from which It Is rotating. What this condition occurs,
the motor "looks like" a generator to the power drivers, whlch causes Currents
to add and flow within the power driver back to the power source through the
flyback diodes and power transistors. The plug mode current lImlt limits the
amount of current flowing back Into the 270-v power supply, preventing destruc-

tion of the drive transistors. Plug mode current operation Is tho same as
drive mode current limit operallon.

3.3.3 Control ler Circuit Desin

The detailed crcults designed for the demonstration unit Include both
microprocessor and analog servo assembi les. Both servo types were used to
drive the transistorized power switct, modules. The microprocessor controller
development is described it Appenlix E. The details of the analog servo
circuitry and the modiflod power switch modules are described below. These
circuits Include the following.

Servo circuits for voltage feedback configuration
Control circuitry
Surface position sensing
Rotor position detectors
Sequence control and inhibit logic

Power switch
Driver slitches
Current limit

Pow.er supplies

Servo circuits for tachometer feedback configuration
Tachometer feedback control loop
Rotor speed detection

3.3.3.1 Control Circuitry

The schematic for the control circuitry Is shown In Figure 39, The
control circuitry consists of the command buffer, position error, loop dynamic

compensation, pulse width modulators, and error direction detectors. Amplifier
UI combines the functions of buffering the command input, summing the command
and feedback posiTion signals to produce a position error, and providing dynamic
ccmpensation for the position feedback signal. Amplifier U2 integrates thu
position orror and provides the additional dynamic compensation required for
position loop stability. The zener diodes VR1 and VR2 provide a clamp for the
integrator to limit the range ot the integrator to correspond to the range of
the pulse-width modulator.

Pulse-width modulation is accompl ished by comparators U3 and U4. The
pulse width is ganerated for positive errors by comparing the error voltage
with a 3-kHz triangle wave, which is offset so that the bottom tip of the
waveform is at zero. When the error is greater than the triangle wave, the
output is energized, which applies the line voltage to the motor. When the
error Is less than the triangle, the line voltage is turned off. For negative
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errors, the error Is added to the ÷rlanqle wave and the sum Is compared wlth
zero, which produces the same pulse widths as for positive errors. The pulse
width produced Is proportional to the error voltage, as shown In Figure 40.
The average motor voltage is therefore the VII., times duty cycle, wherk duty
cycle a t/T, t = pulse width, and T = period of the triangle wave. This means
that the gain of the pulse-width modulator Is a direct function of the line
voltage. To eliminate this and keep a constant gain, tilp lineovoltage Is
monitored and used as the reference for the triangle waija. The triangle wave
is, therefore, amplitude-modulated as a function of line voltage. For a given
error voltage, the pulse width Is increased or decreasqe in the inverse pro-
portion to line fluctuations, assuring a fixed motor vwltage and gain.

The schematics of the triangle wave generator * n its resulting waveform
are shown in Figures 41 and 42. Comparators U5 and U& are used to detect
the motor drive direction. The two detectors are ýr)ss-coupled with a 1O- sec
delay between turnoff of one and turnon of the other. This ensures that the
drive transistors for one direction have time to tun off before the transistors
for the other direction are turned on; 'this prevents transistors in series
across the 270-vdc lino from beitg on at the same time, thus ensuring that they
are not damaged.

3.3.3.2 Surface Position Sensing

The control surface positleir Is sensed by a 12-bit digital rotary shaft
encoder. The encoder output is In a digital gr&y code and must be decoded to
binary format by a cascaded series of exclusive or gates. The decoded binary
number is then converted to an at.alon voltage level by an analog-to-digital
converter that is offset to provide bipolar output corresponding to positive
and neqative surface positions. A filter Is Included in the output buffer to
smooth the bit-to-bit transitions of the converter. A schematic Is shown in

Figure 43. "

The precision 10-v reference is used for the D/A conversion, which gives
an output scaling of 0.2489 v/deg. The 12-bit encoder gives two discrete states
for 80.36 deg of travel, which provides a resolution of 0.0196 deg.

3.3.3.3 Rotor Position Uetectors

To synchronize the stator voltage with The rotor for efficient torque
transfer, the position of the rotor must be known. To sense this P--itlon,
three position senscrs are mounted in tho motor frame at 40-deg intervals,
These sensors are transformers with a mechanical shutter mounted on the motor
shaft that varies the coupling between the primary and secondary. This change
in coupling varies the amplitude of the voltage in the sensor secondary. A
diagram of the idealized position outputs is shown In Figure 44.

The position detection circuitry is shown in Figure "5. Thers are three
identical detector circuits. The primaries of the sensors are driven with a
50-kHz, 18-v peak-to-peak square wave. This frequency is generated oy timer U1,
which is connected as a square-wave oscillator; the frequency Is amplified to
the proper level by QI and Q2. The senscr output Is demodulated by U2 and U3,
which amplify and full-wave-rectify the signal. The signal Is then filtered
and level-detected to eliminate the 50-kHz reference frequency and give the
position output.
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3.3.3.4 Sequence, Control, and lr.hiblt Logic

The schematic of the drive logic is shown in Figure 46. The drive
logic: sets the sequence In which the driver transistors are turned on as
a fuiction of the rotor position (as Indicated by 01, 02, and 03) and the
con uended direction signals CW and CCW. The upper switches, Indicated by
a +, are turned on as a function of direction and rotor position, whereas
the power switches, indicated by a -, are modulated as a function of the
pulls-width modulation signal. The logic equations for the switches are as
fol Iclws:

Upper switches

A + (01 03 CW + 01 *03 0 CCW) - INHIBIT AM

B + (02 '03' C2 +0 2 "03 C"V) - INHIBIT " M

C + =(01 12* CV +0)'j 02' CCV) * INHIBIT'i
I

Lower switches

A - = (01 "•3 CW + 01 *03 C• CW) * ENABLE * AP

B - - (02 03' CW + 02 * '0 * CCe) * ENABLE * BS

C - - (01 * 02 & CW + 01 * c2 - OCC) - ENABLE - C

where: INHIBIT = H* D=EJ-

CLH plug current limit

DELH u plug 140 sec delay

ENABLE = PW CLL , DELL

PW = pulse width modulation

CLL = lower current limit

DELL lower 140 sec delay

Timing diagrams of the drive logic are shown in Figure 47.

The AP, BP, CP, AM, •M, and CM signals are used to ensure that two of the
switches (for example, A+ and A-) are never enabled at the same time. This con-
dition would cause a short across the line, which would damage the transistors.

3.3.3.5 Driver Switches

The schematic of the driver switches Is shown in Figure 48. The opera-
tion of a switch (for example, switch A+) is typical for all of the power
switches. When logic signai A+ is high, optical coupler Q3 is off, which makes
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the level detector output low. This turns on Qi and energizes switch A+,
causing current to flow In one leg of the motor. When logic signal A+ goes
low, opticai coupler Q3 Is energized, which forces the level detector output
high. This turns off QI and turns on Q2, which pulls current out of the base
of switch A+, thus turning It off. Since the motor has Inductance, the cur-
rent cannot be Interrupted; the voltages go low and forward bias diode CRA-,
giving a path for the motor current.

The bias for the power switches Is obtained from a floating power supply
PSA, which Is referenced to the motor terminal A. The optical couplers Isolate
the logic signals from the 270-v power.

The network R, C, and CR is a snubber network to shape the transistor
current-voltage turnoff locus. Without the snubber, when the transistor turns
off with an inductive load, current continues to flow In the transistor until
the flyback diode starts to conduct, which means it has full line voltage
across it and full current at the same time. This produces a very high power
spike in the transistor that can cause damage or failure. With the snubber,
capacitor C charges through the diode CR when the voltage across the transistor
increases, therefore sharing the current with the transistor. A typical curve
of this operation Is shown In Figure 49.

3.3.3.6 Current Limit

The current limit circuitry Is shown in Figure 50. There are two
current limits for controlling motor and transistor curranits. The primary
function of the lower limit Is to limit the motor torque and power In normal
operation. The upper limit Is used In the plugging mode of operation when
the motor Is rotating In one direction and the Inverter is driving in the
other. This condition occurs during braking and reversing. Under these
conditions, the back emf and the applied voltage both cause current to flow
in the same direction and can cause high currents. This upper limit Is pri-

marily to protect the transistors from possible damage.

For normal operation with one upper and one lower switch on (for example
A+ and B-), the current flow Is from the lino through RSH, switch A+, motor
wind ings A - B, switch B - RSL, and Into ground. The voltage across RSH and
RSL Is proportional to motor current. When the motor current reaches the
limit level of 16 amp, U2 goes low, which starts one shot U3 and f-rces the
ENABLE low; this turns off the B- switch. Due to the motor Inductive flyback,
the current path Is now changed to the line, RSH, switch A+, motor winding
A - B, diode CRB+, and back to the line. In this condition, the current loop
does not Include the line, so no current is taken out of the supply. The
current !n the motor decays In this condition. Since no current flows In
RSL, U2 returns high. The ENABLE remains low until the one-shot period of
140 u~sec is over; the ENABLE then returns high, depending on the level of PW.
Switch B- Is aga~n turned on and current Increases In the motor until It
reaches the current limit, and the sequence repeats.

In the plugging mode, the current rapidly rises in the motor due to the
addition of the back emf and the applied voltage. The lower limit Is first
reached and the operation Is as described above. Due to the back emf, the
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current continues to rise until the upper limit of 18 amp Is reached. At this
time, U4 goes low, starting one shot U5 and forcing INHIBIT low, thus turning
off A+. The current path Is now from ground, diode CRA-, motor winding A - B,
diode CRB+, and Into capacitor C to ground. Since current cannot flow back
kInto the supply, the capacitor Is charged with the current. In this condition
the motor current decays. The INHIBIT Is held low until the one-shot Deriod
of 140 psec: ends, when it again goes high, turning on A+. The current again
Increases, repeating the process until the motor speed is reduced to a point
where the back EMF and the applied voltage will not drive the limit current.

3.3.3.7 Power SuppI

The power supplies are shown In Figure 51. Power supplies A, B, C, D,
and E are conmmercial, and are used to bias the power switches and provide a
floating supply for the upper current limit circuitry. A precision 10-vA
reference is created for the D/A converter reference anid for other circuits
In the system. The +12 v and -12 v supplies aro derived from the +18 v and

-18 v supplies for use as references and as supplies for lower voltage circuits.
3.3.3.8 Tachometer Feedback Control Loop

For additional dynamic compensation of the position control eInop, the
speed of the motor rotor is sensed and used as a secondary control loop. A
block diagram of this control is shown in Figure 52. The control loop elec-

tronics have been changed to accommodate this addition and the circuitry
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Figure 52. Tachometer Feedback Control Block Diagram :

r•':• associated with roatar speed and direction detection have been added. The

S~pulse-width modulators, sequence control logic, current limiting, drive switches,

rotor position, and fin position circuitry are the same as previously described.

The schematic of the control loop circuitry is shown in Figure 53. Ampil-
fier U1 sums the command input, fin position, and rotor speed, and provides an
error output. This error is Integrated by U2. Zener diodes VR1 and VR2 limit
the output to prevent Integrator windup. U3 sums an additional speed Input
with the integrator to provide a voltage signal that Is compared with theI triangle wave in the pulse-width modulator.

Amplifier U4 and U5 provide speed signal scaling and phase compensation
required for loop stability. Zener diodes VR3 and VR4 limit the authority of
the secondary speed loop.

3.3.3.9 Rotor Speed Detection

To determine the rotor speed, a tachometer winding was added In parallel
with each of the three motor windings. This provides a 3-phase sine wavesignal with the amplitude proportional to the rotor speed.

The schematic of the speed detection circuitry is shown In Figure 54.
The 3-phase speed signal is converted to dc by a precision full-wave rectifier
circuit, Ul through U6, which does not have the voltage losses due to diodes
that are usually associated with rectifier circuits. This gives a signal that
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POSITION
COMMAND

(+1

Figure 53. Tachometer Control Circuitry

Is continuous from zero to full amplitude. Because this signal has the same

sign for both directions of rotation, the signal must be inverted for the

reverse direction. This is accomplished by amplifier U7 and transistor Q1.

When Q1 is off, the sign of U7 is positive. When Q1 is on, the sign Is

negative. QI's state is determined by the rotor direction detection circuit.

The schematic diagram for the motor rotor direction circuit is shown in

Figure 55. The direction of rotation is sensed by the output of the three

rotor position detectors: 01, 02, and 03- On each transition of these out-

puts, a pulse Is generated. At this time the previous state of rotor position,

which has been stored in flip-flops I and 7, Is compared with the present state

and a direction is determined. A transition occurs every 60 deg of electrical

cycle and there are 3 electrical cycles for each complete rotation; therefore,

a direction chanqe can be determined within 20 deg of rotation.

3.3.4 Projocted Controller Sizing and Configuration

The sc..-)e of the development program was limited to the fabrication of

breadboard electronics. The effort required to package the servo and power

switch circuits into a representative aircraft installation was not included

and would be largely dependent upon factors such as the following.

0 Environment

Thermal
Vibration

F 79
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• Location

Single controller for each actuator located at the actuator
Single controller for each actuator located at some central

location
Split controller package where the servocircuits may be

located in a central location, and the power switch
located at the actuator

Clearly, the specific size and weight of the controller Is a direct
function of the particular design approach for the location of the controller.
An estimate was made, however, for the size and weight of a controller that
may be representative of a generalized application. For a single-channel
controller operating a single 270-vdc brushless-motor-driven actuator, the
major characteristics of the controller are as follows.

* Weight, 5 lb

• Size, 150 cu In.

These weight and volume al Ioca:.i..-. Include the servocircults, power switch
circuits, and provision for EMI -1iltering.

3.4 POSITION FEEDBACK TRANSDUCER

The actuator output position was designed to be monitored by two independent
position transducers; this arrangement Is shown in Figure 6 at the beginning
of this section. The transducer provides control surface position Information to
the controller for servo loop closure. Each transducer is dedicated to a single
drive channel. The transducer selected for the demonstration hardware was a
digital, optical, absolute-position rotary encoder. This selection was made for
the following reasons:

"* Resolution of 0.1 deg of rotation

"* Digital output to interface with digital microprocessor controller

Absolute posl+ion output (as opposed to Incremental output) to pro-
vide positive reference for position loop closure, even after power
fu i Iures

F Rotary configuration to interface with rotary hingeline actuator
convf iguration

A different problem statement may dictate a different transducer selection.
For example, if an analog servo circuit is optimum, then a rotary potentiometer
may be a more suitable match because digital-to-analog conversion would not be
necessary.

The position of the encoders related to the actuator assembly, which are
located close to the end of the actuator but not physically attached to it, is
shown in Figure 56. As shown in Figure 2 (Section I of the report), the
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DUAL -REDUNDANT CONTROL
SURFACE POSITIVE FEEDBACK
TRANSDUCERS

Figure 56. Hingellne Actuator Encoders

position transducers directly sense the position of the simulated control sur-
face compared to the structural frame of the actuator support. A breakdown of
position transducer parts is presented !n Figure 57. The bearing and hingeI point assembly serves to prevent shear loads from the test fixture being trans-
mitted directly to the transducer shaft. The only load seen at the transducer
!s the rotational torque required to move the sensor assembly. The mounting
flange allows the encoder to be rotated with respect to the control surface.
This adjustment established a null, or zero, reference for the servo loop.

The optical encoder units were purchased from Renco Corporation, Goleta,
California under PN 25AE-12G0-7A3-C3. General specifications for the encoder
are presented In Table 8.

3.4.1 Encoder Interface Configuration Modifications

Opera~tion of the actuation unit i-; based upon two separate servo circuits,
power switches, and motors operating into the geared differential for velocity
summiing to the control surface. Both servo systems use the position of the
control surface (based on output of the digital encoders) for closure of the
servo loop. To assure stable operation, both encoders must provide nearly
identica! data to the separate servo loops. This requires that the encoders
move In a coordinated fashion (i.e., that the support structure and simulated
control surface exhibit high flexural and torsional stiffness).
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-, ENCODER

MOUNTING
FLANGE

It..

ADJUST ABL F
SURFACE

HINGE POINT

Figure 57. Optical Position Sensor lnterfa&e Parts

Early development testing and structural interface evaluation showed that
the two encoders were not tracking each other because the load stand, structure,

and control surface are not infinitely rigid. As a result, the two servo loops
were attempting to close the position error based upon different position f,,ed-
back information. The hardware was modified to eliminate one of tne encoders
and provide the position feedback information to both servo controllers from a
single encoder. This eliminated the ambiguity of feedback position data, with

minimum hardware modification.

The results of system analysis presented in para. 3.5 showed that increased
position resolution was required. Therefore, the digital encoder was connected
to the control surface using a gear head with a ratio of 4.48:1. This gear
ratio causes the encoder to rotate 4.48 deg for each degree of control surfaue
travel, and therefore provides d!gital resolution equal to 0.0879 deg, or 0.0196: •4.48

deg. The 4.48:1 gear ratio comprises two identical spur gear sets. The spur
gears are spring-loaded, antibacklash type to eliminate gear freeplay.
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TABLE 6

SPECIFICATIONS FOR ENCODER

MECHANICAL

Parameter Units

Weight 18 oz
Torque without shaft sea' 0.05 oz-In. starting maximum

0.05 oz-in, running maximum
Torque with shaft seal 0.9 oz-in. starting maximum

0.7 oz-in. running maximum
Axial shaft loading 1 lb
Radial shaft loading 0.5 lb applied approximately

1/8 In. Nr aniz u
Monent of Inertia 

29 gm-cm

Maximum slew speed without shaft seal 7500 rpm
Maximum slew speed with shaft seal 500 rpm
Materials Cover: black anodized aluminum

Front housing: irldited aluminum

ELECTRICAL

Supply voltage 5 vdc +5 percent standard
6 vdc +5 percent optional

Supply current 400 ma plus 10 ma per channel
Pull-up resistor IKfl standard

Open collector optional
(No pullup)

OUTPUT DATA

Resolution* Up to 213

Code Natural binary or gray code
Accuracy +1/2 bit

LOGIC LEVELS

Standard Logic 1 = vcc
Logic 0 = 0 v

Optional Logic 1 a 0 v
Logic 0 = vcc

Output amplitude TTL compatible

Direction of rotation to produce an
increasing count (viewing shaft endi

Standard Counrerc I ockw I se
Optional Clockwise

ENV I RONIErTAL

Operating tenperature 0O to 504C
Relativw humidity 0 to 80 percent without condensation
Shock 50 g's for iu +1 msec
Vibration Up to 2000 cps maximum
Sand, dust, and oil Nondetrimental with shaft seal

*Implemented in control to provide 0.0879 degree resolution.
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An assembly drawing of the modified encoder Interface gearbox assembly is
shown in Drawing 2046585. The drawing Includes a parts list and designates
vendor-supplied Items. The encoder Interface assembly Is mounted on the test
stand in the Identical manner as the previous assembly. Figure 58 illustrmtes
the encoder assembly disconnected from the test stand, and Figure 59 shows the
components of the encoder Interface assembly.

3.4.2 Alternate Encoder Interface Arrangements

High reliability Is a primary consideration of the electromechanical actu-
ation unit. Although only one encoder was used in this demonstration orogram
for servo loop closure, redundancy could he achieved in at least two other ways.
First, two separate transducers could be mounted back-to-back at the same point
on the control surface in order to eliminate structural deflections between the
two sensors. Although this arrangement can provide two separate feedback sig-
nals, both of which should be nearly identical, the close proximity of one to
the other is undesirablo when considering aircraft survivability due to battle
damage, for example.

Second, a separate transducer located a distance from the first can be
operated in a redundant standby mode. This standby transducer could be mounted
as shoon in Figure 56. In the event of a failure, the standby encoder could
be activated through a fault--isolation/fault-detection network. Although this
approach provides the separation of redundent elements, which is essential, the
activation of the standby unit requires active logic and switching, and there-
fore, complexity. The method of implementation then becomes an important con-
sideration in the reliability failure modes, effects, and overall reliability
philosophy.

3.5 DYT!AMIC ANALYSIS AND SYSTEM SIMULATION

The performance of the electromechanical actuation unit was predicted in
Reference 1 using analog simulation techniques. To support the development of
the demonstration hardware and to determine the specific control servo char-
acteristics, a digital computer program was developed. The program contains
simuiation of the controller, actuator, power source, and load, and was used
as a tool to evaluate (1) predicted performance, (2) operating sensitivity
to selected component characteristics, and (3) suitability of candidate control
laws to satisfy unit operatinq goals.

The following paragraphs briefly describe the AiResearch developed computer
program, discuss the correlation of analytical prediction to test results, and
present optimized control law configurations for typical flight control system
requirements.

3.5.1 Approach to Simulation for Laboratory Hardware

The key to simulation of the electromechanical actuation unit performance
is developmenT of the proper plant. Analysis of the plant simulations, inclad-
ing both static and dynamic performance, assures control components that are
properly defined. The use of digital simulation techniques allows resolution
of performance problems prior to hardware development, significantly reducing
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Figur4 58. Assembled 4.48:1 Gearbox for Increased Encoder Resolution

Op 0

Fiue59. Encoder Gearbox Component BreakdownF279
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overall development costs by limiting the riquired testing to support the plant-
control Integration development phase.

The procedure employed for control synthesis is to develop a linear mode!

of the plant. From this model it is possible to generate (1) c'pen-loop
harmonic response in the form of mputer-plotted Bode characteristics, (2)
Nichols loci, and (3) Nyquist loci. The controller is then added to the

simulation and developed until satisfactory bandwidth, stability, and resonance
ratios are achieved. At this point control algorithms with nonlinear ties
added are incorporated into the simulatloio. System performance is evalue'ted
by observing the response to step and sinusoldal Inputs as well as to load
disturbances. Necessary refinements are then made to offset adverse effects
caused by the added nonlinearitles. In some cases, an alternate control scheme
may be required. Wrhen hardware becomes available, the model performance is
checked against the experimental results. Changes may b- required in either
the model, hardware, or both until correlation has been achieved. If the model
Is found faulty, additional control work may be required to produce satisfactory
performance. The developed model is then particularly useful for evaluating
anticipated hardware component chanqes and in the prediction of hardware per-
formance when operating at loads and conditions other than those originally
specified.

3.5.2 Model Description for Laboratory Hardware

The digital simulation program contains several options which provide
flexibility necessary for the modeling of a variety of controller-motor-gearing
configurations. Figure 60 shows the elements of this program that have been
used in the model. Algebraic summation of the voltages involved (i.e., the
applied voltage, back emf, and IR drop) produces the inductive term that, upon
integration, yields moior current (CURR). In the model of the demonstration
unit, additional logic is included to prevent current flow in a direction
opposing the PWM control voltage. Deadband is incorporated in the model by
using finite levels of electrical torque and motor speed that are required
before mechanical torque (QM) is produced, and as a result, rotor breakaway.

The torque available for acceleration of the motor rotor (QA) is derived
by subtracting a motor viscous loss torque (MVL) and the torque delivered to the
gearbox (QDEL), referred to the motor from QM. Unit conversion and consideration
of the motor inertia (RJM) produces motor speed (NM) after integration of the
acceleration rate. An additional integration provides motor shaft angle (QM).

The motor shaft angle, after referral to the output shaft through the gear
ratio (GR), is then compared with the output shaft angle (0L). The difference
in angle Is transmitted via a backlash discontinuity to the overall system
spring constant. Twist of the spring is Indicative of the torque being deliv-
ered to the gearbox (ODEL). The load torque (QLOAD) consists of the sum of the
external'load(s) applied to the gearbox and the internal gearbox losses. The
external loads take three forms. An aerodynamic load is simulated by a grounded

spring with rate KSP, so that the load is proportional to output shaft angle.
A viscous load that is proportional to speed (with the magnitude dependent on
the value of BL) simulates the load that has been applied to the hingeline sys-
tem in the laboratory. A constant load can be imposed by assigning a value to
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QOFFSET. Losses within the gearbox are composed of two types: (1) the viscous
form, which is dependent on load speed (NL) and damping coefficient (KDP), and
(2) loss EXLL, which is dependent on the level of the combined external loads
(EXL). The EXLL loss includes a dry friction offset term. Logic Is included
in the model so that EXLL always opposes rotation of the output shaft. However,
if the system is at rest and an external load is applied, no torque appears at
QLOAD until the offset term has been exceeded; thereafter, as would occur when
the load is driving the motor actuator, the EXLL losses are subtracted from
the external load.

Subtraction of QLOAD from QDEL yields the torque available for acceleration
of the load. The rate of acceleration of the load shaft is obtained from the
acceleration torque and the load Inertia (RJL) with appropriate conversion con-
stants to obtain output shaft speed (NL) in rpm after integration. A second
integration provides the output shaft angle (eL).

The variables, constants, and units are summarized in Table 9.

3.5.3 Correlation Control Synthesis for Laboratory Hardware

As the initial step in the control synthesis, the actuator and load were
modeled using the linear digital program. The elements modeled were the same
as depicted in Figure 60, with the nonlinearities eliminated. The load Inertia
had a value of 2.55 in.-Ibf-sec 2 to simulate the dem)nstration fixture, compared
to the specification value of 46.6. This approach assured direct correlation
between the test data from the laboratory evaluation and the analytical predic-
tions of performance.

The open-loop Nichols locus shown in Figure 61 was then generated with a
gain of 40 db added to conveniently locate the locus within the range of the
plotter coordinates.

The initial position control was then synthesized, and is shown in block
diagram form In Figure 62. The forward loop contains an Integrator to ensure
steady-state accuracy, while the strong lead term provides a form of propor-
tional plus integral control. The short lag in the forward loop is intended
to filter out noise emanating from the encoder position sensor. As shown by
the Nichols locus in Figure 63, an additional lead-lag in the feedback causes
a peak in the phase shift at about 70 rad/sec and maintains a bandwidth in
excess of the required 8 Hz. The Integrator gain was set by making the locus
tangent to the 2.3 db contour, thus establishing a resonance ratio of about 1.3.

The foregoing control was then incorporated into the nonlinear motor model
and evaluated by stepping the input command to the controller. A stable limit
cycle at a frequency of 13 Hz was present. To counter this condition, an
additional compensating network (as shown on Figure 64) was Incorporated in
the forward loop. A time constant ratio of three was selected, with the abso-
lute values determined so that maximum phase lead occurs at 13 Hz. At the same
time, the forward loop gain was adjusted to offset the effect of the lead-lag
network. This configuration proved to be stable under all conditions evaluated
and has been incorporated into the breadboard controllers.
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TABLE 9

SIMULATION CONSTANTS AND NOMENCLATURE

Term Def inition

BACKLASH +0.045 dog

BL Load damping coefficient, in.-Ibf/deg

CURR Motor current, amp, range t16

DEADBAND in.-Ibf, 2.3 and rpm, 10

EXL Total external load torque, In.-Ibt

EXLL Load losses, in.-Ibf, EXLL L 0.0000119 (EXL) 2 + 1223

CR Gearbo2. speed ratio, 1254:1

KBEMF Motor back emf, v/rpm, 0.028342

KD Motor damping coefficient, in.-Ibf/rpm, 0.0001476

KDP Load damping coefficiert, In.-lbf/rpm, 232.1

KQ Motor torque-current constant, In.-Ibf/amp, 2.3

KSP Ground spring, in.-Ibf/deg, 1252.5 at 100 percent load

KS Overall spring rate, in.-Ibf/deg, 56,723

LM Motor inductance, henry, 0.00155

MVL Motor viscous damping torque, in.-Ibf

NM IMotor shaft speed, rpm

9A Motor shaft acceleration torque, In.-Ibf

QOEL Torque delivered to gearbox, in.-Ibf

QE Motor electrical torque, In.-Ib.'

QLOAD Overall gearbox load torque. in.-Ibf

QOFFSET Constant external load torque, In.-Ibf

RJL Load inertia, in.-Ibf-sec2 , 2.55

RJM Motor inertia, in.-Ibf-sec2 , 0.0012651

s Integratlon symbol

OL Output shaft angle, deg

GM Motor shaft angle, deg

VIN Motor input voltage, v, range +270
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The simulation Includes modelino the motor current control. Du-ing the
normal motoring mode, the current reference is constant when the motor speed
is higher than 4150 rpm. At lower speeds, the reference is a function of
actual speed. However, logic Is Included to preclude current flow in a direc-
tion opposing the PWM control voltage (VCNTRL). Other logic establishes a
different set of current limits when the motor rotational sense is opposite
to that of VCNTRL. In all cases, current control is obtained by calculating
the motor voltage that will prevent the current from exceed!ng the prevail ing
reference. The actual motor voltage Is the lower, in an absolule sense, of the
position control voltage (VCNTRL) or the current limit voltage (VMAX or VWIN).

The following paragraph (3.5.4) presents the results of correlation of
the developed analytical simulation model to the test results using the
laboratory electromechanical actuation hardware unit.

3.5.4 Data Correlation for Labordtory Demonstration Hardware

To verify the motor-actuator-control model, a comparable set of transients
was run using the demonstration hardware for comparison with the results of the
analytical model. Both singie-channel and dual-channel no-load operation was
employed for all transients as described in Appendix F. Input command steps
were made with amplitudes of 1, 5, and 10 deg. Harmonic response was evaluated
with sinusold commands with 2-deg peak-to-peak amplitude and at frequencies
of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, and 10.0 Hz. The results of step response
tests recorded on an oscillograph are compared with the corresponding analtical
model results.

The results of the step command runs, using the voltage servo control, are
summarized In Table 10 and shown in Appendix G. The time to reach the command

position, the percent overshoot, and the settling time (to within 1 percent of
the commanded position) are listed. The data for tirre to reach the commanded
position agree well, which indicates that the model is valid with respect to

the motor-actuator. However, the model exhibits considerably greater overshoot
and longer settling times, which are two related parameters. This difference
is believed to be due to the presence of an additional *iad term with a valueof approximately 0.020 sec In the feedback loop of the hardware.

The frequency response results for both the hardware and the model are
shown In Bode plot form in Figure 65. The test results were obtained by the
use of a harmonic analyzer in which the fundamental of the output wave is
separated using Fourier techniques and then compared with the input on an
amplitude ratio and phase shift basis. The phase shift in the model results
was derived by noting the shift at the zero crossover, while the amplitude
ratio was based on the maximum amplitude observed. Agreement exists between
the two sets of results, although the bandwidth obtained experimentally is
somewhat narrower. This Is believed to be due to a combination of the effects
of the additional lead term in the hardware and to the use of the fundamental

' amplitude versus the actual wave shape peak.

Similar data were collected and compared for dual-channel operation using
the voltage servo control. The step response summary is shown in Table 11.
The correlation of analysis with the test data shows good agreement. These
data were taken at a no-load condition at the actuator output. Figure 66
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TABLE 10

SUMMARY OF SINGLE-CHANNEL STEP RESPONSE CORRELATION
(Based on Voltage Servo Control)

Laborator y
Demon strat ion

Parameter Computer Simulation Hardware

I deg 5 deg 10 deg I deg 5 deg 10 deg
Time to reach the 0.098 0.160 0.282 0.1 0.15 0.3

command position, sec

Percent overshoot 6.0 9.5 5.0 5.0 7.0 3.5

Settling time, sec >1.0 0.716 0.800 - -0.8 0.7

TABLE 11

SUMM4ARY OF DUAL-CHANNEL STEP RESPONSE CORRELATION
(Based on Voltage Servo Control)

Laboratory

Demonstration
Parameter Computer Simulation Hardware

I

1 deg 5 deg 10 deg 1 deg 5 deg 10 deg

Time to reach the 0.11 0.1 0.16 0.13 0.11 0.16
command position, sec

Percent overshoot 5.0 9.0 9.0 4.0 8.0 6.0

Settling time, sec >1.0 >1.0 >1.0 -- >1.0 >1.0
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shows the Bode plot comparison of the two-channel operation, based on + 1 deg
amplitude, and no-load at the actuator output. Again, correlation of Test
and analytical results shows good agreement.

The analytical nodel was modified to simulate a servo control configuration
including tachometer feedback (refer to Section 3.3). This modification was
made to correspond to the servo hardware changes. Table 12 presents the compar-
ison of predicted step response to the actual step response using the modified
tachometer feedback control. Figure 67 presents the comparisons of the fre-
quency response Bode plots obtained from ihe analysis and from the operation
of the demonstration hardware.

The conclusion is that an analytical model has been developed that has
sufficient versatility and accuracy to be of value in predicting performance
of electromechanical actuation hardware.

TABLE 12

SUIM4ARY OF DUAL-CHANNEL STEP RESPONSE CORRELATION
(Based on Tachometer Feedback Servo Control)

Laboratory Demonstration
Computer Simulation Hardware

Parameter I deg 5 deg 10 deg 1 deg 5 deg 10 deg

Time to reach the 0.08 0.1 0.154 0.08 0.11 0.16
command position, sec

Percent overshoot 3.1 10 8.1 5.0 7.0 6.0

Settling time, sec 0.27 0.23 0.28 0.18 0.16 0.23

3.5.5 PREDICTED PERFORMANCE FOR LABORATORY HARDWARE, TACHOMETER SERVO CONTROL

To complete the performance prediction for the 2-channel, tachometer feed-
back servo configuration, Figures 68 and 69 show the Bode plots for the 30 and
50 percent loaded conditions. The loads are defined as 30 percent of maximum
load (where maximum load Is 37,575 In.-lb) at a deflection angle of 30 deg.
The load is modeled as a linear spring with a constant of 375.7 In.-lb/deg.
Similarly, the load for the 50-percent case, (Figure 69) is a linear spring
with a constant of 626.3 In.-lb/deg.

Dynamic stiffness of the actuator has also been evaluated analytically for
the laboratory hardware. Figure 70 presents the predicted results of exciting
the output with a sinusoldal load and monitoring the response of the system.

During this time the controlier Is active and is responding to an Input command
representing a fixed, null position. The figure also shows the predicted and
actual static stiffness values for comparison with the dynamic stiffness.
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Figure 70. Dynamic Stiffness, Tachometer Feedback

Figure 71 shows the results of prediction of the actuation unit when sub-
jected to gust loads. A 50-percent steady-state aerodynamic load is assumed.

The figure shows that a position pulse load (an additional 10 percent) is
applied for 10 msec, and the response of the system is stable. Then a negative
pulse load is applied, and again the system is shown to react tQ the !oAd in a
stable manner.

3.5.6 Control Synthesis for Baseline Problem Statement Load Inertia

The laboratory demonstration hardware and test stand (as fabricated)
resulted In an effective load inertia of 2.55 in.-Ibf-sec 2 . The baseline
problem statement includes a control surface inertia of 46.6 in.-Ibf-sec 2 ,
or approximately 20 times the Inertia of the laboratory test stand. The

parameters of the tachometer feedback servo control then were re-evaluated

to better match the increased load Inertia.
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A block diagram of this control arrangement is shown on Figure 72.
Tachometric feedback Included In a minor control loop permits rolling off the
response of the motor so that the Influence of high-frequency disturbances Is
attenuated. Tachometric feedback in the major loop readily permits adjustment
of damping and of the system natural frequency.

The linear model of the unit, with load inertia set at the specification
value of 46.6 in.-lbf-sec2, in conjunction with Nichols charts, was aga;n
employed as the basic synthesizing tool. Figure 73 shows the open-loop trans-
fer locus for the motor speed minor loop. A single lag with the pole at 100
rad/sec was included in the minor loop feedback; after gain adjustment, the 1
minor loop transfer locus was reshaped to that shown In Figure 74. The open-
loop transfer locus for the major loop, with the minor loop closed and with
an integrator only having a gain of 19950 as the control, was then generated
and is shown in Figure 75. The final step was to include a lag in the major
loop feedback path (time constant = 0.004) and to readjust the integrator
gain. The resulting characteristic is shown in Figure 76.

Further investigation of the tachometric feedback control concept was
conducted on the nonlinear motor-actuator model. Initially, limits were not
imposed on the magnitude of the tachometer feedback in either the minor or
major loop. As shown in Figure 77, the larae magnitude of the major loop
tachometer feedback, in equivalent output shaft angle, results in stair-case
tvpe operation in response to an input step command. By limiting the major
loop tachometer feedhack, the Percentage of overshoot can be control led to any

* desired value under a given set of operating conditions. An example in which
* two channels are operating under no load conditions, with the overshoot in

response to a step command limited to about 3 percent, is shown on Figure 78.
Further improvement in the response characteristics of the system can be real- 4
ized by li miting the range over which the minor loop tachometer feedback is
active. This has the effect of permitting acceleration to occur at the maximum
possible rate once the saturation range has been reached. An example of the
performance with the major loop range restrictea to +1.8 deg and the minor loop
to +100 v is shown on Figure 79. Again, the operation is two-channel with
100-percent aerodynamic (or linear spring) load Imposed.
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4. TEST EQUIPMENT

4.1 SPECIAL. TEST EQUIPMENT AND FIXTURES

The hingeline actuation laboratory demonstration unit was tested using
a test stand to support the actuator and to simulate the aircraft structural
Interfaces. The test stand also Included a device to provide a variable load
on the actuator. An electric supply was set up to provide 270-vdc power to
the controller and the motor. These test and support hardware Items are
described below.

4.1.1 Test Stand

The test stand was designed to Interface with the actuator assembly in
a manner similar to an aircraft installation. The test stand drawing
(LSK 14850) shows the arrangement as designed. The test stand provides for
mounting of the two position feedback encoders at the extreme ends of the
simulated control interface.

The output of the actuator mates to a 10-in.-long arm, which allows
Interface with the hydraulic load cylinder and Includes a strain gage for
rmonitoring the actuator torque output.

The arrangement of the actuator fitted to t.ie test stand Is shown In
Figure 80, which also shows the safety stroke limit switches used to limit
the control surface excursion for safety purposes (the actuator does not
have mechanical stroke limit stops).

The actuator is loaded using the hydraulic cyiinder. The output load
is varied by throttling the fluid flow from and to the cyiinder. The fluid
reservoir, valves, and gages used to control and monitor the hydraulic fluid
f low are shown In Figure 81. The~ load Is monitored using the strain gage

then correlated to the measured vaiue of motor current to determine losses

and overall efficiency of the actuation unit.

The hydraulic load stand also Is used to conduct dynamic stiffness tests.
A hydraulic pump provides power totehydraulic cylinder. Flow to the cylinder
Is controlled by a servovalve. As the load frequency Is varied from 0.5 to
10 Hz, the stiffness of the actuation system Is monitored using the optical

digital position feedback transducer.

The early testing of component compatibility showed that the two positionI
encoders were not providing the same position Information to the the two servo
circuits. The two encoders were located at opposite ends of the simulated
control surface. Even at relatively modest loads (less than 10 percent of
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Figure 80. Actuator Mounted in Test Stand F-2699 0
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stall torque), the positions sensed by the two encoders were not equal. It
was determined that the simulated structure of the control surface had suffi-
cient flexibility, especially when under load, that the two encoders would
not track properly. Solutions to this problem are discussed in para. 3.4.2
of this report. In summary, the solutions are as follows.

"* Use only one encoder to provide position feedback information
to both servo circuits.

"* Use two encoders physically attached to each other with a
structure that has exceptionally high stiffness.

As shown in Figure 82, the first solution was implemented (one encoder to
provide position data to both servo circuits).

ENCODER DIGITAL DISPLAY GEARBOX
. ...• :•TEMPERATURE GEARBX

."2ND MOTOR I"TMTRo'o
S•~S IMUL.ATED

AIRCRAFT

-STRUCTURE

: ~MOT OR

•:'-• TEMPERATURE

CONTROL TRANSDUCER
I SURFACE
"IPO I T ION

ENCODER STRA IN GAGE ON

OUTPUT ARM

F Meg A

Figure 82. Strain Gagu Mounted on Output Arm
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4.1.2 Power Supply

The electrical power distribution system comprises a primary power source;
a 3-phase stepup isolation transformer, and a full-wave rectifier. The power
supply converts the primary power source to 270-vdc power, which is used to
drive the dc permanent-magnet motors. A functional block diagram of the power
supply is shown in Figure 83. The schematic diagram and a technical discussion
of the power supply is contained in pera. 3.3.3.

The dc voltaqe output of the power supply is sensitive to the output
demand. Variations as high as 20 percent were observed under loaded condi-
tions. Although this fluctuation is a lsrqe one, frequency response and
performance requirements were met. The performance of the unit would be
Improved however, if a power source were used that did not exhibit the volt-
age variation as a function of power demand. A reduction in the power supply
voltage reduces the maximum actuator output rate.

400 NZ _, '• .•3 PHA• ] , SE 41
32 PHAS 120IAC 2:1 STEP UP - ----- FULL WAVE 2 D

20VCISOLATION RECTIFIER --------

Figure 83. Block Diagram of the Power Supply

4.2 FACILITIES

AlResearch ManufacTuring Company of California provided all engineering
and testing facilities required for the rotary hingeline actuation unit test
program2
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5. TESTING

5.1 TEST PLAN

The test plan for the rotary hingel ine actuation unit was designed to
demonstrate the capabilities of electromechanical actuation units for primary
f light controls. The test plan Is presented In Appendix F. Results of the
tests are contained In Section 6. The test program was organized to deter-
mine component and unit operating characteristics In a control led environment.

The first component testing began In March 1977 and final unit tests
were completed In September 1978.

5.2 TESTS PERFORMED

The test program was divided Into three areas: (1) component tests,
(2) assembly tests, and (3) unit operating tests. Table 13 lists tests per-
formed In each area and the objective of the Individual tests. These tests
were performed In accordance with the test flow diagram shown In Figure 84.
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TABLE 13

TESTS PERFORMED AND TEST OBJECTIVES

Test Objective

Component

Motor acceptance Verify performance and critical design
parameters

Encoder receiuy!n inspection Verify form and furction of vendor part

Contro!ier checkout Verify operatior of input-output circuits,
servoloop, and swltcI' modules

Rotati ng goat-box acceptance Determine ft,.,ctional characteristics of

gearbox

Assembly

Motor and gearbox capability Verify interface and funcilonal compati-
bility

Motor and controller rc-anpatibIlity Verify drive circuits for motor control

EM: signaturs'ý Define signature of EMI conducted and

susceptability to conducted EMI

Static stiffness Demonstrate spring rate of the actuator,

System

Frequency response Determine the amplitude ratio and phase
angle vs frequency

Dynamic stiffness Demonstrate the dynamic stability when
subjected to fluctuating external loads

Step response Determine quality o' transient response to
step inputs

Position resolution* Determine hysteresis band

Power efficiency* Determine the energy Input vs output
relationship

Regeneration Determine the operating characteristics as
a generator when back-driven

Continuous running servo demonstration* Determine the regeneration effectiveness
with the control surface locked

ReliabilIty management Demonstrate redundancy

Thermal management Evaluate thermal characteristics during
duty cycle loads

t Denotes a test that was not conducted, or that was attempted but
did not result in significant data being generated.
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1 M POSITIONGEARBOXE I•TRCNRLERANSDUCERS

I I

1 UNIT 2 UNITS ASSEMBLY 2 UNITS

ACCEPTANCE ACCEPTANCE RECEIVING
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MO)TOR AND MOTOR AND

GEARBOX CONTROLLER
INTERFACE INTERFACE

COMPATIBILITY COMPATIBILITY

SYSTEM ASSEMBLY
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SYSTEM TEST

AND

DEMONSTRAT ION

II
Figure 84. Test Flow Oiagram
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6. TFST RESULTS

This section contains the results of tests performed on the rotary
hingellne actuation demonstration unit. Testing was conducted in accordance
with the Equipment Test Plan, AiResearch Document No. 76-13276, Rev. 1,
January 1977; this plan is reproduced in Appendix F. Detail test results
are presented for each comDonent (i.e., motor, actuator), and for the
actuation unit operating with a microprocessor and with analog servo con-
trollers.

6.1 COMPONENT TESTS

The component tests conducted in this program are:

Motor performance

Encoder receiving inspection

Control!er checkout

Rotary gearbox performance

The results of these tests are presented in this section in the order
listed above.

6.1.1 Motor Performance

Performance of the two brushless dc motors was evaluated by the follow-
inq techniques. 3

0 Operation of the Motors as Generators--To determine power capability,
no-load voltage, and short-circuit capability.

* Operation as a Motor Driving a Flywheel--To determine accelera-
tion capability.

* Operation as a Motor into a Dynamometer--To determine current,
torque, and speed relationships.

Each of these tests is described in detail in the following paragraphs.

6.1.1.1 Motor Operated as a Generator

Unlike a brush-type dc motor, a brushless dc motor needs a commutating
controller to drive it. Therefore, evaluation of performance characteristics
of the motor could be complicated by the Interaction of the controller/motor
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combination. The testing can be simplified, and the motor cha •r n
be determined directly by oporating the motor as a generator. This allows
determination of the motor voltage constant (volts/rpm) by no-load test and
motor power capability by load test. The motor speed-torque relationship also
can he ohtained from qenerator voltage requlation. Because the brushless
motor was oriqinally desiqned as a generator (refer to Appendix A), it is
very useful to verify such generator parameters as short circuit current and
commutating reactance. Three basic tests were performed: (1) load test, (2)
short circuit test, and (3) commutating reactance test.

6.1.1.1.1 Test Setup

A schematic diagram of the generator test setup is shown in Figure 85.
The motor is connected as a generator to a variable-speed prime mover using
adapters fabricated for this test. The electrical output was rectified and
connected to a purely resistive load bdnk. The test setup included ,i short-
iny switch used to interconnect the three phases of the genvrdtc,.- output (see
Figure 85). Photographs of the generator test setup aru presentod in Figures
b6 and 87, which show the adapters and th-:, airangeme,,, o.- the instrumentation.

SHORTING
PRIME MOVER SWITCH 3-PHASE BRIDGE
0 TO 11,000 RPM ETFE

P ... .. 1RECTIFIER

r +

AC AC FREQUENCY
ACOUNTER _ L .......

Figure 85. Load Test and Short-Circuit Test Schematic

6.1.1.1.2 Procedure

The procedures for performing the load test are as listed below.

Step 1--Mount motor No. 1 onto the variable-speed drive.
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F-28017

Fi~jure 87. Generator Test SEtup
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Step 2--Set up instruments for the test according to the schematic
shown in Figure 85.

Step 3--Drive the motor at 6000 rpm and adjust the load to provide five
different amperage outputs between 0 and 20 amp dc. Record
shaft speed, dc volts, dc amperes, ac line-to-line volts, and
ac amperes.

,tep 4--Repeat Step 3 for 8000 rpm and 10,000 rpm.

Step 5--Repeat Steps I through 4 for motor No. 2.

For the short-circuit test, the motor was run at 8000 rpm and the 3-phase
generator output shorted by closing the shorting switch momentarily. The phase
current was read and recorded.

The commutating reactance test was performed using the following
procedures.

"e I--Replace the load bank with the choke provided for this test.

2--Run the motor at 10,000 rpm.

S3--Take a picture of the line-to-line voltage waveform on an
oscilloscope.

6.1.1.1.3 Discussion of Results

The load test results are plotted in Figures 88 through 91 for both motors.
As shown, the relationship between no-load voltage and speed Is the same as
predicted for the motors. The ac voltage regulation of the motor operated as
a generator is 0.23, and the dc voltage regulation is 0.29, which Ls higher
than the predicted value. The voltage regulation compares the reduction in
voltage occurring between no-load and the rated load points. The 0.23 voltage
requlation for the ac case, for example, shows that as the output load is
Increased from zero to full-rated current, the output voltage reduces a factor
of 0.23 from the initial no-load value.

FThe test results and the computer predicted performance of the motor run

as a generator are compared in Figure 92. The commutating reactance of the
motor was calculated from the waveform picture of line-to-line voltage to a
3-phase bridge rectifier, the output of which was coupled to an inductive
load.

The voltage waveform and the calculations for computing commutating
reactance are shown in Figure 93.
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10, 000 RPM

8,000 RPM

100 t::ý ý ý'6,0o0 RPM

5020

CURRENT, AC AMPS*98

Figure 88. 270-vdc Brushless Motor (MI)

Generator Test, Ac Voltage

2CAM02

Figure 89. 270-vdc Brush less Motor (MI)S.91
Generator Test, Dc Voltage
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Figure 90. 270-vdc Brushless Motor (W2
Generator Test, Ac Voltage
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0,0

0

1001
0 5 10 15 20 25

CURRENT, DC AMP

Figure 91. 270-vdc Brush less Motor (M2)

Generator Test, Oc Voltage
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300 * COMPARISON BETWEEN TEST RESULTS'AND COMPUTER

PREDICTION
* MOTOR RUN AS A GENERATOR WITH A 3-PHASE, FULL-

WAVE RECTIFIER AND A DC LOAD BANK

TEST DATA

-- - COMPUTER PREDICTION

10005 10 15 20

CURRENT, DC AMP

Fiqure 92. 270-vdc Rrushless Motor (Ml) Test Data Correlation
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Commutating Reactance and Inductance

IDC = 19 amp (Dc current)

VLL0 = 204 VR (Line-to-I ine voltage)

VLNO = 1.732 = 117.8 VRI$ (Line-to-neutral voltage)

T180 = 4.1 cm/2 = 2.05 cm (Half-cycle time base)

Tu = 0.6 cm (Commutating time, used with T180 as dimensionless
ratio)

i = 0.6 x 180 = 52.6 deg (Commutating angle)2.05

U = 52.6 S! Cos- (1 - IDC * XCO/.ff/VLNo)

= Cos 1 (1 - 19 * XCo//.-5/117.8)

=COS (1 - 0.1317 Xcwi)
1-Cos (S2.6•

XCO0 = 2.98 ohm (Comnutating reactance)

LCw 2.r X500 0.95 mh/ph (Commutating inductance)

F-28022

Figure 93. Commutating Reactance
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The results obtained by shorting the 3 phases of the generator output
are as follows:

Short-Circuit
Frequency, Hz Speed, rpm Current, dc amp

133 2660 30.0

250 5000 31.5

300 6000 31.7

400 8000 31.9
6.1.1.2 Flywheel Acceleration

The objective of this test was to obtain the motor performance map by
recording the motor speed, torque, voltage and current while accelerating
an inertial load.

6.1.1.2.1 Test Settip

The test setup consisted of the motor mounted to the flywheel test stand
using an existing shaft couplinq adapter that directly connects the motor shaft
to the flywheel shaft. A schematic diagram of the test setup is shown in
Figure 94.

BRAKE
3-PHAS COILFLYWHEEL

COI

GENERATOR IPOER

Figure 94. Flywheel Test Schematic Diagram
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An oscillograph was used to measure motor speed, torque, current, and
voltage. A strain gage and tachometer pickup are Incorporated in the flywheel
test fixture, therefore the torque and speed could be measured directly.

The test was performed on both motors in both directions.

6.1.1.2.2 Procedure

The procedures used to conduct the motor performance test are as follows:

Step 1--Set up an oscilloqraph to record speed, torque, voltage, and
current.

Step 2--Mount motor No. I onto the flywheel test stand using the shaft
coupling made for- this test to couple the motor shaft to the fly-
wheel shaft.

Step 3--Connect the motor, controller power, and power supplies according
to Figure 94.

Step 4--Energize the brake coil to release the brake.

Step 5--Set motor power supply at 100 vdc.

Step 6--Turn on the controller to run the motor and record motor
speed, torque, voltage, and current on the oscillograph.

Step 7--Repeat above steps to run motor in the other direction of
rotation.

Step 8--Repeat above steps for motor No. 2.

6.1.1.2.3 TDiscussion of Results

Since an isolation transformer was Included between the alternator and
the rectifier in the power supply, a substantial voltage drop occurred at cur-
rent limit. Therefore, the performance curves obtained for both motors were
limited by the available test equipment.

The performance curves for both motors running at both directions of rota-
tion are presented in Figures 95 through 98. As shown, the no-load speed and

torque/amp daia are as predicted, while the speed at high torques is low because
of th3 reduceo input voltage caused by the isolation transformer voltage drop.

6, 1.1.3 Dynamometer

The objective of this test was to (1) obtain the motor torque-speed
relationship, (2) verify the back emf consta]nt (volts/rpm), and (3) verity the
torque constant (torque/anp).
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Figure 97. 270-vdc Brushless Motor/Voltage Source Drive Circuit

Test (M2), Direction of Rotation: CW#
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Figure 97. 270-vdc Brushless Motor/Voltage Source Drive Circuit

Test WM), Direction of Rotation: CCW
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TORQUE, IN.-OZ 82U

Figure 98. 270-vdc Brushless Motor/Voltage Source Drive Circuit
Test WM), Direction of Rotation: CC#
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6.1.1.3.1 Test Setup

The dynamometer test setup is shown schematically in Figure 99. Adapters
were fabricated to attach the motor to the dynamometer and achieve proper
alignment. The test setup is shown in Figure 100.

ACPHAE U ISOLATION JAMMETER DC
AGENERATOR TRNFRER• •• VOLT-

Sj j jMETER

I NVE RTE R/ STROBO TAC H

ALI GNMENT A
ADAPTE RX

.__._..,--- • 270-VDC

BRAKE LM0T
COIL
POWER

SUPPLY __
S~DYNAMOME TE R

Figure 99. Motor/Voltage Source Drive Circuit 'Test Schematic Diagram

6.1.1.3.2 Procedure

The procedures used for dynamometer testing are as fol lows.

Ste__p_1--Adapt The test motor to a dynamometer with 800 In.-oz capability.

.Step__Z•--Drive the motor from the inverter/contro! let with a dc input volt-

age of 270 v.

Step .3--Read and record vottage, current, speedp and torque simultaneously

for five different load points up to the current limit.
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6.1.1.3.3 Discussion of Results

The back emf constant (volts/rpm) and torque constant (torque/ampere)
obtained from the test data correlated well with the design value. Because
of the current limiting designed Into the inverter, the motor current was
limited at about 7 amp. The test results are plotted In Figures 101 and 102.
Since the inherent characteristic of the chopper Inverter causes it to behave
like a dc transformer, the motor torque/ampere at current limit Is highe 'r than
the theoretical value, while the motor speed at that torque nt Is lower than
expected; thus, the loss in spe~ed is compensated by the gairi torque (i.e.,
no loss In power output.

6.1.2 Encoder Receiving Inspection

The encoders are vendor-supplied parts manufactured by RENCO Corporation,

Goleta, California. The part was within manufacturer specifications for both

form and function. Because the parts were used In a development program under

engineering control, no formal receiving Inspection was performed. Proper

operation of the unit, Including physical interfacing, was verified by Instal-
lation Into the breadboard, and performing engineering checkout and functional
per formance tests.

L 6.1.3 Controller Checkout

Checkout of the controller for the electromechanical rotary hingeline
actuation unit was completed in the laboratory under engineering direction, as
part of the electrical interface evolution and resolution. Para. 3.3 contains
the discussion of the controller design approach and features. The test yeni
fied the operation of the input-output circuits, servoloop, and switch modules.
Para. 3.5, dynamic simulation and analysis, shows the correlation of test data
to the predicted performance. The control law used in the servo hardware was
determined using the digital computer design program. The results of simula-
tion analysis illustrate the ability to analytically predict the operation
of electromechanical actuation units.

Final design of the power drive circuits involved considerable effort,
as discussed In Sections 3 and 7. The present system performs as predicted.

6.1.4 Rotary Gearbox Pe2rformance

The gearbox, consisting of the velocity summing differential adteot
put gearing, was evaluated to determine the backlash, static stiffness, and
torque efficiencies. These values were then used In the performance analysis
and simulation program to develop the required servo control law.

6.1.4.1 Static Stiffness arnd Backlash

The objective of this test was to determine the spring rate and free play

of the actuator qearinq.
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6.1.4.1.1 Test Setup

A schematic drawing of the static stiffness and backlash test setup is
shown in Figure 103. For purposes of this test, the motors and the encoder
were removed from the actuator. The motor input gears were held stationary by
welding dummy motor shafts to attachment plates and bolting the plates to the
motor mounts. The setup contains the actuator gearbox installed in the test
stand, a pneumatic load cylinder, a load cell, and a dial Indicator. A load
cell, connected between the 10-in, actuator output arm and the load cylinder,
directly measured the load in pounds; a digital readout was attached to the
output of the load cell for data collection. The dial indicator was placed
on top of the gearbox between the fixed and movable sides of the gearbox.

6.1.4.1.2 Procedure

The actuator backlash was determined by using the test setup shown in
Figure 103 and the following procedures.

Step 1--Set the actuator to null position.

Step 2--Apply a positive (upward) load of 5 lb to the actuator output arm.

Step 3--Zero the dial Indicator.

Step 4--Apply a negative (downward) load of 5 lb to the actuator output
arm.

Step 5--Measure and record the total deflection.

Step 6--Repeat steps 2 through 5 to check results.

In the actuator status stiffness test, the same test setup was used, and
the following procedures were performed.

Step 1--Set the actuator to the null position.

Step 2--Apply a positive (upward) load of 5 lb to the actuator output arm.

Step 3--Zero the dial Indicator.

p--Apply positive loads of 10, 25, 50, 75, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500,
750, 1000, 1250, 1500, and 2000 lb to the actuator output arm.

Step 5--Measure and record the deflection at each load.

p--Repeat steps 2 through 5, applying negative loads instead of
positive loads.

Step 7--Move the dial Indicator to measure actuator and fixture stiffness
(i.e., place the dial Indicator between the pin centerline and
the movable end of the fixture).

Step 8--Repeat steps 2 through 6.
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6.1.4.1.1 Discussion of Results

The backlash (free play) of the actuator gearbox is 0.0983 deg. The method
used to measure the free play of the gears and calculations used to obtain the
backlash are shown In Figure 104.

PINE
CENTRRTINEIN

GRE GA F
aETRLN jCENTERLINE'• A

CENTERENTERLINE

R(in) = Va2 + b2 V(1.625)2 + (1.75)2 2.3881

Sin E0 = 165 = 0.68045 => 0 = 42.8789 deg
R 2.3881 0

Sin @ = a + Av = 1.625 + 0.003 = 0.68171 *01 42.9772 deg
I y 2.3881

8= 01 - 00 = 42.9772 - 42.8789 = 0.0983 deg

Figure 104. Backlash Measurement Method and Calculations

The results of the stiffness test are listed in Table 14 and shown graph-
ically in Figure 105. The predicted spring rate (3.75 x 106 in.-Ibf/rad) of
the actuator is also shown in Figure 105.

Parametric data representing Typical flight control requirements were
used to predict the backlash and spring rate. The following compare the pre-
dicted values to the test results.

Characteristic Predicted Value Test Results

Backlash 0.25 deg 0.0983 deg

Spring rate 3.75 x 106 lbf-ln./rad 3.269 x 106
Ibf-in./rad

(average)
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TABLE 14

ACTUATOR STATIC STIFFNESS DATA

Actuator Only Actuator and Test Fixture

Upward Def lec- Downward Def lec- Upward Def lec- Downward Doef lec-
Load, lb tion, In. Load, lb tlion, In. Load, lb tion, In. Load, lb tion, in.

0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

+10 0.0 -10 0.0006 +10 0.0005 -10 0.0008

+25 0.0003 -25 0.0011 +25 0.0007 -25 0.0012

+50 0.0022 -50 0.0014 +50 0.0024 -50 0.0018

+75 0.0030 -75 0.0018 +75 0.0035 -75 0.0023

"i100 0.0034 -100 0.0022 +100 0.0042 -100 0.0034

+200 0.0055 -200 0.0037 +200 0.0074 -200 0.0052

+300 0.0064 -300 0.0047 +300 0.0098 -300 0.0076

+400 0.0072 -400 0.0057 +400 0.0128 -400 0.0094

+500 0.0078 -500 0.0069 +500 0.0146 -500 0.0110

+750 0.0088 -750 0.0094 +750 0.0186 -750 0.0151

+1000 0.0097 -1000 0.0119 +1000 0.0218 -1000 0.0184

+1250 0.0108 -1250 0.0141 +1250 0.0244 -1250 0.0213

+1500 0.01!5 -1500 0.0163 +1500 0.0273 -1500 0.0240

42000 0.0135 -2000 0.0200 +2000 0.0318 -2000 0.0293
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The slight difference In upward stiffness compared to downward stiffness
may be a result of one or more of the following considerations:

. Gear phasing

0 Manufacturing difference In gear slices

6.1.4.2 Efficiency

The objective of this test was to determine the torque efficiency of the I
6.1.4.7.1 Test Setup

The setup for this test Is similar to that shown in Figure 101.

6.1.4.2.2 Procedure

The efficiency data were obtained by measuring the Input torque and the
output force as measured using the load cell at the end of the 10-in, arm.
The output torque then could be calculated. The torque multiplication factor3
is 1211:1 for single--ended drive (i.e., one motor).

b.1.4.2.3 Uiscussion ot Results

Gearbox efficiency for both channels is shown in Figure 106. The eff i-
ciency is low at low Input torque values because of the relatively constant
losses in the gearing due to viscous drag and stiction. The efficiency begins

Lto reduce slightly at high Input torque due to the additional friction caused
by elastic deformation of the gearing. The values of efficiency shown (approx-
imately 75 to 82 percent) compare well with the predicted performance of 83

percent (Appendix A).

6.2 ELECTROMECHANICAL ACTUATION UNIT TESTSI

The tests and evaluation of the complete actuation unit operating as a
dual-channel, redundant assembly, and in certain Instances as a single-channel
assembly, are summvarized below. fDurinq setup for the actuation unit tests,
physical compatibility was established as well as resolution of functional
Interfaces. The motcrs and qearbox Interfaced without hardware modification.
Fxtensive deeomn fotwas required (as discussed In para. 3.3 and
Appendix E) to establish compatible current limits, rate, and torque limits
between the motor, power switch, and servo circuits.

As the unit underwent design Improvements during the checkout and early
development phase, the controller servo circuits were modified from the base-
line microprocessor- to the analog configuration. The test data presented
therefore include the data from the unit when (1) operating with microprocessor
servo circuits and (2) when the servo circuits were both analog. The actuator,
test stand, and breadboard controller are shown in Figure 107. The tests
conducted on the unit are listed in Table 15.
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TABLE 15

ACTUATION UNIT TESTS

Servo Configuration

Paragraph Analog
Reference Servo

Test Conducted No. Microprocessor Circuits

Frequency response 6.2.1 Yes Yes

Dynamic stiffness 6.2.2 Yes* No

Step response 6.2.3 Yes Yes Ij

Position resolution/ 6.2.4 Yes Yes A'

hysteresis

Regeneration 6.2.5 Yes No

Reliability management 6.2.6 Yes No
demonstration

Thermal management 6.2.7 Yes No

*Data were gathered, but found to be Inconclusive.

6.2.1 Frequency Response

The objective of the frequency response tests was (1) to determine the
amplitude ratlo between input command and output position as a function of
input frequency and (2) to evaluate phase lag between Input and output.

6.2.1.1 Procedure

The frequency response test began with the actuation unit being turned
on. The Input sine wave command was adjusted to correspond to +1 deg position
siqnal. The output position was determined from the digital optical encoder.
These two siqnals were recorded by an oscilloqraph. The Input signal sine wave
frequency was varied in steps from 0.5 to 10 Hz. Appendix H shows representa-
tive oscilloqraph traces of the data taken.

6.2.1.2 Discussion of Results

Figures 108 and 109 show the results of tests performed using the early
digital microprocessor controller. The curves for both +1 and +2 deg input
amplitudes show reasonable correlation with the required 8-Hz bandwidth goal
(i.e., the amplitude degraded less than 3 db at 8 Hz). Both curves, however,
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show the phase laq to be approximately 150 deg at 8 Hz. This compares
unfavorably with thq goal of only a 90 deq phase lag at 8 Hz.

As discussed in pare. 3.3, two analog servo circuits were fabricated and
tested. The analog configurations of the servo controller were equipped with
more desirable control laws than the digital servo. Figures 110 through 117
show the frequency response characteristics for combinations of servo configura-
tion, lodd, amplitude and number of operating channels. The oscillograph traces
used to calculate phase lag and frequency response are shown in Appendix H. The
tests were performed at laboratory ambient temperatures. The correlation with
the performance goals is high. Additional frequency response Bode plots are
contained in pare. 3.5 along with the comparison to the analytical prediction of
performance.

6.2.2 Dynamic Stiffness

The objective ot the dynamic stiffness test was to show the dynamic
stability of the actuation unit when it is subjected to fluctuating loads of
wvrious frequencies applied to the simulated control surface.

6.2.2.1 Test Procedure

A hydraulic-powered load stand was connected to the load cylinder on the
actuation unit test stand. Hydraulic fluid was controlled to the load cylinder
to cause a quasi-sine wave load at the actuator output (as shown In Figure 118).

The siqnal generator provided the control signal to the servo valve to
cause fluid to enter the load cylinder. The frequency of the signal generator
was varied from I to 15 Hz. The load cell was used to determ!ne the applied
load at each frequency. The controller was active, and the input command signalwas set to a null (or center) control surface position. Data taken on the

oscillograph included the applied load and output position.

6.2.2.2 Discussion of Results

Uata taken during early development testing (microprocessor controller)
showed dynamic stiffness of approximately 15,000 to 20,000 in.-lb/deg over the
frequency range of 1 to 10 Hz. Because of difficulties in clearing air from
the hydraulic load stand, the reaults of tests could not be repeated, and are
not included here. Analytical prediction of dynamic stiffness (refer to para.
3.5) shows approximately 95,000 in.-lb/deg at a frequency of 8 Hz with the
tachometor feedback configuration of the analog servo control.

6.2.3 Step Response

The objective of the step response test Is to determine the quality of
response to step Input, and specifically acceleration, no-load rate, over
shoot, and limit cycling, If any.
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Figure 118. Equipment Schematic for Dynamic Stiffness

6.2_:3.1 Test Procedure

The actuation unit was operated using a square wave generator for the
input command signal. The amplitude of the command signal was adjusted to
provide output position changes of 1, 3, 5, and 10 deg. Data were recorded -

using an oscillograph, and included input command, output position, motor
current, and load, if any.

6.2.3.2 Discussion of Results

6.2.3.2.1 Step Response for Early Microprocessor Controller

The actuation unit response to 3-deg step input commands is shown in
Figures 119 and 120. Figure 119 shows an 80 deg/sec rate for dual-channel
operation, and Figure 120 shows a 40 deg/sec rate for single-channel oper- I
ation. A representative sample of raw data compiled for the step response
test is contained In Appendix H.
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Acceleration and velocity of the control surface were evaluated as part
of this test. The results are summarized below:

Input Waveform Load Velocity Acceleration (Max.)

Min. Max.

Square wave 20 percent 76* 77 3080 deg/sec2

Square wave 35 percent 57** 80 3200 deg/sec 2

*Power supply voltage varied between 221 and 270 vdc.

"*UPower supply voltage varied between 168 and 270 vdc.

6.2.3.2.2 Step Response for Analog Servo Control lers

Improved performance of the actuation unit was achieved with both the
control and tachometer feedback servo configurations as shown in the step
response data of Figures 121 through 126 for step commands of 1, 5, and 10 deg.
The overshoot is reduced compared to earl ier test results. The slew rate is
approximately 80 deg/sec, which corresponds to two-channel operation for all
data shown. Comparison of the actual step response with the analytical predic-
tion is presei ted in para. 3.5.

6.2.4 Position Resolution/Hysteresis

The objective of the position resolution/hysteresis test is to evaluate
the hystere, s band between the input command position and the output response.

6.2.4.1 Procedure

The actuation unit was energized and a low frequency (0.1-Hz) triangle wave
was appl ied as an input command. The amplitude of the input was scaled to yield
an amplitude in excess of 20 deg. Data tAken with an oscillograph include input
command and output position.

6.2.4.2 Discussion of Results

The results of early testing of the unit using the microprocessor control
are shown in Figure 127. These data were collected for a total deflection of
+23 deg. Results of this test indicated that res.lution was an area for poten-
tial improvemertt during subsequent design and development activities. As a
result, the resolution of the outpOl position was increased by the addition
of the 4.48:1 gear head between the optical position encoder and the control
surface. This increased tne resolution capability from 0.0879 to 0.0196 deg.
Para. 3.4 describes the development modification. This addition, as well as
concurrent improvements in the threshold and gain characteristics of the analog
servo circuits, resulted in substantially reduced hysteresis. The performance
of the improved actuation unit is shown in Figure 128.
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6.2.5 Regeneration

The regeneration test objective was to show that the electromechanical
actuation concept Is capable of conserving total energy, and also that It
is capable of providing power to the electrical bus when the unit Is operating
In conjunction with either an aiding or opposing load depending upon the
deceleration rate commnanded.

6.2.5.1 Proc~dure

The unit was operated using the microprocessor servo control In a normal
servo mode at a no-load condition. The Inertia of the test stand load cylinder
was the only significant load. The Input signal to the control was a sine wave
at approximately 4 Hz.

6.2.5.2 Discussion of Results

When the control surface nears the stroke limit at the 4-Hz test condition,
the motors are operated In +he plug reverse mode to provide maximum deceleration
(as discussed in para. 3.3 of Section 3). During this Interval of deceleration,
the motors are operating as generators. Thus, the mechanical power Is converted
to electrical power and can be used by other systems if appropriate circuit
provisions exist in the power switch.

Tests performed on the microprocessor servo control ler showed that the
peak current available for regeneration to the electrical bus was 14 amp at
a 270--vdc bus voltaqe. This compares to 17 amp, which is the maximum current
limit for the forward direction. As described in Reference 1, the power avail-
able for regeneration Is a function of magnitude and direction of the hinge
moment, frequency, and amplitude. The test shows that energy savings are
possible, and that circuitry is available to implement this feature.

6.2.6 Reliability Management Demonstration

The test objective is to evaluate the effect upon system operation and
performance when a failure in one of the dual channels is simulated.

6.2.6.1 Procedure

During the reliability management demonstration, the unit is operated
at one of several frequencies between I and 10 Hz. The oscillograph is
turned on to show data such as voltage, output position, input command, and
motor current. The power is then removed from one channel. As described In
Section 3 of this report (operating modes), loss of electric power to one
channel reci'iires the application of the electromagnetic motor brake and
subsequent iocking of that drive channel.

6.2.6.2 Discussion of Results

These tests were run using the microprocessor controller configuration.
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tach of the data traces shows the line voltage fa'iing from 270 vdc In
a rather Slow manner, which Is due to the large capacitors used In the motor
power switch circuits (discussed In para. 3.4 of Section 3).

Figure 129 shows the frequency response of the system before and after
manual simulation of failure of one of the servoloopss The response Is reduced,
but Is sufficient for minimum control.

6.2.7 Thermal Management4

The objective of the thermal management test Is to evaluate the thermal
characteristics of the motor and gearbox during simulated duty cycle loading.

6.2.7.1 ________ Prce ur

The unit was operated in laboratory ambient conditions without any form
of active or forced cooling of the motor, gearbox, or test stand. The unit

was operated at several load conditions for a sufficient period of time, which

Figure 130 shows the location of the thermocouple for the motor and the
gearbox. A thermocouple also was located on 1 of the 12 power transistors In
the power switch assembilies.

6.2.7.2 Discussion of Results

Results of this test are presented In Table 16. The results show that
the motor case temperature of 234*F was reached with a 3-amp load current
in 15 min. Normal duty cycle operation (20 percent) would correspond to an
average current of approximately 3 amp.

The brake coil heating alone resulted In a temperature rise of 26*F.
This Increase can be reduced by the technique of modulating the brake coil
power after pull-in. Holding the brake In the "off" position requires
approximately 10 percent of the current (ampere turns) required to actuate
the brake.

It Is expected that the motor temperature (which was monitored using
a thermocouple) could be allowed to Increase to 450*F without damage to the
motor. However, the temperature monitored at any particular point on the
motor Is also a function of the heating rate occurring in the stator windings.
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TABLE 16

TEMPFRATURE MEASUREMENTS

TEST 17

Temperature, °F

Power

Condition Motor Gearbox \',/rpns I stor

Initial &nd amblent 72 72 72

Brake coil energized 98 72 72 I

Brake and I-amp load an 160 104 90 1

motor (30 min.) j

Brake and 3-amp load on 234 126 102
motor (15 min.)

E1
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMtENDATIONS FOR FUTURE EFFORT

Under contract from WPAFB, AtResearch Manufacturing Company of California

designed, developed, and tested a rotary hingel Ine actuation unit for labora-
tory demonstration purposes. Photographs of the electromechanical power-by-wire
actuation unit are shown in Figure 131.

7.1 CONCLUSIONS

1. The feasibility of developing an Integrated hingeline electromechanical
actuation unit, with redundancy, has been demonstrated.

2. Technology exists in the areas of actuators, motors, and control lers
that can be directly applied to primary flight control actuation requirements.

3. The performance objectives of the program compared to demonstrated

test results are summarized in Table 17.

7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE EFFORT

The expanding and Improving technologies employed In this development
activity are 3-years old. Significant Improvements in some technologies
have occurred during the development period and can be expected to improve
further. These new areas should be explored as follows.

1. Design, fabricate and test a 270-vdc servo motor using the Improved
magnet material, i.e., 26 to 30 x 106 Ge-O energy product. The potential
impact of this Improvement is to increase the acceleration capability of the
motor and/or reduce the motor size end weight.

2. The concept of an integrate hinge electromechanical actuation
unit emphasizes the need to evaluate actuator diameter and length changes
in terms of performance and thermal capability variations.

3. The brakes In the present hardware are used to Implement redundancy
after a failure. Future designs should explore means of reducing the steady-
state current draw and to use the brakes as a static load-holding device.

4. The technique of force sumning of redundant drives should be con-
sidered, compared to the velocity summing approach used In this design.

5. Consider the use of optical sensors for motor rotor position sensing.
This approach will simplify commutation Input logic for an all-digital control,
and wil provide improved rotor position resolution.
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I I
[,I

ELECTROMECHANICAL ACTUATOR FOR PRIMARY FLIGHT CONTROL

IT

L1

REDUNDANT MICROPROCESSOR SERVOCONTROL BREADBOARD

Figure 131. Uemonstration Hardware Developed
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TABLE 17

SUMMARY OF PERFORM4ANCE GOALS AND TEST RESULTS

ValI us

Characteristics Specifled* Test Results

Output stroke +30 dog +30 dog

Output velocity (no-load) 80 deg/sec 80 deg/sec

Output torque (stall) 37,575 in.-Ib

Hysteresis <0.5 percent 0.5 percent
full stroke

Frequency response 4 to 12 Hz 8 Hz
90 deg phase lag 90 deg phase lag

Bandwidth 8 Hz 8 Hz

Position null <0.5 deg 0.5 deg

*AIResearcii Document No. 76-12942, performance specification
for Electromechanical Flight Control Actuation System; see
Appendix B.

•*Not' tested.

6. In the present design for a +1 deg amplitude, acceleration limiting
occurs between 6 and 8 Hz. Use of higher current power switch transistors
should increase the bandwidth of the servoloop. The implementation of higher
current levels requires the availability of solid-state switch devices (i.e.,
transistors or SCR's) that have adequate design margin for reliability derating
to satisfy thermal and other environmental requirements. New solid-state
devices exist and must be studied to determine application benefits.

7. Testing should be conducted on the actuator motors while operating
in ambient temperatures ranging from -65' to 250'F. The results of tests
will be used to expand the engineering data base for future applications
studies. The results will be correlated with computer prediction program
runs to verify actuation simulation analyses techniques.

F. The selection of a microprocessor should be re-examined based upon
the recent availability of devices offering higher data processing rates and
increased memory logic capability. This continuing inmprovement can be expected
to minimize "real-time" computation limitations and concurrently increase the
logic capacity to develop an adaptive servo unit that can effectively communi-
cate with dlgital flight control aircraft systems.
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APPENDIX A

ELECTROMECHANICAL ACTUATION DEVELOPMENT
DESIGN DATA PACKA(AE

(PARTIAL REVISION OF 76-12943)

INTRODUCTI ON
The data contained herein Includes d.rawigs, sketches; trode studies,

K and analyses of the electromechanical actuator being designed for laboratory

demonstration purposes.

The actuator assembly Is designed to Illustrate realistic interface

requirements with the aircraft Including structural attachments, thermal pro-

visions, and dual redindant control surface actuatlon. The electronic con- .I

trolfler, includIng the transistor power switches are designed as laboratory

orass board Items. Brass board equipment will be designed to maximize demon-

stration of capability and flexibility of actuating a simulated control sur-

face. This equipment includes features of operational flexibility useful in

demonstrating capability of electromechanical actuation systems which may be

in excess of the flexibility requirements of any one particular flight control

application.

The data presented in support of the design is organized as follows:

"9 Drawing list

* Full size outline drawing

* Overall schematic and system model

* System design considerations

e Component studies and design

* Listing of long lead Items tor procurement
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DRA~WING IS

[~.The following Is -a list of the major drawings of the actuation unit:
Actuator outline 2022194.
Actuator cross-section 2022192
Mbtor cross-section 515018
Control surface position transducer 2022196
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FULL SIZE OUTLINE D#A•Wit
The outline drawing of the actuator assembly IS shown on AlReseerch"drawing 2022194. The actuator consists of the followIng el*mentt

* Geared mechanical output

G Geer differential

0 2 brushlass dc motors, with rotor position transducers

C 2 parking brakes, one for each motor

4 2 control surfaue position feedback transducers. 4
The characteristics of the actuator are listed below:

Overall length, in. 23.75

Maidmum hingellne depth, In. 4.0

Weight, lb 34.8

Volume, in3  298
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OVERALL SCHEMATIC - SYSTEM W)DEL

The overall system schematic is shown In Figure A-1, The actuation system,

consists of two entirely Independent drive channels operating into a combining

gear box to supply controlled torque at a rate to the control surface. Each

drive channel consists of the microprocessor servo controller, transistor power

switching for the motor and brake, motor, motor rotor position transducer,

and parking brake. Each drive channel Is operated from the 270 VDC bus. The

Inputs to the servo controller are as follows: I

0 Control surface position 1

6 Surface rate limit ( a fraction of maximum)

0 Surface torque limit (a fraction of maximum)

a Commutation angle_

C Fault simulation

A
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SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The design of the electromechanical flight control actuation system Is

based upon program ground rules, review and Interpretation of operational

requirements, and utility of the haedware for demonstration. This section

presents the system considerations of major significance in the design of the

actuation concept, and Illustrates the Impact the results of system design has

upon component requ i r,.nts.

The data is organized as follows:

Program ground rules and performance objectivos

Modes of operation

Gear ratio selection

Gearing trade offs

Sensitivity analysis

Arrangement of assembly

Inertia calculations

Thermal studies

Performance specification

188
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PROGRAM GROUND RULES AND PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Vehicle Application interfaces

0 Structurally Integrated# rotary, hingellne actuator

* 3 HP available at control surface, maximum

r 115/200 VAC 3-phase power supply

S*4 In maximum hingeline depth

* Redundency - failsafe

Actuation Requirements

0 Stall hinge moment 37,575 in.-lb

* No-load rate 80 dog/sec

0 Bandwidth 4 to 12 Hz (8 Hz nom.)

0 Load Inertia 46.6 Ib-in.-sec"

0 Duty cycle Continuous operation at 20 percent

peak power (minimum).

0 Stroke 60 dog. for demonstration, (±300)

I I

1"

' I
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MOOES OF OPERAT ION

The design of the demonstration unit Is characterized by versatility.

Two operational modes are possible. First, the two motors operate together

as a direct drive servo actuator. In this mode, the motors are driven as

parallel power channels, the outputs are mechanically summued to provide the

torque and rate requi red at the control surfat-. Second, the two motors end

gearing operate as a differential serve. One motor operates as a motor and

the other as a generator. Th oosrtt otinuously at the same speed

but In opposite directions. No output rotation Is realized since the differen-

tial mechanically sums the equal but opposite Inputs to zero. An output rate

Isachieved by changing the speed of either the motor or the generator.

L Direct Drive Servo

The direct drive servo appre.-"ch was the baseline concept detailed In the

study (Phase 1). The operating modes for this concept are:

I. Off

2. Activate

3. Operate

4. Shutdown

Each mode Is described below:

1. Off

The off mode Is defined by removal of oll electrical power and control

signals from the unit. The actuator brakes will be spring loaded Into the "on"

or locked, condition. With power removed, and the brakes locked, the control

surface will be locked In Its last position.
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2. Activate

To actitvate the system,, the main power supply Is switched on. This also.

energizes the low voltage power supply for the microprocessor. Since all cam-

ponents are solid state, the unit does not require a warm up period.

3. Operat.

The primary servo system Input command Is control surface position. This

[ can be Input manually or by use of a function generator, either sine wave or other.

Operation cnalso bw. demonstrated showing torque and rate limiting, and variation

In the commutation angle. During operation, the unit will draw a maximum current

of approximately 35 amps at 270 VDC, for the total electrical Input to, both

motors, controllers and other electrical components. 'this maximum current con-

ditlon will only occur when operating at stall, or for short periods of time

when providing maximum acceleration torque.

4. Shutdown

Shutdown can be Initiated at any time. Removal of the main power causes

the simultaneious shutdown of the microprocessor and application of both motor

brakes. This action causes the actuator to lock In Its last position.

5. Failure

The servo loop In each drive channel Is monitored to determine that the

loop Is being closed.

The failsafe operating criteria requires that minimum control be available

after any one failure. The Implementation of this failsafe provision Includes

dual, parallel drive channels, Each channel must be monitored to determine that

operation Is satisfactory. As a means of showing redundancy management tech-

niques, and to Illustrate fault detection and Isolation, the system has the follow-

Ing features.
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First, each servo loop Is monitored to determine that the loop is being

closed. Second, loss of electrical power to a redundant channel.. automatically

pbces that channel In a failsafe mode.

Se rvo loop error signal will be monitored. if the error Is excessive for

a determined period of time, It will be assu",eW that the servo loop Is not being

closed, and the controller, power switching and associated motor will be shut

down. Simultaneously, the power to the parking brake will be removed and the

brake will lock. The actuator will then continue to operate on the remainingh

drive channel. The rate at the output will be reduced to 40 deg/sac maximum,

but the maximum output torque will be unchanged.

in the event of a power failure on the electrical bus to one of the drive

channels, the brake will be spring loaded to the locked or "on" condition.

Spring loading the brake to the on condition of failures assures the continued

operation of the control surface at full torque and reduced rate.
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GEAR RATIO SELECTION

The selected gear ratio Is 627:1 based upon availability of tooling to

produce gearing of high efficiency.

The following page presents a ca'culation of. the gear ratio taking Into

account the gearing efficiency, inertia of the motor rotor, gearing and load.

The use of tIhe 627:1 ratio compared to the calculated value results in the

following:

Motor no-load speed decrease - 2 percent

Motor torque increase- 2 percent

These variations are entirely within the design allowances of the motor.

A
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DERM I NE ACTUATOR GEAR RAT I0

Given data: Stall Torque 37.575 in.-Ib

RWte 80 dog/sac

*AcceleratJon 44.2 rod/sac2

Load inertia 416.6 Ibf-in.-sec 2

**Rotor inertia 2.51 x 10-3 lbf-in.-soc2

Rate 6 = 80 dog/sec x .01745 rad/deg = 1.396 rad/sec

Load inertia torque (lIL) - Load inertia x • 45.5 lbf-In.-sec2

x 44.2 red/sec2 -2059.7 lbf-in.
errai = , Stallinr torqcUe; " loaed inertia torque" i

Gear ratio VRotor Inertia x acceleration x efficiency

- / 37,575 - 2059.7 = 637
V2.51 sx 10- x 44.2 x .'83

3 F
1

*Based on 0 = A(2T0f)2 where A : amp litude in -ads.

A - ±1.0 dog - ±0.0175 rod. from Specification No. 76-12942

f = 8, required frequency response

THEN: = = 0.0175 x (2V x 8)2

= 44.2 rad/sec2

**Includes reflected lnertia of gear box.I .077 x 10"3 lbf-in.-sec2 (1 motor)
Im

1  2 0.355 x 10-3 (total gear box)iGO 2 motors
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GEAR ING TRADE-OFFS

The actuator gear ratio selection involved several gear train analyses
to achieve an optlmur actuator efficiency commensurate with motor power level

and total weight. Previous report, 75-12153p Indicated an overall actuator

efficiency of 90 percent. To achieve a high efficiency (86.6) requires six

simple spur gear stages. The result Is a longp heavy actuator with the cutput

stage concentrated over a smnall area. The compound out.put planet gear stage

was desired slince It could distribute the load over a larger area. An IBM

gear train analysis revealed a 90 percent compound stage was possible, as

shown on the following computer printout shoots. Using the best compound

output stage, and knowing the required output ratep It then was possible to

size the motor speed., power and Initial actuator gear train stages. A sample

analysis of the selected gear ratio was pr'esented earlier. This analysis

Indicates an overall gear ratio of 637:1 based on dynamic considerations. The

mechanical gear ratio Is 627.42:1. The pqwr to the motor can be adjusted

slightly to achieve the desired dynamic performances If necessary.

All of the gears in the demonstrator actuator must be configured on

available gear tooling since the program schedule does not allow time for

fabricating new cutters and hobs. A lead time of soime 44 to 52 weeks Is needed

i ~for new gear tool ing.

S~Recent stress analysis has shown that Increased pressure angles will

produce a stronger root form capable of higher fatigue l ife. The current
output stage Is 20 degrtes pressure angle based on available tooling. p

Table A-1 titled'to(mpound Gear Trade-off Study" presents a study of
different compound gear sets which were evaluated to determine a suitable ratio

for the WPAFB Fly-By-wire Actuator. This study was made for 22.s degree pressure

angle cutters. The study revealed that the differential ratio had to be kept

low If a high eff iclenc~y was to be achieved. Case 11 would be a good choice
since It has high forward and reverse efficiencyc at a low weight, s low

differential ratio and a good allowable torque level. A second choice would

be Case 5 wachieve t sired gher differential ratio with a slight

reduction In allowable torque.
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Column 10 and II show what can be done when optimizing for weight or

volume. COasel, Column 10 reveals the highest torque per pound of compound

gear set of the eleven gear ratios stuiled. Hoemver, Casa i turns out to be

the highest total weight and near the lowest effiliency. In a i0ke manner,

Case I, Column II reveals the highest torque per unit volume.

11
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D ISCUSS ION OF COMPOUND PLANETARY GEARING

In the study of the WPAFB Fly-By-Wire Actuator Design, It became readily

apparent that the outpit compound planetary gear ratio had a decided affect on

the overall gear train efficiency and directly affected the motor sizing. This

discussion will be limited to the output compound stage gearing covering the

Influential parametsrs and the stress relationship of the Fly-Dy-Wire Actuator

to an existing production fighter aircraft control surface actuator.

In the proposed actuator, the paramount objectives are:

Maximum efficiency; high stiffness/unit weight ratio
and a high load capacity/unit weight ratio.

Aside from windage and bearing losses, efficiency Is generally a function

of the Interaction of number of gear teeth, operating pressure angle, and co-

efficient of friction. It is the coefficient of friction which make an absolute
assessment of efficiency Impossible. for examples, depending an pitch line velocity,

frictional coefficient may vary 1 25% at constant lubricant viscosity. A sixfold

change in viscosity may produce 1 15% frictional effect. Loading is another variable

which may produce ± 100% frictional change when the load varies ± 60%. For a single

Internal mesh with nominally 99% efficiency, the cumulative effect of the above pro-

duce an efficiency range of 99.3 - 97.6. With application to the Fly-By-Wire actu-

ator containing two Internal meshes and one external mesh output stage, efficiency

can be expected to vary ± 3.6% for the above operational parameters. The limited

viscosity change is only available by means of constant temperature supplied by an

external lubricant. In the aircraft, greater extreme viscosity changes are antici-

pated because of the variation of external environment and self Induced heating

on an integrally lubricated device.

The foregoing Indicates, in a gross manner, the major obstacles which lie in

the path of quantitatively defining mechanical efficiencies. Means are available

to establish trends and although the results cannot be considered optimal, they are

conservative and the technique employed provides a manageable entry to the problom.

Restricting the discussion to the compound differential, and noting for the usual

construction

= .05 (coefficient of friction)

I = 250 (operating pressure angle, and equal ade~nda
C - I-

I + .423 + B "

:,I) Designing Compound Epicyclic Gear Trains
W.A. Tuplin, Machine Destgn, April 1957
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where A u tooth In moving ring gear

B = tooth In fixed ring gear

AP = teeth In planet meting with A
OP - it to It ft

i' = gear ratio z,

BP X A

ay Inspection it Is evident that maximum efficiency occurs through minimum

number of gear teeth, minimum difference In gear teoth, and minimum gear ratio,

or combination of these.

There are, In addition, some constraints common to planetary gear systems

which need be observed and which restrict choice of gear teeth to finite limits.
- Dephasing (i.e., the number of planets must have no commion multiple with

the ring or sun gear)

- Equal spacing (for the planets to be equally spaced A +NS integer)N

where S teeth In sun gear

N number of planets.

Additionally, physical restraints based on present practice Impose further

limits upon gear tooth choice. For example, a production gearbox similar to

that under consideration is Part Number 2021656. This unit Is qualified for air-

craft control service. Analysis and strain gage measurements are readily avail-

able. it is proposed, therefore, to extrapolate the major physical dimensions

from that unit to the current one on the basis of equivalent stress.

Ring gear loading is represented by:

19

--
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Performing the Indicated transferral to neutral axis and least section:

where:

Mt F Y

M5, -- i- (z -cot O)

360

N number of planets
i st sX

The maximum normal stress Is compressive and has the value:

K, (Mt + M + Mh/2 Ft

'A I A

where: K, and K2 = stress concentration factors

[ I = area moment of inertia

A = area

TFt NR1

F5Fs Ft tan 00

I =11 bh3

A =bh

where: b - ring gear effective width

00= operating pressure angle
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Letting N a 6, 00 - 250 and making the Indicated substitutions:

T%-. 9 X I03HsI

Ms .079 xT

T
M

and, TC

61  3
C = h (6.9 X 10 Rm + .078$X+ .167 y) + .167Kg

To check the validity of this describing function, a comparison with actual measure-
ment Is presented. Production unit 2021656 was strain gage Instrumented which

yielded a stress to applied torque relationship

CA = 7.67T

This unit had the proportions

Rm - 1.69, h = .285, b = .93

Ri 1.43, y = .26, x - .031

Ki = K, = 2.2

Inserting these vilues In the derived function re,,oOts in

C = 3.03
and. (OA 7,99T

It Is claimed that the discrepancy is due to mounting lug Influence, numerical

value of stress concentration, or both. Justification Is felt, therefore, to

force the describing equation to conform to measurements so that, finally:

.96 TC
=Rbh

From the design standpoint and also in order to examine the potential for

stress based gear limitations, It is preferable to have the describing function
in terms which are available from the usual problem statement torque, outside

diameter, length, gear teeth quantity and diametral pitch.

201 .I
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ARI"•

y R h A
Do

[I 2 2P0

02P

15
Letting hK .078F, and b = - (the proportions of the 2021656 baseline unit)

p

and K, Kt =2.2

6.6 14.2AC 14&-'
D P D P

0 0

and

1.67 TP (I4D P + 6.6- 14.2A)
TA

ADot

The planet stress, 0Tp9

FtPtbJ
where J = 9gometry factor (=.45 in the usual construction)

Substituting previously derived terms
.049 TP3

(TAp P A

Customarily, the problem statement will contain loading-cyclic requirements,

which, when analyzed on the basis of cumulative damage, defin, a fixed relation

of 0A/0Ap. The baseline unit for example is Intended for use In a fighter air-

craft flap application. it was found for balanced fatigue to let p .8

Using this relation and noting
1.185 (A + 3.6)

D = p , A has a single value of 87 teeth for which
0 P

P = 26.85, a non-available form.
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For the Fly-By-Wire Actuator, use of existing tooling is Indicated, which

restricts the possible diametral pitches to 24, 20, 17.5, 16.333, and 16.

Some potential configurations appropriate to these pitches are shown In the

Table A-2, together with their associated differential gear ratios, effi-

ciencles and stress levels under two load conditions 200% structural margin and

130%. To furnish some basis of imparlson for the latter, the baseline unit is

rated for limit load of 70,000 in-lb/2 segmenisor .27 X 106 psi, 'UA.

By Inspection, the 24 pitch Is a clear choice on an efficiency basis, however,

the stress levels Indicate 4 segments wooild be required. There Is little to choose
between the 17.5, 16.33, and 16 pitch configurations. An examination was also per-

formed with a view to obtaining a better 0A/,T balance, by letting Do vary. The

results are shown In Table A-2. No gear teeth combinations could be

found for 16.333 and 16 which satisfies phasing and equal spacing constraints

(AP2I3). Although the stress picture Improves, efficiency suffers.

From these considerations, the 20 pitch maximum efficiency configuration

Is recommended. This assumes that a structural margin of 130t is acceptable.

The desired total ratio with two motors operating is 637:1 from performance

consideration.

The differential carrier speed due to one motor Is

N N
N M i
cg A +i~ AI S A S

The differential carrier speed due to the other motor Is

N
N m2

S

The total differential carrier speed is then

2N
NL= N +NN m

S

It is anticipated that the overall ratio can be obtained by means of three Identi-

cal simple planets and the output stage. The output speed Is then

2NN = m
0

(I + .)" mgf
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TABLE A-2

DIAMETRICAL PITCHES

A. MAXIMIZED EFFICIENCY CONFIGURATIONS

P A Max AP S B BP m 0 Do

24 77 23 31 59 13 2.81 0.935 3.98

20 63 18 27 58 13 3.64 0.900 3.95

17.5 55 16 23 35 13 4.61 0.876. 3.97

16.33 51 15 21 44 15 7.29 0.805 3.96

16 50 14 22 42 14 10.0 0.726 3.97

T9 x 106 AX 106 16 1x 106

(O - 75#000 Pr - 50,,000 (d - 75,000 QD a 50,000

24 .29 0.19 0.33 0.22

20 .27 0.18 0.24 o.16

17.5 .24 0.16 0.18 0.12

16.33 .23 0.15 0.16 0.11

16 .23 0.15 0.15 0.10

B. BALANCED STRESS CONF IGURAT IONS

P A AP S B BP m • Do

24 61 16 29 48 16 4.69 .877 3.19

20 55 16 23 49 16 9.17 .770 3.47

17.5 51 15 21 45 15 8.50 .775 3.70

16.33 48 No solution

16 48 No solution

6 6x10 6  1 xl06
9AX * G x 10 GAP X APX
@ 0- 75,000 PT - 50,000 T - 75,000 P1 - 50,000

24 .50 .33 .44 .29

20 .36 .24 .27 .18

17.5 .29 .19 .20 .13

16.33
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The overall ratio II then

S(i +A)3

637.0 0 mr

2

if mgf - 12.12:1, the Ideal simple planet ratio Is then 4.641a1. However,

simultanelously satisfying equal spacing and load carrying requVrmuents Indicate

32 diametral pitch with A - 85 and S - 23. The overall ratio is thus 627.42.

The overall efficiency Is .90 X .984 - .83.

The selected output stage compound planetary gear train computer solution

Is present in IBM print- out sheet, Figure A-2. The print out sheets are based on

the same compound ratio gear analyzed at three different operating pressure angles.

AIResearch has chosen the 20 degree operating pressure angle for the WPAB Fly-By-

Wire Actuator as having the best combination of efficiency (90.2$), torque per
pound (3866.9) and total weight (6.455).

J
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ACTUATOR GEARING EFFI€CIENCY SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The selection of gearing for the rotary actuator includes the eonsid.ratlons

of weight, volume and efficiency. As described In the discussion of the gearing

arrangement, as efficiency Is reduced, the weight and volume also Increa'se. The

effect of reduced efficiency, however, Is an Increase In the required gear ratio,

motor speed, motor output torque, and motor current. As motor current (torque)

increases, the selection available solid state transistor switches becomes

limited. it is, therefore, desirable to understand the relationship between

the efficiency of the gearbox, characteristics of the gearbox, motor sizing,

and power switching limitations, before selection of a particular gearing effi-

ciency. The actuator gearing efficiency analysis is as follows.

For a given control surface problem statement, the gear ratio is

determined by 1/2

G-A-1)

G - gear ratio

T - output acceleration torque, lbf-in.
2

I - motor inertia, Ibf-In.-sec

"- output acceleration, rad/sec2

11 - gearing efficiency

and for the given stall torque, inertia torque, motor rotor Inertia, and

output acceleration requirement:

G (A-2)

210
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In comparing the impact upon G of variations in 1]

/ (A-3)Go

or

G Ly Go (A-4)

Therefore as efficiency decreases from To to '11, the gear rat to, Increasps

from G to G according to the square root of the inverse of the efficiency

ratio. As the gear ratio changes with 11, the motor no-load speed must change.

Sm * x G (A-5)

S=motor no-load speed, rad/sec
m

0s - surface maximum rate, rad/sec

G - gear ratio

Since for a particular problem, s is fixed:
F S

m am G. (A-6)

Susittn EG v~ ola sed o/ (A-7)m"• 0

Substituting equation A-3 into Equation A-7

Sand 1/2Ki: (A-8 j
~ mo []

As before, when T} decreases, the motor no-load speed Increases to maintain the

same maximum output rate, and acceleration. The motor speed must Increase by

the square root of the Inverse efficiency ratio.

!!:1
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The torque supplied by the motor for a given output is a function of the

gear ratio, as follows:

TM x (A-10)
Tmn Gx¶1

ST - Maximum torque at surface, lbf- in.

TTm- Maximum torque at motor for opposing load, lbf-in.

G - Gear ratio

For a Gear efficiency

For a given problem T Is f ixed, and therefore:

T G (A-11)

Substituting Equation A-3 into Equation A-11

• loo (A-12)

"a,

"�Once again, as efficiency decreases, the required motor torque increases

- by the square root of the Inverse efficiency ratio.

Current requirements may be expressed In relationship to the torque

produced and the motor no-load speed as follows:

T/A (A-14)

T a Motor torque, lbf-in.

A M Motor current, amps

2 - Motor no-load speed, rad/sec

212
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Equation A-10 may be rearranged as follows:

m T(A-15)

and

using Equations A-8 and A-13 in Equation A-16

1/21/

(T6)1//

A f
K•'o (A-17)

therefore

A
0

and current is proportional to the Inverse efficiency ratio.

For a variation in gearing efficiency ranging from +20 to -20 percent from

a nominal value, the values of G, *r and T vary from +10 to -10 percent,

approximately; while current, A, varies from +20 to -20 percent, as shown
in Figures A-3 and A-4•.

213
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. Heating In a motor Is related to
- A2R (AR19)

W * Motor Heat ng, watts

A C iurrent, amps

,R Resistance, ohms

Motor no-load speed Is related to resistance as follows:

As speed is increased by a factor of 2

Resistance is decreased by a factor of 4

Comparing motor heating for two cases

A2
0O A 0

Equation A-16 shows

A r T
o 0

and Equation A-13 shows[I 1/2

Substituting Equation A-13 Into A-16

A p T (A-21)

and substituting A-21 into A-20

216
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when

LI*20

R 1/4

0the refo re ()x~

• 4xx T6
141

and the heating occuring In the motor is in proportion to the additional i

work required to compensate for reduced gearing efficiency.

i2

I

tI
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ARRANGEI.ENT OF' THE ASSEMBLY

The arrangement of the mechanical elements are presented in Figure A-5-

The redundant motors operate into the velocity summing differential, followed

by the two stages of simple planetary reduction. The output of the second

stage operates into the compound planetary gear set, consisting of two identical

load sharing slices. The gear ratios for each stage are presented in Table A-3.

TABLE A-3
ACTUATOR GEAR RATIO

STAGE GEAR RATIO

GEAR STAGE Two Motors Either of
Operating One Motor

Operating 'A

Differential 2.35 4.7

Ist Stage 4.7 4.7

2nd Stage 4.7 4.7

Compound Output 12.1 12.1

Considering cost, manufacturing, and simplicity, the planet gears in the

differential and the two planetary stages are identical. Similarly, the associated

sun gears are identical, as are th, ring gears for these assemblies.

The differential uses 3 planet gears !n each half, and the first stage plan-

etary gear set uses 3 planets. Because of the higher loads reflected to the

second stage r0!eet gear set, 4 planet gears are used. The compound planet output

stages uses 6 planet gears In each slice to achieve life and torque capability.

Operation of the differential gearing Is shown in Figure A-6. Three cases

are presented, (i) both motor operating (normal mode), (2) right hand input operat-

Ing, and (3) left hand Input operating. The last two cases represent operation of

the differential to provide reduced rate capability in the event of failure of

either of the drive channels.

218 J
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BOTH MOTORS

~'STATIONARY RING GEAR

®(2MOVINO UP, OUT
OF PAPER

NMOVING. DOWN,
INTO PAPER OUTPUT TO

ACTUATOR

- RIGHT HAND
MOTOR INPUT

LEFT HAND
MOTOR INPUT • ... .. ,

RIGHT HAND

MOTOR OPERATING

LEFT HAND
MOTOR OPERATING

Figure A-6. Operation of Differential Gearing
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INERT IA CALCULATIONS

This section presents detailed calculations of system Inertia 0vluated at,

the motor. The effective load Inertia (46.6 lbf-in-sec') reflected to tie

motor Is 46.6 -. G'. The gear ratio, G Is approximately 627:1, and therefore

the load Inertia, seen at the motor Is only 119 X I0' lbf-in-sec'. in a similar

way, the Inertia of the actuator gearing Is found to have a minor Impact upon

effective motor Inertia. As shown by the calculations, the gearing and load

result in approximately a 16 to 34 percent Increase In motor rotor inertia,

depending upon the drive train or combination of drive trains operating.

The calculations are presented for the reflected Inertia for 3 cases.

These are: (1) Both motors operating, (2) right hand motor operating and left

hand motor fixed, and (3) left hand motor operating with the right hand motor

fixed.

Inertia Calculations. Actuator Gearbox

Inertia of simple rotating bodies.

Solid disc Mass - M

Radius- R

About Its own axis.

I 1/2 MR

Most all of the elements are considered to be:

Hollow cylinder Mass - M
Radius - R

About its own axis.

I - MR2

The mass of each rotating element is determined from the detailed weight calculations

shown on Table A-4. The radius of each element Is determined from the actuator

cross section Drawing No. 202219?.

The gear ratio of eacah stage and each element Is determined from the gear

tooth count shown on the drawing of Figure A-7. This figure also correlates the

item drawing number of Table A-4 to the cross section element of F*gure A-7.

A
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Tables A-5 through A-7 present the detailed Inertia calculation for

each actuator gear element.

Anaular Velocity RUtio

~~~~~~4 - t i •,--

1 L.H Input (R. H. Input Fixed or not Fixed)

Gear about own axis

I1. 1.35
23

Ring about actuator axis (own axis)

- 3.7

2. R. H, Input (L. H. Input Fixed)
Gsar about actuator axis

+ 1 4.7
23

Gear about own axis

a1- 1.74

31
3. R. H. Input (L. H. Input not Fixed)

Gear about actuator axis

4.7/2 m 2.35

Gear about own axis

1.74 x 2- 3.4e8

:is..224
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The output of the differential Is
4.7 for either of one motor operating
2.35 for both motors (normal operation)

Goear about own axis

14.7w-8.19 1 motor
"13

1 2.35 -4.09 2 motors

Gear about actuator axis (second stage Input)

4-1 4.7 m22.05 1 motor
11.02 2 motors

i'Second Staoe '

Gear about own axis 4
122.05 - 38.41 1 Moto r

19.2 2 motors

Gear about actuator axis (C.P. stage input)

, + I 22.05 -103.54 1 motor

51.77 2 moto rs

Outout StaLe (Approximate)
Gear about own axis

- 1 103.54•358.41 1 motor
(13;

179.2 2 motors

Gear about actuator axis

+ I 103.4 - 325.96 1 motor

162.98 2 motors

Ft
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TABLE A-5

TWO MOTORS OPERATING

Reflected
(W) Inertia, lb-In.-sec

2  eer I nertla
Item A.. Weight i ,22 astio. 100- M

Mame No. (ty In. lb 2 I lb-In.-sece

s at 1 0.1875 0.14 13XO1"6 , 13xO"

Geer 6 3 0.075 43 1.43 5.,53 o0. 0.0o- ISO 2.35 27.16
Bemarineg 7 3 0.88 0.048 96• 2.35 + I

Gear 6 3 0.47 0.075 43XIo"• 1.35 23.6

Bearing 7 3 0.31 0.048 12 1.35 6.58
Gear 10 1 1.44 0.31 1665 3.7 121.6
Bearing 11 2 1.56 0. 14 83 3.7 64.5
Spacer 12 2 1.63 0.03 206 3.7 HS

-6

Carrier 3 1 0.88 0.085 171x1006 2.35 30.9
Baring 8 1 0.88 0.04 s0 2.35 14.5
Spacer 9 I 0.88 0.024 48 2.35

"Gear 6 3 0.47 0.075 4.3x10. 4.09 2.57
3 0.88 0.075 ISO 11.02 1.24*

Searing 7 3 0.88 0.018 96 I1.02 0.8
Carrier 3 1 0.88 0.085 171 11.02 1.161 j
BearIng 8 1 0.88 0.04 80 11.02 0.7
Spacer 9 1 0.3 0.02*. 48 11.02 0..4

- I - 1- 7.12

Gear 6 4 0.47 0.1 57c10 18.2 0.15
4 0.88 0.1 201 51.77 0.07

BearIng 7 4 0.88 0.064 128 51.77 0.05
Pin 5 4 0.56 0.06 49 51.77 0.02
Carrier 2 I 0.44 0.28 140 51.77 0.05
BearIng 8 1 0.88 0.o4 80 51.77 0.03
Spacer 9 1 0.88 0. 02*. 1. 51.77 -0..LlL02-...

Shaft 16 I 0.53 0.27 IXl6O"1 51.77 0.07x10-6

Spacer 13 2 0.63 0.05 51 51.77 0.02
Ring 14 2 0.75 0.09 131 51.77 0.05
Ring 15 2 0.81 0.06 102 51.77 0.041
Gear 17 12 0.38 2.68 1003 179.2 0.03

12 1.125 2.68 8787 169.9

4g6.6 627 119xIO"5 A

GT- 473.57100•

Rotor Inertia of two motors - 2150 x 106 1b-In.-sec2

Percant Increase caused by gear box and load

0 - 1.22 - 22 percent
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TABLE A-6

LEFT MOTOR OPERATING, RIGHT MOTOR FIXED _ _

Name Itemn Qty R,, (W) Inertlalb-In-sec2  Gear RIflicted
ý1.In, We Ight. - atio, Inertla,lb itl) R2 ItR

-lb-In,-sec
2

,,R.H . In um OOx lO "6

Saun as Table A-4 231.33

CJomb M -6
Carrier 3 171x10 4.7 7,74
Bearing 8 80 4.7 3.62
Spacer 9 48 4.7 2.17

Table 1.78
A-4 (divide sul by 4)

2nd Stage
Table I O.1
A-4 (divide results by 4)

Table 0.5a
A-4 (div Ide result by 4) Subtotal 247.28

Load 119
Total 366.3

Ilotor Inertia of one motor 1077xI0 lb-in-sec2

Percent increase caused by gear box and load

" 1.34• 34 percent
1077
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TABLE A-7

RIGHT MOTOR OPEPATING, LEFT MOTOR FIXED

No" Itm ty q ., (.) nertla, lb-ln-sea dear Reflected
No.in. Weight, s 2 Ratlo, Inertia,lb R2R _ I / Il , I

lI f lb- In.°-sec2

Shaft 1 13xO 1 13 x 10SGear 6 43 1.74 14.2
SBearing 7 96 .7 4.35;

13.53

Table A-5 1.78
divide results by 3

2nd tead0. 1
Table A-5

S~Ta~ble A-5 0.5S4

Act, total S 2
Load
Grand total 17.i2.

Motor rotor Inertia; one motor 1077 lb-in-sec2

Percent Increase caused by gear box and load
0 7 1.16 Pw16 percent

1077
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THER•AL ANALYSI S.

A thermal analysis was performed on the Fly-By-Wire actuator consisting of
two motors and a gearbox. The purpose of the analysis was to determine the maxi-

mum temperatures of critical parts such as

I. Stator winding (400°F allowed)

2. Rotor magnet (350OF allowed)

3. Brake coil (400°F allowed)

4. Gearbox housing

5. Gear cluster consisting of gears and shafts

The amblent and structure temperature considered was 800F. Heat transfer

from the actuator was by natural convection, conduction through the lugs on the

motor and gearbox housings, and radiation. To obtain maximum cooling by radiation,

the external surfaces of the actuator were assumed to be painted black.

The actuator was analyzed using AIResearch Thermal Analyzer Computer Program

H0298.

To facilitate the analysis, a steady state operating condition corresponding

to one-half load and 50 percent duty cycle was examined. For this case the power

loss breakdown for one-half of the actuator is:

Power Used In
Power Source Peak Power Analysis

(Watts) (watts)

Stator copper 73-15 36.58

Stray losses 7.5 3.75

Stator teeth 14.6 7.30
Back I ron 10.8 5.4 i

Brake coil 7.7 at 400OF 7.7 at 400°F
4.4 at 68OF 4.4 at 680F

Gearbox 151.8 75.9

Rotor surface 3.0 1.5

Ball bearings (2 per motor) -- 4 each

The copper loss Is given at 400OF and the computer program adjusts the

copper loss as a function of the predicted temperature.

Figure A-8 shows the thermal model of the actuator motor. Included in this

model are 0.5 inch high fins on the motor housing. 1hese fins were added after

it became apparent In thecarly thermal analysis that cooling of the stator winding

would not be sufficient with the original motor design. There are 27 aluminum fins

and each fin Is 0.0625 inch thick, 0.5 inch high, and 4.35 Inch long.
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Figure A-9 shows a simplified model at one-half of the gearbox. As modeledq
two heat sources are used. One gear (node 76) closest to the motor-to-gearbox
Interface dissipates 5.1 percent of the gearbox losses. The other heat source
(node 77) dissipates the remaining 94.9 percent and this heat is rejected to the

air within the gearbox and to the adjacent housing by conduction. Because of
the simplified approach, the temperatures obtained for node 76 and 77 will be

average values.

The stator windings are shown in Figure A-1O. Because of the closeness of
winding nodes 31 and 32 to the gearbox, these windings will have the highest
stator copper temperatures. Convection cooling of thest, end turn windings were

considered.

The rotor thermal model is in Figure A-!1. The end view includes the damper
ring, Sa-Co permanent magnet, Iron core, and hexagon shaft.

The results for the one-half load, 50 percent duty cycle, are shoum in the
computer print out sheets presented in Figure A-12. The maximum temperatures

of Interest are:

I. Stator winding (node 31) 2490F

2. Rotor magnet (rode 61) 261*F

3. Brake coil (node 81) 313 0F

4. Gear housing (node 68) 3530F
5. Sear cluster (node 77) 387°F

These temperatures satisfactorily meet the criterlas previously specified.
Additional analysis will be required to predict temperature at duty cycles above

50%.
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PERFO04ANCE SPECIFICATION..

The preliminary performance specification1.s prsesnted In AppendJlx,8 of

this report.
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The following pages present the desilgn approach to each of the major

components of the actuation system. The descriptions are organized as

Controller

Actuator

Motor

Surface position transducer

CONTROLLER

L ~A sketch of the hardware arrangement of the controller is shown in
Figure A-13. The CRT, keyboard, tape cassette, and the microprocessor monitor

enable the program entry, debugging, editing, and display functions. These

hardware components will be purchased parts. A description of the unit,
produced by Wave Mate, Is contained in Figure A-14..

The controller inputs on the front panel Include commutation angle,

velocity limit, torque limit, regeneration and position commnds. The analog
status monitors for both controllers 1 and 2 are motor speed, average voltage,
average current and actuator posit ion. The inverter chassis houses the

transistor switches and the current limit loop circuits as well as the sensor

and park-ng brake interface circuits.

The block diagram of Figure A-15 shows the functional characteristic of
one channel of the motor controller. Hardware partitioning of controllers 1

and 2 is shown in Figure A-16.
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CRT DISPLAY

INTERNAPL CNRL ItPOWE SUPLYDISPMAY MONITOR AND
AC SYSTWAE DEVELOPMENT

POWERCONTROLLER 2, CONTROL

PANEL AND SIGNAL SIMULATOR

0 ml SURFACE POSITION
TORQUE LIMIT

COMMUTATION ANGLE
REGENERAT ION MODE

SURFACE POSITION
AVERAGE MO0TOR CURRENTAVGERAGE MOTOR VOLTAGE

MOTOR SPEED
DRIVE CHANNEL NUMBER

270 VOC AC
30 AMPS POWER

TO

Figure A-13. Sketch of Controller and Power Switching Hardware Comnponents
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I -( .I th-' s f ,

II
-~L -- ,4A~ Fzc e Direct Prio'idy Device vectoring for fast real-

time response.
Tehighest quality parts money can buy to 9 Priority Chained Direct Memory Access.

=insure reliability and value * Single cycle DMA Request for minimum, CPUj
Low power Schottky TTL designs for high interference.speed. less heat and longer lite. * Block DMA Request for maximum throughput

aCtytOS used wherever Possible to reduce (0 MB/st.
powr rquiemets Hardware Dynamic Memory refresh output.

*Extensive LSI use for compactness in size and 0 9-module capability per module cage.
IF low Power consumption.

*All parts 1100% tested for dependability. SYSTEMI MONITOR HARDWVARE
* Complete documentation for all functions. parts *2Bsadr ytmmntri O o

and design nigher capability without killing the system.
6 Easily adaptable and expandable design. is 3KB ROM monitor module capability for
* The result of 4 years of intensive research, future expansion.

engineering *No wasted user space with 128 byte write

* Full terminal control of all programs with prtae oio A--ýOCESSCR Single Instruction Execute.
*11 Aadvressing to 6.4KB for expansion ease * Fingertip debugging with Read or Write
* Iaddaressing 'nodes for fast memory access Address BreakpointI 72 variable length instructions for efficient SS N AKGNme-mory Use SSE AKGN

*Stack pfocessirg in-ý:ricti-o)ns for temnporary *r Dual rack-moun! or tabletop moduie cage that
it -,,3geeliminates one-way options

2' nit-roser-)n risntru,,1for, time for ultra-speed 0 Easily expandeo ',,,lt-on cage
exec uticn te Quiet. tanless convrect~on cooling

a No wiring required wiqth etched PC backplane
motherboard.

jr,!v_?j~i s ýjl for easyu1/ or .r Sho~t-proot pin/Socket P~uss connectors
sir f~reu~ 11 *Goid plated headers,,sockets for the best

6 As, ýnr.n'i,, dzrta !!;v,r'5ers !(.i hqtl speed connect~or
4:),j r ,,,r a Easy-to) mrFraintii Plug-IPn Modules

* 5.n ~li If~~ r *t-';ile "tct.r!.cino .Mticiency o Card Ejector Retainer tor simplicity .~remocval

*7 vecVt nerrupl 4.,,,05 tor 1;s /0 ccntrol and inst-.llatiun

Cdoxnoi 1975 Wave Mate

Figure A-14. Wave Mate Specification Sheets

F-27111"
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* Low Mean Time To Repair with sockets for i'," FEATURES
every IC and more reliability as well as more Eom FE arEv
flexibility * Economy and learning valueno Easy conechions with on-card flat cable . Qualify hand wrapping and unwrappng tools
connect :rs- included.

* No mom broken wires with Strain-Relieved 1/0 * All wire supplied, precut, pre-stripped and
cable connectors, color coded.

* All cables furnished for your convenience * All cables furnished, preasse'mbled and fully
tested.MODULE PAlKAGIr\G e All IC's included: processed and tested sr, your

* Reduced engineering time, easy custorr kit works the very first time
interfaces with universal wire wrap cards. * Simple X/Y coordinate, sorted, level wiring

* Compac" (4-112x77) card size for modular e All tools provided except soldering iron and
designs ind short interconnections, wire cutters.

* On-card IC power regulator for reduced e Readable, precise assembly manual with lots of
system noise. illustrations so nothing is guesswork

* Large hp;3t sinks for regulators that give cool, F;<5 •., N,.' -•,•. .Z -
high power output.

I to.4 voltages available for each Socket * Lowon one module High syste utnilzation
(-5 ±12ý for freedom of design. * Low power. high sPeed dynamic operaton

* Can accommodate any IC from 8 to 40 pins. e Flexible addressing selection
Room for up to 32 lB-pin IC's on each module * Write Protect Jumpers for system development
for trenre,'vous functional capability. * Fully buffered with low fan-in requirements

Low nois a, efficient high-frequency bypassing. RS-23 2 -C SERIAL/ -:
•High effic~iency tantalum low-frequency

bypasslng. * Stable crystal controlled frequency that needs
•Noise-reucing ground-clip construction. no adjustment.
SGround Plane on each card for total noise . 16-selectable baud rates for flexibility.
reduction. * Easily handled 15-ft. cable to standard 25-pir

* Etched power busses for noise elimination, connector.
IU Request To Send/Clear To Sena mode for

POWER SUPsystem flexibility.
* Easily tested, maintained Modular Plug-In FRONT PANEL M/ODULE

power supply.
* AC line filter for low line interference. * Smoke-tinted plexiglass panel for beauty
* 5 voltage outputs for adaptability to many durability.

logic ;alms. * 4 hex digits of address display that's easy
* Ferro-Resonant preregulator for reliable power to read.

with less regulator heat. e Hardware single-instruction step for diagnosis aid
u Safe, detachable AC line plug. * System reset button.

* Monitor Interrupt Sw~tch to control errant
programs

* Plugs into CPU module saving buss space
a Clean, efficient, no-gadget design for economy.

simplicity
DC)CLIMENT~iICl

Id• Trouble-shooting manual for each. module
Chain wire list. alphabetically sorted for easy

debugging
* Cross-reference list that's alphabeticallý sorted
* Complete parts list
* Full assembly illustrations
* Detailed logic diagrams
I Operational theory manual fot eac, niodý,1 .
* Exampies for programming and ope'abon
S.ntertface design manual
I Motorola programming handbc:k
* Motorola' M6800 Hardware handbook
STextbook on "BASIC'
SText-Editor operation instrurions
* System moninte, manual

Ficqure A-14. Continued
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" . Changes memory.
* Tests pigrams for illegal instructions-a greatEPROM (2708 type) programme( card for dbgigadYuc r~a nne debugging aid,

quick program canges. 0 Trace programs for problem locating.
2K static RAM cards with dual read ports * Display programs in opcodtk format.
giving constant access to refresh * Display text in ASCII format
1024 character TV terminal for low-.ost ' Display deta in single or dual byte hexidecimal.
video display"SWritable character set." , System calls are handled by monitor.ASCII keyboard interface.* Services 1/O requests for programs.
Light pen for fast information exchange.* :. " , f- i,; .
Dual read/write audio cassette interface with * Motorola'i compatible assembler.
motor controlV. , 2 passes.
32-line parallel I/O interface card. Extra extensions to standa'd Motorola*
16-line parallel I/O interface card. assembler.
Buss extender card, Only needs an 8KB system to RUN (includesDual floppy disk controller interface. all symbol space).
RS232-C serial data interface.
Dual RS232-C interface (on single card).,'/v . .
SK dynamic RAM memory module. Powerful *big machine" type text editor.System parity checking memory card.* Easy handling of single character editing.
Modew moseule.r Fast text string editing.

w h1 -line programming of commands withCustom interface support capability. conditional branches for complex editing.
Memory map card.* Only requires an 8KB system to RUN (includes
Drivir software on all supplied devices. I-gage buffer).

"Soon to be available. ' .
/ : - " .' """", Easiest-to-learn high level language.

2KB (ROM) monitor with expandable RAM ' Space-saving deletable compiler at runtime.
for more functions. String handling capability
Interrupt Driven 1/O for high speed systems. * Random number generation.
Requires no user-RAM space.
Sets Read or Write breakpoint in user program.
Search Under Mask that also helps in debugging. a Software excha, ge.
Access to all user registers and status. e Exchange of ideas.
Reads bootstrap binaries. * Newsletter formulation.
Writes bootstrap binaries.

X-7

WAVE MATE 1015 WEST 190TH STREET/GARDENA, CALIFORNIA 902481(213) 329-8941 F-hO0t

Figure A-14. Contiinued
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AFFDL - TR°-78-1.50

TORQUIE SPEEDW CHARACTERI ZATION

Some of the torque sp.ed curves which are Implemented are shown in

F4gure A-17. Program control will allow the selection of Curves 1, 2, or 3.

The .velocity limit and torque limit controls on the front panel will enable

gain 'modif.cation of the torque speed curves.

The torqua'of the brushless dc motor is proportional to the arinturn

current and the speed is proportional to the voltage. The control system

forces the motor current to be proportional to the position error and adjust

-"t.motor voltage (throgh the PWI generator) by using the data from the,

torque-speed table to obtain Curves I, 2, or 3.

. . . -.
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COW4UTATION ANGLE CONTROL

The controller will be capable of adjusting the commutation angle to

demonstrate capability and versatility, and to evaluate the Importance of a

controller commutation angle. The Implementation of coumatatior angle 'control

is shown in Figure A-18.

The Commtation angle control allows the Imaginary brush axis of the

brushless dc motor to be shifted * a degrees from the null position. The

null position occurs when the axis of the magnetic field established by the

stator current is displayed 900 from the axis of the air gap flux field.

Prior to activating the system, the commutation angle command reglster

Is set to a. When the monitor position corresponds to c, an Iviterrupt signal

is generated to initiate the timing sequence. The next Interrupt is generateid

when the motor position corresponds to a + 60 degrees. The Interrupt cycle

continues and the commutation angle register Is cleared to a at 360 degrees.

247
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I
A- AAt/

Ct 6-

5- f J*t-

1.4.

at COMM vW701V

Figure A-18. Counutatlon Angle Wave Forms
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THE CURRENT LIMIT APPROACH
The technique for current limiting Is shown In Figure A-19. Definition

of the terms used on the figure include the following.

I STATOR Is the instantaneous stator current

IREF Is the reference current derived from the position error signal

I~i Is the max value of the reference current

I is the line current

STTRIs compared with IRF When I~~h exceeds IRE the line

current I LINE Is turned off. Since I LIMIT Is the maximum value of the

reference current,, the maximum value of the stator current is established by

1LIMIIT.

Current limit will be programmed as a function of output speed, and
also as a function of time, as specified by paragraph 3.3.1.2.1 of the perfor-
mance Specification, 76-129Li2 Rev. 1.
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ILIMIT -

IREF. --- -

STATORCURRENT,

'STAT.

A+ A+ A+
ON FI OFF ON.

I t4

I. I W
LINE

CURRENT,

LINEI

Figure A-19. Current Wave Forms
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REGENERATI ON

The regenerative mods occurs when the motor revolves in the .psit*

direction to the commanded torque. The logic equations whIch control the

switch ore:

A+ - ae' + b') T + + b).T N

a- - (M + Er () ( +b + (.' +b') TJ

+e. cl) T + (a' + c) TI M

B- (N + E• a' + c) c (a + c')T]

+ =I(•( + c)- T(' + c') Tj

C- = (N+ Er) (b + €') + (b + c) TJ

and the regenerative condition Is Implemented when N = false and Er = true.

TRANSISTOR POWER SWITCAING

A candidate transistor power switching circuit to be investigated is -i

shown in Figure A-20. The circuit consists of optical coupled Isolators,

darlington transistors, and forwiard and reverse base current drive features.

Cost tri•d-offp cl.rcuit efficiency, '.switching speed, and power transistor

F gain characteristics will continue to be studied.

251
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AFFDL-ýTR-78- 150

'CONITROLLER, LOGI-C A.4D FLOW
Co'ntrollear fogicdiagram is shown Inl' Figur* A-2I, a&d the functiothi

jqlo i flow di1agram. n Fi g.ro A-2.2, Data-sets 1:a 2. are toaried I n msraory.
When the -motor posi1tioan Interrupt command occurs, the Position code Is f I r~t
read. The torque and nwtor or regenerate comniands are next ex~amined. Date;
from m orY locatioz, 1 or 2 is then moved. to the tim,? ng $"equne geneator.
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POSITION DATA IN -MEMORY DATA IN MEMORY
CODE LOCATION I LOCATION 2

100 0 001 Iooxx 1 0ooo-4"xx

11o b 0ooo o0xx I 1oooox x

III c 0 0 0 0 1 Vx 1OOOx x

OII a' I OO OO 0 0 O 1 I0 OO Xx

00I bt I I OOO OXX 0 00 I0 OX X

0OO co 0I O O O X X 0 0 0 0 0 I X X!

I 'I

T (M+E r) ¶(1+E r)

ADDRESS TIMING SEQUENCE

COUNTER REGISTER

A+ C- B+ A- C+ 8-

Figure A-21. Controller Logic
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MOTOR POSITION INTERRUPT LOOK UP
rTOl•UK SPEED

START' READ VELOCITY
ROUTINE , LIMIT :

I III [ CTI I_ _z'REDIICT COMPUTE SPEED
_ _m COMAN

COMPUTE 'POSITION OUTPUT PW4ERROR & CW/CCW

TORQUE COMM COM1MAND

FIND ABS I COMPUTE
VALUE OF ERROR DIRECTION OF

ROTATION

COMPUTE MOTORLIADTO 
OR REGENLIMIT _COMMAND

I~~~~ CMUE&OTUGENERATECOUE_ _OTU T TIMING SEQUENCE
CURRENT COMMAND SIGNALS

S FAILURE MONITOR READ COMMU
ROUTINE ANGLE C O1_AND

RETURN UPDATE I
MAHkIN PROG •COMMUTATION IMANPO REG ISTER

"CONTROLLER
FLOW CHART

Figure A-22. Controller Flow Chart
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• ~REDUNDANCY IKANAGE14ENT
Redundancy maagemet will consist mainly of differential braking

command coordination. The status of the other channel will be continuously

monitored. If the other channel Is braking, self-braking is inhibited.

Self test will consist of internal power supply and position error

monitors. Both 9+ (for the logic circuits) and the dc reference will be

monitored. If the voltage levels are not within the allowable tolerances,

self braking commands will be Initiated. The position error will be checked

when the velocity Is zero. Self braking commands will also be Initiated if

the position error exceeds the allowable tolerance.
Ii

1
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ACTUATOR

The actuator cross section Is shown In Drawing No. 2022192. This section

presents the detailed weight analysis of the actuator, the stress analysis of

the structure, and includes the effect of fatigue life. Detailed stress analysis

of the gears has been presented earlier in this document.I Welght Calculation

Detailed analyses of the actuator and motor weight are presented in Table

A-8. A suorvary of total actuator system weight is shown belowt

Actuator 12.7

Motor, including parking brake and 2 X 9.65 19.3

rotor position transducer

Control surface

position transducer 2 X 1.4 2.8

TOTAL 34i8

Actuator Stress Considerations

A stress analysis was prepared of three significant areas, output ring

gear back Iron, mounting lugs and the input shaft torsional shear stress. This

analysis is included in the pages which follow:

The conservative ring gear back iron stress of 46,782 psi could easily be

Increised to around 65,000 psi and not affect the actuator fatigue life. This

will be studied as a weight reduction item prior to detail drawing release.

The mounting lugs originally were designed with a webb thickness of 0.10

inches. However, as this analysis shows, the webb thickness had to be increased

to 0.16 inches to maintain a positive margin of safety at ultimate load. The

input shaft shear stress level is quite adequate with a 0.060 wall.

The details of the stress calculations are presented in Table A-9.

257
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TABLE A-9

ACTUATOR STRESS CALCULATION

WPAFB FATIGUE LIFE

LIFE - 105 CYCLES

LOAD - LINEAR WITH POSITION
(RUDDER, AILERON, ETC)

TRAVEL - .300

forfatigue life, ]
r 6

LOADequjv , -Ni iN (LOAD) 6

An actuator gear~ng, planet (carrier) moves 4.64 rws around output ring

when ring is movd 1 rev, so with 6 planets, that gives 27.84 contacts on any

given outpot ring tooth per output ring revplution. Conversely, on planet,

each tooth makes 16.24 contacts per output ring revolution.

On each cycle, load Is Identical and

LOAD K O where o is travel

so ZN•(LAO)A D (K 0) d i K A"7 Wfi

but K0= design load, so
MAX

LOAD I (LOAD) 6  72.3% LOAD
equiv 7 peak peak

260
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TABLE A-9 (continued)

WPAFB STRESS ANALYSIS (2022192)

Areas. of interest:

1 Output ring gear

2 Mounting lugs

3 Input shaft torsional loads

- --- V 4/•,.[ I OUTPUT RI NG GEAR

i.,

Area, A- (l(6064) (1.82-1.6) + (1.95-.82) (1.4-0.2)

'=0.1804 + 0.1664 u.3468 in?

GG Radius, RCG- [3.1804 x (u82li6)+ m1664 x l. 9 5 +1. 8 2J 2/.3468

= 1.794 in

Thickness (max) - 1.95-1.60 * 0.35 In
1I . / 4 3 1 1 c H A & -6

aequiv ]-(231 x 10 )a MAX from test data YF-16 LERA

(equivalent fully-reversed stress)

261
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TABLE A-9 (continued)

(ftcAr. est ,A6Zz~xi.40NAx ',,, A WPAFB 3.2781 0
TEST

.al~l- 1 4.046 PSI/IN-LB TENSILE RELATION

;N t2)Test = 3.278NA TEST(RrIc t) .79 XO3

a = 2.119 PSI/IN-LB BENDING RELATION

use a normal * 0.158, then combining stresses,
a bending

a KAX,-(4.046 - 2.119) 0.158 + 2.119- 2.423 PSI/IN.-LB

then ~qulv 1.43 11x2.243i- .lT -then a M IT/•1! x .2 3

1-2.231x10" 6 x 2.243T 1-5.0xiO T

letting a endurance - 65,000 psi, then the value of T below which there
is no damage is

IT = 18387 lb-in, torque
damage
threshold

and full-load condition is (2 actuator slices)

I= TIIN 119x608.7x0.83 - 601,213 in-oz

- 37,576 in-lb

so, on each slice,

max = 18,788 lb-in

and from the endurance calcs for a triangular load,

Tequiv 0.723 x rmax 13,584 lb-in
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TABLE A-9 (continued)

using nos. from fatigue load cabcs, calculate numaer of contacts
aW given ring gear tooth,

Na 105 cyles x 6e travel one-way x 2 ways x I x 27.84 Conacts
a 9.28 x 105 contacts rw

and for life at T'euiv 1358 lb-in,

Oeulv 4 •." 16782 psi

so sinceaequiv < endurane actuator ring gear has essentially Infinite

4
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1TALEA-9 (continued)
2 MOIUTING LUCS

Mounting and output lugs are Identical relative to actuator

"TD;J TULT a 1.5 TMAX v 28,182 LB-IN
7C VULT ft I 'SVXAX - 1500 LO. ur PULT "I.PM" 1500 LB

Ing thickness 0.32

(0.16 at 2 places) .1
lequivalent moment lever arm 1- 225 0 )25 in

SHNl;., "( 1 x + 1.625)" 64,745 ,b-In.

+! ft +n .

2

(v2 2
total force A + A!

3- 2924 Ab (5)+18*499+750)2

In bearing, r - F/A - 19,264/0.36 x 0.32 - 167,222

margin of safetyn . 1 4.05%

.4
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MTILE A'9 (Cant Itnued)

3IIIPUT SHAFT TORSI ON

0.28 10

,j .u 00 0 D 14).J x

Ir *ir 1190 rIn-ozMAX INMIT

SHEAR~ .mP 0. 7789 psi
S 1.9098 x 10-~

)I

26.5
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SURFACE POSITION TRANSDUCER

The actuation system consists of two Independent control surface trtans-

ducers. Each transducer is dedicated to an electromechanical drive channel.

Drawing 2022196 shows the outline of the unit. it serves as an additiona!

hinge point for the control surface, and provides the digital information for /
control surface position.

Data sheets for the unitare presented in Figure A-23. The designated

manufacturers pert number is 25AE-12GC-7A3-C3. It is manufactured by RENCO

Corporation, Goleta, California.

261I
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AFFOL-TR- 78- 1 0

FIENCO CORPO*ATMO

SPEC IFICATION A72365

ABSOLUTE POSITION ENCODER

BASIC
MODEL NUMBER

25AE-NB
25AE-GC

+. .1

REV DATE PREPARED BY DATE 1/0/7,v

REV A 0 S o-V. DATE /709:e 'H CHECKED By t.A DATE ~'~
REV ( ' ?. DATE '/. .APPROVED BY l;iDATE

Figure A-23. Specification A72365

2671
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Sol VE.Ho
1.1 -W1471IT I11 02.

1.2 TQNQg WITHOUT SHFT MEAL., .05 OZ-ZN STARTING MAX

.05 oz-IN RMUING MAX
1.3 TDORC.E W•TH &4AFT SEAL, .9 02-IN SrARTING MAX

.7 OZ-tN RUNNING MAX
1.4 AXIAL SHAFT L.OADjGs I LB.
1.5 RADIAL SHAFT LOADING, .5 LB, APPLIED APPMOXIMATMY

1/" PROM WEARING
1.6 MOEN OF IINTIAs 29 GM-•C2

1.? MAX SLAW SIoWITHc~ff SHAFT SEAL#, 7800 OW
p 

1.6 MAX SlEW SPEE WITH SHAT SEAL. Go00 RP

1*9 MATERIALS, 
- BLACK AJOIZED

ALUDMIN

EBW- M&M- IRIDITED
ALUMINUM

2.1 SUPPLY VOLTAGE, S VDC *5X STAND'ARD

6 VDC •*5 OPTIONL
2.2 SU1*Ly CURRENT, 400 MA PLUS 10 MA PER CHANNEL

2.3 PULL-Up RESISTOR, IKQ STANDA-V
OPEN COLLECTOR OPTIONAL
(NO PULLUP)S~~3.0 •1

3.1 RESOL.UIOI LUP TO 21s

3.2 CODEs NATURAL BINARY OR
GRAY COM

3.3 ACCURACY3  ± ½ BIT

Figure A-23. Continued
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AFFDL-TR-78-150

SDOCUMENT Mo.. A7'ljS

PACE 3 OF-

3.3 LOGIC LEVELSs

LOGIC I -VCC -

LOGIC 0 0 V .ji

LOGIC 1 a 0 V

LOGIC 0 VCC

3.4 OUTPUT AMPLITUVEa TTL CPATIBLE

3.5 DIRECTION OF ROTATION TO PRODUC AN INCREASING COUNT

(VIEWING SHAFT END)tl

3.5.1 COUNTER CLOCKWISE STANDARD

3.5.2 CLOCKWISE OPTIONAL

4. 0 JL l•

4.1 OPERATING T4PERATUREs OC TO 50C

4.2 RELATIVE HUHIDITYs 0 TO 60X WITHOUT C4NVENSATION

4.3 SH0CKt 50 G'S FOR I4 t I MILLISEC)OI

4.4 VIBRATIONs UP TO 2000 CPS MAX

4.5 SAND, DUST AN OIL$ NON-OETRIMENTAL WITH SHAFT SEAL

L*1

Figure A-23. Continued
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DOCUMENT NO. A72MA
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Figure A-23. Continued
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DOCUMENT NO ?26
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S/iAAFT SEA L

-' .0002 Trl,9 MX.

DiAA

401A

OPION STANDARD ::,97
CAUSEXA7V ~l-rA

A VA1U.A BLZO

CONvHtCTOR W177'

NATURAL. BINARY ENCODER

MODEL 25AE-M'

Figure A-23. Continued
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DOCUMENT NO. A72365
-•' • ~ ~PAGE[ --- 6. OF _A_ _ .

*./25 c/NcH

1005 /2

-f Zs
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OPr1/ONAL CS.L.

T•Pt/MA O NA

COVNA, C 7M

COA'ME C "TOR

GRAY CUDE ENCODER

MODEL- 25AE-GC

Figure A-23. Continued
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MOTOR

Weight

Detailed weight calculations for the motor and brake assembly are presented

in Table A-l0. The cross section drawing for the assemtbly is shown in Drawing

No. P515018.

Pe rfornmance

Figure A-24 shows the torque speed curve for the motor resulting from

this design.

The motor is a brushless dc samarium-cobalt permanent magnet configuration.

in order to meet the system load, rate and acceleration requirements In an optimum

design, a number of versions were evaluated In a computer performance program.

The main design criteria considered were,. (1) low Inertia, (2) acceptable
sub-transient reactance, (3) thermal acceptability In the load, duty aad environ-

ment specified.

The low inertia was achieved by designing for a minimumn rotor diameter con-

sistent with an acceptable length to diameter ratio and magnet geometry. The
rotor is constructed with the magnets In a tangential orientation with the flux

collected in the pole pieces and directed into the air gap. This geometry permits

optimum utilization of the samarium-cobalt magnet material.

The sub-transient reactance of the motor was limited to 0.3 per unit in the

design. This reactance relates to the electrical time constant of the motor and

has a second order effect on the commnutation of the unit. It represents a comn-

promise between the motor size and the electrical time constant. The motor para-

meters varied to achieve this limit within the previously described Inertia con-

straint were the rnumber of stator slots and stator slot geometry.

The computer program calculated the losses for the selected motor configura-

tion. A thermal model of one motor and half the actuator was made. The predicted

temperature levels are compatible with the Insulation materials used In the motor

and the copper and magnet temperature assumed in the computer design.
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Motor Eloctromagnetic Design

The studies of this motor were conducted using BIGMAG, 9 Garrett Corporation

computer program. Print out for the motor is shown In Figure A-25. A definition

of all Input and output words is not presented, but any Information, definitions,

or clarifications are available on request. Most of the words have been selected

to be either mnemonic, literal, or a symbol standard In electrical machine design

practice so that anyone with background in electrical machinery and an understand-

ing of the proposed PM concept can comprehend the data.

The BIGMAG program iteratively solves the magnetic circuit represented in

elemental form by the schematic of Figure A-26. The circuit depictsFc /2, the

Intrinsic coercive mmf of a half-length magnet (as the full length excites two

poles and this representation is on a per-pole basis) establishing magnet flux,

PHIM. The drop in mmf caused by loading the magnet is F AG/ 2 . Protions of PHIK

stray into complex leakage paths represented as lumped permeances in the schematic

so that net useful flux PHi3 (contributed by one magnet to the total flux per pole

PHIPL) results. It flows through the effective air gap, non-linear reluctances

of the teeth and core (defined by various iron B-H data tables in storage and the

geometry), and finally through the armature reaction mmf defined by load current

and power factor for which a solution is sought.

Because empirical methods of estimating tooth drop fall at the high satura-

tion densities required in high performance machines, a precise method that

accounts for the varying tooth density due to tapered tooth shape and the flux

diverted into the slots is used.

The scheme for solution and geometry definition is as follows:

(a) Guess pass--An arbitrary number of stator conductors and an arbitrary

stack length define an armature reaction and a flux required to obtain

the specified motor performance.

(b) Stack length is iterated until the magnetic solution is obtained or

until It is determined that armature reaction is excessive for the

specified magnet, in which case stator conductors are reduced and a
solution Is obtained from an updated guess pass.

(c) Stator reactance Is tested against required value and conductors are

adjusted toward this goal, but compatible with the magnet.

(c) Stack length Is iterated until solution is obtained.

(e) Convergence to desired (or compatible, if desired value is forbidden

by magnet) reactance at specified load freezes stack length and con-

ductors; no-load volts, short circuit current, and stability are cal-

culated.
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PHR3
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PHIPL (AIR GAP FLUX)

PHI3 - PHIPL/2

F
HOOP

PHIOOP (RESTRAINING HOOP LEAKAGE)

Fp (POLE IRON) S
Y

F PHI2 PIDE

PH:TS (SIDE ENDS LEAKAGE)

SHAFT
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UNITS: K:LOLINES AND AMPERE-TURNS

S-5219

Figure A-26. Magnetic Circuit for BIGMAG
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(f) other load points desired are calculated for the frozen design.

Particular features of BIGMAG are as follows:

(a) Magnetic and loss data for 2 materials are stored (B-H data Is

16 point curve)

(b) Permanent magnet data (including intrinsic coercivity, recoil limit,

and second-quadrant B-H data In 16 points) are stored for five

materials.

(c) Magnet characteristics are calculated for any specified temperature

to account for reversible and Irreversible effects.

(d) Conductor size and number of stator slots can be program defined.

(e) Conductors may be round or rectangular; slots or teeth may be tapered

or straight.

(f) Various magnet retenition schemes can be modeled.
(g) Rectified loads may be modeled; apparent po~wer factor and dc volts

and amps are calculated for rectified loads as a function of conmmutation

reactance of the alternator and external reactance of a transformer.

(h) Loss calculations Include pole head, strays In stator copper, friction,

and windage for any specified gas or fluid viscosity and density.

(1) Motor or generator mode may be selected.

Rotor Position Sensor
The angular position of the rotor poles with respect to the stator conductors

must be accurately sensed to provide the logic for proper conmmutation. A number

of methods are available to accomplish this. The application dictates the selec-i

tion of the most rugged and reliable of the various choices.

The position sensor choser consists of three transformers, each having a

primary winding excited at a high frequency and a second~.ry or sense winding. The

primary and secondary are wound on ""cores and separated by an air gap. These

transformers are mounted in a structure and located with respect to the stator

windings. A cylindrical shutter of aluminum with precisely located milled slots

Is attached to the rotor shaft with the angular position of the slots establishad

relative to the rotor poles. The shutter and transformers are axially aligned

such that, on rotation, the air gap in the transformers will alternately have the

aluminum shutter material or the shutter slot between the primary and the secondary

circuits. The secondary output varies with the degree of coupling fromi the pri-

mary. When the aluminum part of the shutter Is in the transformer gap, the eddy

currents set up attenuate the flex linkages In the secondary thus reducing the
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secondary output voltage. The position logic obtained from these three trans-

formers and the rotating shutter thus enables the controller to direct the current

to the proper stator windings to achieve optimum torque output.

Parking Brake

The parking brake is a two surface disc brake actuated by an electromagnetic

coil. When the brake coil Is not excited, the 50 lb brake spring clamps the

brake disc between the two non-rotating brake surfaces. When the brake coil is

energized the brake armature pulls In against the spring thus leaving a clearance

air gap for the brake disc and the rotor assembly Is free to rotate. The brake

coil requires approximately 1000 ampere-turns to pull In. The excitation current

this represents rerults In coil losses and heating beyond an acceptable level on

a continuous excitation basis. Therefore, after pull-in the coil current will

be modulated by 0te controller to approximately 25% of Its pull-in value, the

holding ampere turns required being significantly lower than the pull In value

because there Is no gap In the brake magnetic circuit after pull-in. The static

brake torque will be 600 In-oz. minimum.
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LORG LEAD ITEMS

The following components and Itemis are Identified for long lead procurement.

Motor

Rotor magnets 8 weeks
Stator laminations 12 weeks

Actuator
Differential ring gear bearings 12 weeks

Motor Controller

Microprocessor 12 weeks

Transistor 8 weeks
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APPENDIX B

ACTUATION UNIT PERFORMANCE SPECIF!CATION

1.0 SCOPE

The electromechanical actuation system will be designed, fabricated,

and tested to show capability as a primary flight control actuation system.

The system is a power-by-wire and fly-by-wire design, and the rotary actuator

part of the system serves as the control surface hinge.

2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

TBD

3.0 REQUIREMENTS

3,1 FUNCTION

3.1.1 Definition

The rotary electromechanical actuation system comprises the following

elements, as shown In Figure 8-1:

Controller (2 channel, redundant)

Two motors with integral parking brakes

Rotary hinge-line type geared actuator with velocity
summing differential

3.1. CPosition Feedback Transducers

S.3.1.2 Controller

The controller interfaces with control surface position commands from
the aircraft automatic flight control system. The digital controller pro-

vides power to the servomotor by pulsewidth modulation of power transistor

switches. Control surface position sensing is used to close the servoloop.

The controller Includes built-in-test provisions.
3.1.3 Motor Assembly

3.1.3.1 Motor

Normal operation requires both electric motors to be operating. The

motor is a brushless dc permanent magnet rotor design directly coupled to

the control surface through stages of gearing. Either motor can operate

the output of the actuator independent of the other electromechanical drive

channel. Operation on a single motor results in full torque capability and

one-half rate capability at rate limit. An integral motor brake locks a

failed drive channel.
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3.1.3.2 Parking Brake

Electromagnetic brakes are included on each drive motor shaft. The

brakes are used to Implement the redundancy of the high-efficiency gearing

In the dual drive channels. A failed electromechanical drive is held station-

ary by the brake to allow the operating drive assembly to position the con-

trol surface. The br3ke is electrically energized for the "brake off" con-

dition. The brake is spring actuated "on".

1OMN
_ JFTOT"S) I

_ 2
SPLCOTOLRMTRCONTROLI

3.1.4 Actuator

The actuator consists of a velocity summing differential, and the

necessary gear reduction. The actuator serves as the control surface hinge.

The actuator also serves as the mounting structure for the redundant motor

assembl ies and the control surface posi tion feedback transducers.

3.1.5 Position Feedback Transducers

The actuator output position will be monitored by tim independent

position transducers. Each transducer will ba dedicated to a specific drive

channel.,
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3.2 INTERFACE DEFINITION

3.2.1 Physical Interface

The actuator assembly will be a maximum of 4 !n. In diameter. The

actuator will serve as the hinge for the control surface. The controller

configuration and mounting is not constrained for this evaluation program.

3.2.2 Electrical interface

The schematic of Figure 8-2 shows the electrical Interfaces of the

actuation system. Input power will be 270 vdc. Actuator input commands

which are independent and which can be variable with time, include the

fcllowing:

a. Control surface position

b. Rate limit

c. Torque limit

d. Coutation angle.

3.3 CHARACTERISTICS

3.3.1 Performance

3.3.1.1 System

3.3.1.1.1 Output Stroke

With one or two channels operating, the actuation system will be
capable of positioning the output over the full stroke. For demonstration
purposes, the full stroke will be i30 degrees.

3.3.1.1.2 Output Velocity

With two channel operating at no-load, the unit will provide a maximum

open-loop velocity of 80 deg/sec.

3.3.1.1.3 Output Torque

The unit, with both channels operating together in either direction of

Srotation, will be capable of 8 Hz dynamic response as described in Figure 8-3.

The actuator stall torque will be 37,575 lbf-in. The actuator mechanical

strength will have a safety factor of 1.25 stall.

3.3.1.1.4 Displacement Linearity

The displacement will be linear withiA 1.0 percent full stroke.
3.3.1.1.5 Threshold

The threshold will not exceed 0.1 percent of the input signal required

to achieve 100 percent full stroke.
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3.3.1.1.6 Position Null

At no-load, the output position of the actuator measured from Its

neutral position will not exceed 0.5 deg.

3.3.1.1.7 Hysteresis

The hysteresis will not exceed 0.5 percent full stroke.

3.3.1.1.8 Motor Brake

The motor brake will brake a do-energized motor f rom fullI speed to z.ero

speed against rated actuator torque. No electrical power will b"'i required

to engage the brake.

3.3.1.1.9 System Efficiency

Maximum efficiency Is a design goal.

3.3.1.1.10 Thermal Control

3.3.1.1.10.1 Motor and Actuator

The motor actuator assembly may be cooled passively by heat rejection

to the aircraft structure. The local heat rise at the mounting surface will

not exceed 2000F.

3.3.1.1.10.2 Control

The thermal management of the controller Is not constrained. Passive

cooling Is a goal.A

3.3.1.1.11 Open Loop Gain

The unit will be designed for a steady state open loop gain of 45

deg/sec/deg., i.e., a position error of one degree shall generate a control

surface velocity of 45 deg/sec for the no-load cotlition.

3.3.1.2 Controller

3.3.1.2.1 General

A digital microprocessor will be used as the central component of the

controller. The control is the interface between the motor, the command

input, and the electrical power bus. The controller provides a commnand to

the commutation circuit, which provides power to the proper motor stator

windings based on sensed rotor shaft position. The dc bus Is connected to

the windings by the electronic transistor switches. At any Instant, two

switches are commanded to conduct approximately every 60 deg., one switch

Is turned off and a new one is turned on to obtain the required current

pattern In the motor armature. -
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The speed of rotation of the brushles. dc motor Is controlled by vary-

Ing the average dc voltage supplied to the motor by the electronic commutator.

Pulsewidth modulation techniques are used to generate the required average

voltage.

The controller is programmed to provide a fixed current limit corres-

ponding to maximum stall requirements. The current limit also may be pro-

grammed as a function of times motor speed, or other Independent p-opertles

useful in defining the performance characteristics for aircraft.

3.3.1.2.2 Input Commands

3.3.1.2.2.1 Control Surface Position .

The controller will accept an analog signal corresponding to desired

control surface position.

3.3.1.2.2.2 Rate and Torque Characterization

The controller will be capable of providing a maximum rate corresponding

to a programmed torque. Figure B-4 shows maximum torque speed characteristics

I. of the motor. The control will have the capability to accept any program of
torque vs speed as illustrated by curves A, B or C.
3.3.1.2.2.3 Rate Limiting

The controller will have the ability to accept an adaptive command to

adjust the maximum output rate in the range from 25 percent to full rate

as illustrated In Figure B-5.

The command can vary from full output rate to 25 percent rate manually,

or from an external signal generator.

3.3.1.2.2.4 Torque Limiting

The controller will have the ability to accept an adaptive command to

adjust the maximum torque In the range from 25 percent to full stall as

Illustrated in Figure B-6. The cornvand can vary from full output torque to

25 percent torque manually, or from an external signal generator.

3.3.1.2.2.5 Commutation Angle

The commutation angle will be variable from nominal by ± 15 degrees.

3.3.1.2.3 Power Switching

Pulse width modulation of power to the motor will be accomplished using

transistors. Maximum average current capabilities will be 20 amps at 270 vdc

for each of 2 motors.
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3.3.1.3 Motor

3.3.1.3.1 General

The motor Is a permanent magnet, dc, brushless type cnmprising a wound

stator and rare-earth-cobalt permanent magnet rotor. The moor assembly

also will Include separately excited dc brake aod shaft position sensor.

The position sensor detects and rotor position arid activates the electronic

commutator.

3.3.1.3.2 Performance

Table B-i summarizes the significant design characteristics of the

motor assembly. During normal operation, the output of two motors is ý'om-

bined In the differential gearing of the actuator. If a failure in one

operating channel occurs, the remaining motor, in conjunction with the

actuator gearing, provides full torque at one-half rated velocity at the

control surface.

3.3.1.4 Actuator

3.3.1.4.1 General

The actuator is a rotary hinge-line device that serves as the structural

attachment between the control surface and the wing structure. The dual-

redundant electric motors are mounted on the actuator. The two input shafts
operate into a velocity summing differential. The output of the differential
drives through planetary gear reduction stages into the compound planetary,

rotary output stage.

N.L.1.4.2 Performance

The major characteristics of the assembly are presented in Table B-2.

3.3.1.5 Position Feedback Transducer
3.3.1.5.1 General - A control surface position transducer will be used to

monitor the output angular position and will be used as feedback to close
the servo loop.

3.3.1.5.2 Performance - The performance of the unit will be as follows:

a. Stroke 60 degrees total

b. Linearity 0.5 percent full stroke

c. Resolution 0.5 percept full stroke

3.3.2 Envelope

See Drawing No. 2022194.
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MOTOR CHARACTER I ST I CS

tv)-load "ý,peea 8600 rpm

Torque po:r arop 39.3 ozf - in./&np

Stalor r,::sIstance, (68)F) 0.73 ohm

_3 2
Rotor inertia 1.077 x I0" lbf-in.-sec

Time conbtants 1.35 sec. electrical

15.5 sec, mechanicai

~a~ck LF 30.8 v/ICO0O rpin

b3rake voltdkle 270 vdc

Ur'ike torque 600 ozf-in (minimum)

r nvelope Drawing no. 515018

TABLE B-2

.ACTUATOR CHARACTER IST I CS

Stall torque 37,500 Ibf-in.

Rate 8U deg/sec

Life 100,000 cycles

Gear ratio 627:1

Gear configudrCtion (1) Diffefrential: planetary

(2) Intermediate: 2 stages of planetary

(3) Output: ccxnpoutid planetiry

Spring rate 3.75 x 106• bf-in./rad

Envelope Drawing No. 2OL'2192
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3.3.3 Weight

Designed and packaged to be lightest weight compatible with the total

requi rements.

3.3.4 Monitoring/Control Provisions

3.3.4.1 General

Monitor'ing and contra' of the laboratory demonstration unit may be

accomplished using standard laboratory equipment. No special equipment or

consoles are specifically required for this purpose, providing the data can

be visually observed and/or recorded as necessary.

3.3.4.2 Control

The input control for each channel will include as a minimum the follow-

ing:
Commutation Angle

Position Control

Rate limit
Torque limit

Fai lure simulation

Power/regeneration mode
3.3.4.3 Mcnitoring

Monitoring ol eatch channel will include at least the following:

Motor velocity

Average current (power mode or regeneration mode)I

Position indication

railed channel indication

3,3.5 Desi~j

The design goals of the actuation system and components will consider

the environmental factors listed below:
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Envi onmeri t DCI fication Method Procedures

Altitude MIL-STD-8l0 00.1

Temperature MIL-STD-810 501.1 11502,1i 1

Humidity MIL-STD-810 507.1 i

Saltspray MIL-STD-810 509. j

Sand and Dust MIL-STD-810 510.1

Vibration MIL-STD-810 514.2 (category b.2) !
Shock MIL-STD-461 516.2 1 Fig. 516.2-1 (a) and (c)

EMC MIL-STD-461 -

Explosieve MIL-STD-461 511.1 1Atmosphe re

Rain H I L-STD -461 506.i (modified)

4.0 TEST REQ, U I REMENTS
Demonstration testing of a representative configuration of the electro-

mechanical actuation system will bu conducted.
4 I FACILITIES

The system will be installed in a laboratory test facility with
appropriate structural, loading, and electrical interfaces,
4.2 TESTS

The following tests will be conducted according to Table B-3.
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TABLE B-3

TESTING

COMPONENTS REQUIRED FULL
TEST 

mMOTOR ACTUATOR CONTROLLER SYSTEM

(ONE) (ONE)

EMI X X

Perfomance X X X X

Frequency Response X

Stiffness X

Power Efficiency X X X X

Acceleration x

Position Resolution x

Velocity X
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APPENDIX C

SCREENING LOGIC DIAGRAM

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This appendix presents a summary of the screening of candidate concepts for
electromechanical actuation (originally performed during the Electromechanical
Actuation Feasibility Study, Reference 1). The results of the tradeoff studies
were used to synthesize t' 4 selected configuration for preliminary design. The
screening was performed in three parts as follows:

Power Source--Engine-mountec electrical generation, conditioning,
and distribution equipment.

* Actuator Drive--Electronic servo, electrical power switch, and
servo motor.

0 Gearing-Rotary hinge gearbox configuration, gear ratio, and

redundancy provisions.

2.0 POWER SOURCE

The actuation power source requirements for a fighter aircraft would '.e In
the range of 30 to 70 kw. The groundrule for the power source (from Reference 1)
was to use 115/200-vac, 400-Hz power. At least three options exist, which are
as follows: .

a Use of the 115/200-vac power as supplied (constant frequency)

* Wild frequency 115/200-vac power, eliminating the weight and
complexity of a constant-speed drive

0 Convert the ac to dc, allowing use of dc electromechanical
drive systems

After review of Figure C-1, It is apparent that operation of either an ac
or a dc drive system requires that the primary power be condilioned by adjusting
frequency, voltage, or both prior to use in the electric motor. Either ac or dc
motor drive systems can function equally well from fixed-frequency ac or variable-
frequency ac based upon the commonality of a dc link. Thus, the most likely
power sources for operation of a drive system a.e (1) high-voltage dc available
from rectification of a 115/200-v alternator output, (2) 400-Hz ac power, or (3)
ac power provided at a frequency dependent upon operating speed.
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Figure C-1. Initial Screening of Power Options

The power source tradeoff Is a function of power qual ity required by the
motor control ler. Be.-ause of the dc link, a variable frequency from the elec-
trical generator Is entirely suitable for an actuation system. High quality

power for airborne electronics and communications systems can be obtained from
an auxiliary alternator designed for that particular application.

The selected approach for the power source is a permanent magnet generator
as the electrical source, a rectifier to provide 270-vdc power, and distribution
of the power through the aircraft using a dual redundant bus of aluminum conduc-
tors.

3.0 ACTUATOR DRIVE

A drive assembly comprises a motor and a controller. The controller, In
turn, comprises an electronic servo, electrical power switching circuits, and
any necessary feedback devices. The drive options for power-by-wire are sum-
marized in Figure C-2, which shows that the high-voltage brushless dc motor
with a permanent-magnet rotor and pulse-width modulation control provides
better performance than either brush-type dc motors or stepper motors. The
selection is based primarily upon consideration of the combination of lower
weight and reduced thermal design problems associated with the brushless dc
motor drive. Also shown is that the preferred ac motor drive is the induction
motor with an inverter that provides variable frequency drive to the motor as
a function of motor shaft speed. To minimize losses, the voltage also is pro-
grammed as a function of applied frequency (motor speed).

Comparison of the dc and Induction motor types was based on the following
considerations.
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(a) I to 3 hp peak output capability In a 4.0-1n.-dia maximum frame.
(The typical flight control actuator problem statement requires
this power output capability to drive the load at the desired
rates, Irrespective of frequency response requirements).

(b) A frequency response capability of 4 to 12 Hz (8 Hz nominal).

(c) Capable of maintaining a 50 percent duty cycle at a torque level

corresponding to that produced at the peak output horsepower
(one-half no-load rate and one-half stall torque.)

Md) Capable of providing static torque In accox ince with a program
representing aerodynamic trim loads. *1

Analog and digital power servo concepts were compared for operation with
the motor. A microprocessor provides the desirable ope-ational characteristics
of flexibility, versatility, and low cost. The hardware design can be fixed,
while the functional characteristics can be tailored to meet modification per-
formance requirements. By changing only software, the microprocessor motor
control can operate either on an ac or dc servomotor. The processor capabilit..
to monitor and fault Isolate Is an additional advantage. The quantitative
method of handling these requirements Is accomplished by software changes for
the microprocessor as opposed to hardware changes for an analog 3ervosystem.

The selected drive approach for the hingellne actuator Is a dc, brushless,
permanent-magnet motor controlled by a digital microprocessor. The features of
the microprocessor emphasize the versatility of the selected approach, which Is
the principal consideration in selection of the microprocessor for a primary
flight control component.

4.0 GEARING

Within the general category of actudtors having a rotary output, there are
many implementation techniques. A continuous-running electric drive can be
mechanically controlled to provide variable rate by use of Intermittent clutch-
ing (spring, electromagnetic), or by use of continuously variable toroidal trans-
mission type drives. Intermittent clutching devices are eliminated from the
study because of serious limitations of life, repeatabllity, and reliability.
The Initial screening of these approaches is presented in Figure C-3.

A direct-drive servo offers both reversible and nonreversible operation.
The high-efficiency reversible approach is limited to applications where

redundancy of actuation is not required. The irreversible approach using
brakes or no-backs for position holding is superior to the low efficiency
approach because less power Is consumed In moving the surface, and the sur-
face Is positively locked even In the presence of vibration and periodically
reversing loads, which can cause an Irreversible geartrain to creep. The most
promising actuation system elements are therefore:

Actuator Type--Rotary

Drive Type-Direct-drive servo
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Geartrain Efficiency--High (50 percent)

Position Holding--Motor brake (used an servomotor to lock a standby)

The baseline configuration for the actuator Is the differential compound
hingeline geared unit. For applications requiring redundant power inputs, the
actuator will Include a planetary differential for velocity summing of the two
motor inputs. Also required when using redundant drive inputs are separately
excited dc brakes for redundancy management. The brakes are provided to hold
the motor shaft stationary in the event that the drive channel is determined
to be inoperative for any reason. Thus, the brake Is not a part of the system
dynamics.

5.0 SYSTEM INTEGRArION OF DRIVE CONCEPTS
I

The screening diagrams show that the power sources considered for the
feasibility study each required some form of power conditioning prior to use
by the actuation unit. The discussion of motor control (para. 3.3) has shown
that motor torque and rate are controlled by the application of specific

values of voltage and current. It is apparent that both the ac and the dc
drive approaches require the primary power to be conditioned by adjusting tie
frequency, voltage, or both prior to use in the motor. Figure C-4 Illustrates
the similarity of the two drive approaches. Either concept can operate from
an ac power source, because both rectify the ac power to provide a dc power
link. The dc power is then conditioned to provide either pulse-width-modulated
(PWM) control of a dc motor, or 3-phase ac power for the ac Induction motor.

Also, if the aircraft power source Is dc, rectification is unnecessary,
and the dc power can be used directly by either the ac inverter or the dc PWM
controller.

AC INDUCTION MOTOR DC DRUSHLESS AOTO

-PAE RECTIFIER SWITCH MOTOR 3PAE RECTIFIERMO R

CNSA TARIABLE DC AT LE

S TREQU CECYTOL WITH SLiP AD CRRENT * PM r CONTROL, COPR. M DC SOURCE

S OR VA LITAU B LE TO * OPIEL, DTIC SE P OCODIRS
* AOAPTABLE TO DIGITH IMLENTATIO * FORCED O NATURAL CONS4UTATIN AAPTALI TO DIGITL

IH•PLFENTT ION

Figure C-4. Similarity of Drive Concepts
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APPENDIX D

MGOR TRADE STUDY

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This appendix presents a summary of the motor tradeoffs conducted as part
of the feasibility study (Reference 1). The study Included the following motor
types.

Permanent-magnet and variable-reluctance steppers

Flex-spl ine steppers

Variable-frequency, variable-voltage induction motors

Permanent-magnet, brushless dc motors

2.0 DISCUSSION

2.1 SYEPPER MOTORS

Figure D-1 shows typical torque speed and power output curves for the three-
stepper types In the general size range of Interest for the problem statement.
The data was obtained from manufacturer's catalog literature. The stepper motors
respond to programmed, pulsed, dc voitkiges, causing rotation of the output. The
permanent-magnet (PM) stepper comprises a permanent-magnet rotor and a wound
stator. The PM unit offers holding or detent torque capability. The variable-
reluctance (VR) stepper design operates in the reaction between an electric
field generated in the stator and a soft iron toothed rotor. The VR machine
is generally capable of higher speed than the PM design.

F ___ __Z_ _____UTPT.C_ W ___800 _

300

10 20 30 40 50 60) 70 80 90 100
TORWUE. IN..LB ,-.

Figure D-1. Power Capability of Stepper Designs
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Although the relationship of digital (pulsed) Input to discrete steps at
the output appears to offer advantages in the area of Integration with a digital
control actuation system, the basic stepper designs are not competitive with
other forms of electromagnetic machines In terms of providing both the required
torque and the required rate. The units are not suitable for the application
because the maximum power output capability Is about an order of magnitude
below that required.

The flex spline stepper is a device that offers exceptiohally high accel-
eration capability. Compared to the PM and VR steppers, the flex spline machine
can provide output accelerations 100 times greater. This characteristic Is not
realized as an advantage, however, for the following reasons:

(a) The acceleration requirements of a flight control system can
be met with stepper or conventional servomotor components.

(b) The mechanization of high acceleration results In excessive weight,
and is not capable of substantial power, rate, or stiffness.

2.2 BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR

Figure D-2 shows a typical performance curve for a rare--earth-cobalt,
permanent-magnet, brusnless dc motor designed for servo applications. The motor
has a peak output, corresponding to maximum speed and current limit, of 8 hp.
The extremely high power output for this small unit results from two basic design
features. First, the use of rare-earth-cobalt magnets, which offers high energy
products, and second, the arrangement of the magnet in the rotor and using brush-
less commutation of the coils in the wound stator. This latter feature results
in improved thermal control of the motor. The motor losses (copper losses in
the stator) can be readily transferred to the motor casing, as compared to a _

wound-rotor configuration. -.

272 - 28 - 70 - 140- 9.36

271 - 24 - 60 - 120- 9.28

270 20 o -5 100 9.20

- !-0 
Z

>289 2-01 40 0 80 X 09.12

J us

2268 ~ 30 a60.859.04
w1 W

267 ..20 40 8.96 6

266 4 10 20 8.88

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

TOROUE. IN..OZ x 101

Figure D-2. Typical Motor Performance
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As rare-earth-cobalt magnet materials have become commonly available for
servomotor applications, they have had the following Impact upon flight control
servo actuators.

(a) Smaller rotors, yielding faster response and lower weight

(b) New construction techniques and magnet/stator arrangements that will
reduce overall cost. The potential configuration changes are as
fol lows:

(1) Tangential vs radial magnet arrangements

(2) Toothless stators, resulting In lower cost of manufacture

(c) Improved resistance to demagnetization due to high magnetic flux fieldsfrom electrical sources, lightning, and electromagnetic pulses

2.3 AC INDUCTION MOTORS

The characterization of the ac induction motor is based upon the same set
of operating characteristics as for the dc brushless machine. The power charac-
teristics of the ac induction motor are shown in Figure D-3 for tne condition of
an applied frequency of 255 Hz and 100 v. This torque speed plot shows a stall
torque of approximately one-half the peak torque value. To provide a more uni-
form torque from stall to near-synchronous speed and to limit rotor heating
(which occurs at hioh slip), the motor is driven by a variable frequency. The
generator frequency is a function of motor speed. Therefore, the motor drive
frequency is continuously variable from synchronous speed at full-rated no-load
speed down to approximately 10 percent of maximum synchronous speed.

0.80 1. 16 80- 80

0.72 1.4 14 70- 70-

0.64 1.2 12 /60 R6

CL

20.56 o1.01 oL50 .,0

0.4 cc. ~ 40 IL4 0

0.48L 0 1
uý 0.40 u.0.0 0 6 - c30 - U30

0.32 - 0.4- 4 - 20- 20

TORQUE - IN.-OZ(X10**1)

0 14. 25.0 37.6 500.0 62.5 7.0 80.5 100.0TORQUE - IN-LB

Figure D-3. Motor Power Characteristics
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Five selected torque-speed curves from the continuously variable family of
relationships are shown In Figure D-4. As frequency is adjusted, so is the
applied voltage. Figure D-5 shows the relationship of voltage and slip to the
applied drive frequency.

70.00,

WOO- -

50.00 /

cc,40.00
UAJ

30.00-

20.00
10.oo------------t-- -,

0.00 20,00 40400 60.00 80,00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00
TORQUE, IN.-OZiX10**I) ,.,b,

Figure 0-4. Variable Frequency Motor Drive
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Figure D-5. Ac Inverter Voltage Schedule
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3.0 COMPAR I SON OF MOTORS

As described above, the stepper motor does not provide the required power
output for a flight control application. The remaining candidates are the
brushless dc and the ac induction motors. A comparison of these two designs,
based upon identical guidelines, is presented In Table D-1. Comparison of
the two concepts shows similarity, except the brushless dc shows advantages In
the areas of acceleration, current required, weight, and growth potential. The
brushless dc is therefore selected as the candidate baseline for the flight
control actuaror design.

TABLE D-1

MOTOR COMPAR I SON

Ac Induction Dc Brushless

Maximum duty cycle, % 42 82

Motor acceleration, rad/sec2  30,369 35,510

No load speed, rpm 7643 9200

Actuator gear ratio 573 67"

Output acceleration, rad/sec 2  53 53

Maximum current, amp 30 29

Overall length, in. 8-3/4 7-1/2

Weight, lb 19 8

Diameter, In. 4 4

Growth potential None Magnets
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APPENDIX E

MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLER

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The summary of this report, Section 2.0, describes the chronology of
development of the controller. Briefly, the following controller configura-
tions were developed and tested.

0 Dual microprocessors (baseline configuration)

* One microprocessor In one channel and one analog servo circuit
In the other channel

* Dual analog circuits (final configuration)

In this appendix, the results pertaining to the microprocessor development are

2.0 OPERATION.1

The microprocessor control ler breadboard Is composed of two Independent
servo-controlled channels. Th,, servocontrollers are fabricated using Intel 808r!
microprocessors manufactured by Wave Mate, Gardena, Calif. The block diagram

of the breadboard Is shown In F-jure E-1. Each channel of the actuator con-

sists of control and drive electronics. In the normal mode of opera~tion, bothI
channels are activated and both motors are operating. Each motor hais Indepen-
dent control and drive electronics providing servocontrol and power control
modes of operation, including motoring and electrical braking. If one channel
falls, Its motor is braked. The breadboard is powered from a rectified dc
source with a nominal terminal voltage of 270 vdc.

As shown In Figure E-1, the input position command and the actuator output
position feedback signals are compared by the differential amplifier. The
polarity at the output of the differential amplifier Is tested to determine
the direction of rotation command, CW/CCW. The signal at the output of the
differential amplifier is also used to develop the position error. Position
error Is derived by obtaining the absolute value of the signal at the output
of the differential amplifier. The position error signal then Is filtered by
the loop compensation network to obtain the speed control signal. The speed
control signal Is compared with the motor velocity feedback signal to develop
a pulse width modulation (PWM) signal. The PW¶Y', current limit, and position
signals are applied to the timing sequence generator. The timing sequence
generator turns on the transistor power switches in synchronism with the motor
position to provide current for the brushless dc motor. The motor produces
a torque as required to equal the reflected hinge moment of the load.

The function of the lower of the two current signals is to protect the
transistor switches against excessive currents when subjected to step Input
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commvands. When the current exceeds this lowest current limit value, the tran-
sistor switches are turned off for a fixed time interval to allow the motor
current to decay to a safe value. The upper current limit circuits, however,
are used to protect the transistor switches when the actuator is subjected to
plug reverse conditions. Plug reverse conditions occur when the motor is
commnanded to turn in one direction while it is turning in the opposite direc-
tion. When this condition occurs, the motor becomes a generator. The transistor
switches then must be protected against excessive generator currents.

Both channels of the controller are functional in normal operation. Each
motor -is control led essentially in the manner described above, but a motor speed
correction loop also is included. The motor speed information is obtained from
the motor position sensor frequency signal. The motor speed is compared with
the speed conmnand to form a velocity error signal. If the two motors are not
rotating at the same angular velocity, the error signal causes the slower motor
to speed up, and the faster motor to slow down. In this manner, each motor
operates at the same speed, produces the same torque, and shares the load
equally with the other motor.

2.1 CONTROLLER DESCRIPTION

The breadboard control ler consists of a 270-vdc power source, two channels
of control electronics, and an instrumentation rack. The 270-vdc power source
consists of a 3-phase full-wave rectifier, a variac, an isolation transformer,
and a capacitor bank. The power source is mounted on the laboratory bench. The
electronics rack, which houses the two channels of electronics, consists of two
inverters, power supplies, an input interface front panel, and a microprocessor
development system. The functions shown in section III of the control ler sche-
matic in Figure E-2 (gray to binary conversion, digital-to-analog conversion,
position error generation, CW/CCW, and voltage commnand generation by the abso-
lute value circuit) are implemented both with the analog circuits and with the
microprocesso~r. The instrumentation to monitor various system voltages, currents,
and load stress is mounted in a separate rack.

2.2 DZESCRIPTION OF THE ELECTRONICS SCHEMATIC

In section III of the controller schematic shown in Figure E-2, the elec-
tronics circuit for the motor position encoder consists of the 50-kHz oscillator,
19 A, and the discrete drivers Q6 and Q7. The 50-kHz signal from the discrete
drivers is sent to the primary windings of three motor position sense trans-
formers located around the periphery of the motor shaft.

A mechanical riontor rotor position sensor connected to the motor shaft
interrupts the flux linkages between the primary and secondary of the motor
rotor position sensor transformers. The motor position sensor demodulator
consists of ac-lo-dc converters (17, 3, 15) and threshold trip circuits (16A,
18A, 1881). The demodulator circuits remove the 50-kHz carrier signals and
recctvet' the rotor position iniformation.

Integrated circuits 33, 6, and 20 constitute the lower current limit
(acceleration limit) circuit. The scale factor through the lower current sense
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resistor is set to 2 amp/v. When the current brough the lower current' sensor
resistors exceeds 14 amp, the output of the Integrated circuit comparator (6)
goes low to generate an Inhibit command. At the same time, the delay circuit
(20) Is triggered and current through the lower power transistors is cut off
for a fixed 140 Rsec time Interval. The motor current, however, continues to
flow through the upper set of flyback diodes, A40M. Integrated circuits 102,
1913, and 101 constitute the upper current limit circuit. The scale factor
through the upper current sense (deceleration limit) resistors also Is set to
be 2 amp/v. The upper current limit threshoid is set to 16 amp, 2 amp higher
than the lower current limit.

In the plug reverse condition when the motor becomes a generator, the
upper switch power transistors are shut off when the current exceeds 16 amp.
The generator current then flows through the upper arid lower f lyback diodes
to regenerate int~o the source. Energy is returned to the source and the
actuator brakes to a stop.

The timing sequence logic can be understood best by referring to the
timing diagram as shown in Figure E-3. The demodulated sighials from the
motor position sensor are 01, 02, and 03. The power switch drive signals A+
through C- are generated by the timing sequence generator so that the switch
output relative to the back emf of the motor Is as shown In Figure E-3.
Torque from the brushless dc motor is maximized when the switching waveform
Is aligned as shown. The logic circuit shown in section 1 of the controller
schematic, which converts A+ through C- to A through F, ensures that the upper

and lower power transistor pairs are never turned on simultaneously.

The position error detection is Implemented by Integrated circuits 4, 6I
controller schematic. The input position commc-:)d Is compared with the actuator

position feedback signal by the difference amplifier (integrated circuit 4).
The comparator (integrated circuit 6) develops a CW/CCW command signal for the
timing sequence generator shown in section 11. The output of Integrated cir-
cuit 4 also is routed to the absolute value generator (integrated circuit 7)
to produce the position error signal.

The position error signal goes to the filter and gain of amplifier 18,
Integrated circuit 33 in section 1. The output of integrated circuit 33 Is
the speed command. In an alternate mechanization of the position error loops,
the microprocessor software development system replaces the hardware shown in
section III of the controller schematic.

The velocity feedback loop is mechanized with integrated circuits 50, 51,
and the PWM circuits (integrated circuits 1000, 5, and transistors Q3 and Q5).
The frequency of the signal 02 Is proportional to the speed of the motor. When
the output of the fixed delay circuit (integrated circuit 50) Is filtered, the
resulting dc voltage represents the motor speed. The motor speed is compared
with the speed command by the linear difference amplifier (integrated circuit
51). The output of the difference amplifier (the motor velocity error) is
applI Ied to the PWM comparator ( Integrated c Ircu It 5) . The- ',*I c ircu it con-
sists of the counter, integrated circuit 1000, the sawt'yoth waveform generator,
transistors Q3 and Q5, and the comparator (integrated circuit 5). The output
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of the comparator is applied to the logic circuit, which In turn controls the
power switch driver circuit.

The power switch driver circuits are drawn In the upper right hand section
of the controller schematic. Control signals from the timing sequence generator
are coupled to the power switch drivers through the 4.351 optical couplers. The
optical coupler outputs are connected to the 555 Integrated circuit threshold
trigger circuits. The 555 outputs, In turn, drive 'the 2N3741 and 2N3767 power
switch driver transistors. One-amp base drive signals are supplied to the
10016 power transistor switches. Minus 5-v reverse bias is applied to the power
switches for the turnoff conditions. The 27-ohm resistor, 0.068-pf capacitor,
and the shunt diode across the 27-ohm resistor constitute a turnoff-snubber
network.

A circuit schematic of the floating power supplies iP through 5M is shown
in Figure E-4. The primary of the TI and the input transformer for the floating
power supplies for the power switch drivers are connected to the 60-Hz, 115-v
line. Laboratory power supplies are used for the 18, -18, and the 5-v source.

2.3 SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED DURING THE HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT PHASE

One of the first problem areas that had to be solved during the hardware
development phase for the microprocessor configured controller was the design
of the current limit circuits. Two functions are performed by the current
limit circuits in the present design. First, the current limit circuits protect

the power switch tranststers from overcurrents. The overcurrent source may be
either the 270-vdc power supply or the motor operating in the generator mode.
Second, the current limit circuits allow the motor to stop in a minimum amount
of time when subjected to plug reverse conditions. The motor is forced to stop
quickly by modulating the power switch transistors with the current limit
circuits and forcing the motor into a dynamic braking mode.

During dynamic braking, the energy stored in the windings is returned to
the 270-vdc power source. A 13,OOO-10 capacitor bank was added to the output
of the 270-vdc power source to allow current to flow from the motor back to
the supply. The magnitude of the voltage that the dc power source is allowed
to increase from the nominal 270-vdc conditions is directly Interchangeable
with the size of the capacitor bank.

Another problem that had to be solved before reliable power switch tran-
sistor operation could be ensured concerned power turnon sequencing for the
manual switches. The manual switches were interlocked so that the low voltage
power for the controller logic power supplies were turned on before the high
voltage 270-vdc power source was turned on. Capacitors were shunted directly
across the power switch transistors to prevent transient voltage spikes from
destroying the transistors when the 270-vdc power source was turned off. Turn-
on sequencing also required that the disc brakes be released before power was
turned on to prevent excessive heat of the motor.

At the beginning of the design phase, the software program was written
to let the microprocessor development system perform time sequencing and speed
control as well as position error loop control functions. Alignment of the
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timing sequencing commands relative to the back emf, however, was difficult
due to the real time requirement of the motor switch command signals. The
timing sequencing commands were Implemented with discrete Integrated logic
chips to overcome this problem. The software interrupt mode was used initially
for the speed control function. However, hardware Implementation replaced the
software because of noise susceptibility of the Interrupt mode and use of
excessive time In the program for the speed control function.

3.0 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

The software was initially written to include speed torque programming and
interchannel communication; however, this portion of the program was abandoned
because of its complexity. The microprocessor then performed the position error
loop control func+ion, which included analog-to-digital conversion, CW or CCW
command generation, and analog signal generation of input and output signals.
A flow chart summarizing controller logic Is shown in Figure E-5. The function
of each of the subroutines in the program is summarized in Table E-1.

TABLE E-1 j
FUNCTIONS OF PROGRAM SUEROUTINES

Slbrout i ne Function

INIT Configures and interrupts, I/O
parts

START Selects multiplex (MUX) address,
starts analog-to-digital converter

FBK Reads and stores actuator position

GRAYCO Converts graycode to binary and
outputs actuator position

READ Reads and outputs the input

position command

ERROR Computes position error

ABS Computes abseulte value of position
error and outputs error command to
inverter

CWCCW Determines CW/CCW command and
outputs command to inverter

The program is written using assembly computer language.
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APPENDIX F

EQUIPMENT TEST PLAN
(AIRESEARCH REPORT 76-13276, Dec. 1976)

1.0 PURPOSE

1.1 INTRODUCTION

This document is submitted in accordance with the data requirements
(Sequence 5) of Contract F33615-76-C-3043 Issued by AFFDL of Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base. This document is a test plan for the demonstration testing
of an electromechanical, hingeline actuation system.

1.2 SCOPE

This plan describes the tests to be conducted on the electromechanical
hingeline rotary actuation system being developed under Air Force Contract
F33615-76-C-3043. The primary flight control actuation system will be tested
under laboratory conditions, with installation and operating Interfaces simu-
lated to the highest extent practical.

The actuation system will be evaluated in terms of simulated interfaces
with the aircraft Including structural attachments, thermal provisions, and
dual redundant control surface actuation. The brass board electronic con-
troller and transistor power switches will be exercised to demonstrate maxi-
mum capability and flexibility of actuating a simulated control surface.

1.3 OBJECTIVE

The overall objective of this test program is to evaluate the components
and system to determine the (I) characteristics of the electromechanical
actuation system as an alternate to hydraulic actuation, and (2) satisfaction
of performance goals. The following detail objectives of the test program
are listed in approximate order of signifigance:

a. Provide test data based upon hardware operation in known environ-
ments and controlled conditions.

b. Demonstrate that the components are compatible as on operatirg
actuation system.

c. Demonstrate that the components operate Ir the manner predicted.

1.4 REFERENCES

I) Air Force Contract, F 336i5-76-C-3043, Section F, Description/Speci-
fications

2) AiResearch Proposal, 75, 12136, November 15, 1975, Integrated Hinge
(Rotary) Electromechanical Actuation Development

3) Electromechanical Actuation Development Design Data Package,
AiResearch Report No. 76-12943

76-13276
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4) Performance Specification Electromechanical Flight Control

Actuation System, AIResearch Report No. 76-12942

5) AiResearch Drawings

Actuator Outline 2022194

Gearbox cross section 2022192

Motor cross section 515018

Position Decoder 2022196

2.0 TEST CONCEPTS

2.1 TEST ARTICLES

The hardware to be tested consists of components, assemblies and a
system, as described below:

Component Assembly System

Name Qty. Part No Name Part No. Name

Motor (2) P515018 }Actuator 2022194

Gearbox (I) 2022192 Primary flight

ontroller Assy. --- - Control Hinge-

Position J Line Servo Sys.
ncoder (2) 2022196 -- -

2.2 TEST PLAN

2.2.1 Flow Diagram

The overall test flow diagram is presented in Figure I. It shows the
flow of components through acceptance testing, assembly tests and full system
testing. The circled numbers on the figure indicates the test brief (Section
5.0) which describes the tests to be conducted during each event.

2.2.2 Schedule

The schedule of tests is presented in Figure 2. The sequence of testing
is consistent with the flow diagram of Figure I. The major milestone of the
schedule is the beginning of system tests on March I, 1977. The total test-
ing effort is programmed to be 7 months duration.

2.2.3 Facilities

The test program will be conducted in the existing facilities of
AiResearch. Component acceptance tests will be conducted in the electronic
and electromechanical laboratories. EMI evaluation will be performed in the

76-13276

Page 2
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EMI laboratory. All system testing will be conducted In the hydraulic test
laboratory.

3.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND CRITERiA

The test requirements will be based .apon the system performance defined
in Reference 4 . The values of performance will be used to establish the
range of test conditions and results to be evaluated.

Criteria for test completion is conformance to the procedure of the
test brief, and the recording of data includin~g tolerance limits and special
situations or conditions of the test. Required data and accept/reject cri-
teria of each test is presented on the corresponding test brief.

4.0 TESTING

This paragraph describes the general approach to test of the electro-
mechanical actuation system and includes discussions of the following test
categories:

Funct'>:rnal - Component
Compatibility - System
Performance Evaluation - System
Demonstration - System

4.1 FUNCTIONAL - COMPONENT

Component testing will be conducted as shown in Figure 1, to determine
performance and functional characteristics of the motor, gearbox, controller,I
and encoder. The component evaluation will include, for example, the accept-
ance test records prepared during fabrication of the motor. The controller
component tests will consist of extensive operation of the equipment for
evaluation and checkout of the program routines and the tabular input data.
Test briefs numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4 describe these component test activities.

4.2 COMPATIBILITY - SYSTEM

The phys~cal and function interfaces of the system elements will be
evaluated. The motor, controller, and encoder will be operated to verifyI functiondl compatibility, and specifically to show that the components operate
as a closed servo loop, as expected.

The motor and gearbox physical Interface will be established.

Test briefs numbered 5 and 6 describe the evaluation of assemblies to
be performed.

4.3 PERFORMtANCE EVALUATION - SYSTEM

Certain performance evaluation tests will be conducted at the compo-
nent/assembly level, and some will be conducted as a complete system.

76-13276
Page 5
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The EMI signature evaluation, for example, will be performed using
one motor and one controller channel. The purpose of the evaluation is to
determine the conducted and radiated EMI, and the susceptibility to conducted
EMI. The actuator will be replaced with a dynamometer to load the motor.

Static stiffness of the actuator will be evaluated by using the gearbox
only. The input pinions will be locked, the output loaded, and the rotational
displacement measured.

These assembly tests are described in test briefs 7 and 8.

The tests to be conducted upon the complete actuation system include
the following:

Test Test Brief No.

Frequency Response 9

Dynamic Stiffness 10

Velocity II

Position Resolution 12

Power Efficiency 13

4.4 DEMONSTRATION-SYSTEM

This category of test provides for evaluation of the versatility and
applicability of the microprocessor controlled electromechanical actuation
system to various flight control problem statements.

These tests are summarized below:

Test Objective Test Br'ef No.

Rigeneration To evaluate the conservation of 14
aiding load energies by the tech-
nique of electric power regenera-
tion

Continuous running To determine characteristics of a 15
servo demonstration seivo system wherein the output

motion Is derived from the differ-
ential action of two coordinated
servo mechanisms

SReliability To demonstrate the mechanism 16
demonstration of dual channel redundancy,

including operation after a single
simulated fault.

Thermal management To demonstrate dutycycle capability 17

76-13276, Rev. I
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5.0 TEST PROCEDURES

This section includes the test briefs describing the component,
assembly, and system demonstration tests to be performed. The briefs in-
chude the following information:

Objective

Facility for conducting the test

Test setup schematic

Special Instrumentation requ ired

Test prucedure summary

Requi red data to be recorded

Criteria for acceptance or rejection of tests and any special notes.

6.0 DOCUMENTATION

Documentation of tests conducted will be included in the final report
for this contract. The format of test reporting will be determined by the
nature of the individual test but will include the following:

Test results suimmary

Test objective

Test results i
Reduced data A

Raw data

Discussion

76-13276

Page 7
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APPENDIX G

PRED ICTED PERFORMANCE

The actuation unit digital simulation program was used to predict repre-
sentative response to Input commands (refer to para. 3.5). Table G-I presents
an Index to the conditions used as input parameters for evaluation. Tl, results
of analysis are shown on the pages following the table.
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TABLE G-1

INDEX TO PREDICTED PERFORMANCE RESULTS

Figure Ampl itude, Frequency,
Number Figure 1;tle Wveform deg Hz

G-1 Single Channel Step Response, No-Load Square I

G-2 Single Channel Step Response, No-Load Square 5 --

G-3 Single Channel Step Response, No-Load Square 10 --

G-4 Single Channel Frequency Response, No Load Sinusoid +1 0.4

G-5 Single Channel Frequency Response, No Load Sinusold +1 0

G-6 Single Channel Frequency Response, No Load Slnusold +1 2
G-6 Single Channel Frequency Response, No Load Sinusord +1 2

G-7 Single Channel Frequency Response, No Load Sinusold +1 4

G-8 Single Channel Frequency Response, No Load Sinusoid +1 6

G-9 Single Channel Frequency Response, No Load Sinusold +1 8

G-10 Single Channel Frequency Response, No Load Sinusoid I1 10

G-li Dual Channel Step Response, No Load Square I --

G-12 Dual Channel Step Response, No Load Square 5 --

G-IS Dual Channel Step Response, No Load Square 10 --

G-14 Dual Channel Step Response, N o Load Square 30 --

0-1 Dual Channel Frequency Response, No Load Sinusold +1 0.5

G-16 Dual Channel Frequency Response, No Load Sinusold +1 2

G-17 Dual Channel Frequency Response, No Load Sinusold +1 2

G-1 Dual Channel Frequency Response, No Load SinusoId +1 4

G-19 Dial Channel Frequency Response, No Load SInusold +1 6

G-20 Dual Channel Frequency Response, No Load Sinusold +1 8

G-21 Dual Channel Frequency Response, No Load Sinusold +1 10

G-22 Dual Channel Frequency Response, 50 Percent Load Slnusold +1 0.5

G-23 Dual heannel Frequency Response, 50 Percent Load Sinusold +1 2

G-24 Dual Channel Frequency Response, 50 Percent Load Sinusold +1 2

G-26 Dual Channel Frequency Response, 50 Percent Load Sinusold *I 4

G-26 Dual Channel Frequency Response, 50 Percent Load Sinusoid +1 6

G-27 Duel Channel Frequency Response, 50 Percent Load Sinusoid +1 8

G-28 Dual Channel Frequency Response, 50 Percent Load Sinusoid *0 10

G-29 Dual Channel Dynamic Stiffness, 10 Percent Load Sinusold 0.05 0.5

G-3D Dual Channel Dynanic Stiffness, IO Percent Load Sinusold 0.054 I

G-31 Dual Channel Dynamic Stiffness, 10 Percent Load Sinusold 0.074 2

G-33 Dual Channel Dynamic Stiffness, 10 Percent Load Sinusold 0.062 4

G-33 Dual Channel Dynamic Stliffness. 1D Percent Load Sinusoid 0.082 8

G-354 ,uai Channel Dynamic Stiffness, IO Percent Load Sinusold 0.18 16

6•5 Dual Channei Dynamic Stiffness, IO Percent Load Sinusoid 0.19 32
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APPENDIX H

HARDWARE TCST DATA

This appendix contains pertinent raw test date obtained from the rotary
hingellne actuator unit. Table H-I Indexes the arrangement of these data,
which Include various Input frequencies, loads, amplitudes, and waveforms.
The scale factors are the same on each plot. The Input command and output
position signals are 5 deg/in. and the current is measured using 10 amp/in.

Loads sre applied to a 10-In. arm by using a spring with a constant dis-
placement of 750 lb/In.

TABLE H-I

INDEX TO HARDWARE TEST RESULTS

I

Load at Null, Frequency, Amplitude,
Figure No. Type of Test lb Hz deg

H-i through H-4 Single-Channel None 0.5 +1
Frequency Response None 2 +1

None 4 +I

H-5 Single-Channel None 10
_______ Step Response _ ___

H-6 Dual-Channel 1125 +655 10
Step Response

H-7 through H-l1 Dual-Channel None 0.5 +1

Frequency Response None 2 +T1
None 4 +1
None 6.3 +I

None a T1
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Figure H-1. Single-Channal Frequency Response, No Load
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Figure H-11. Dual-Channel Frequency Response, No Load
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